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I. Introduction 

SAFETY EVALUATION 
RELATED TO PLANT RESTART 

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY 
SALEM NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION 

UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2 
DOCKET NOS. 50-272 AND 50-311 

On February 25, 1983 an event occurred at Unit 1 of the Salem Nuclear Generat
ing Station when the reactor-trip circuit breakers failed to automatically open 
following receipt of a valid trip signal from the Reactor Protection System 
(RPS). The manual trip system was used to shut down the reactor. Subsequently, 
it was concluded by t_he licensee that the failure to trip was caused by a mal
function of the undervoltage (UV) trip attachments in both reactor-trip circuit 
breakers. These UV trip attachments translate the electrical signal from the 
RPS to a mechanical action that opens the circuit breaker. 

On February 26, 1983, an NRC team was onsite to conduct initial followup and to 
collect preliminary information. As a result of NRC inquiries, the licensee 
determined that both reactor•trip circuit breakers had similarly failed to open 
upon receipt of a valid trip signal on February 22, 1983. The failure to auto
matically trip on February 22 was not recognized by the licensee unti 1 the 
computer printout of the sequence of events was reexamined in more detail on 
February 26. Further· evaluation of these events and the· circumstances leading 
up to ~hem revealed a number of issues that require resolution by the licensee 
and/or the NRC. This safety evaluation report briefly describes the NRC and 
licensee actions to address and resolve equipment, operator procedures, training 
and response, and management issues identified by the NRC.evaluation of the two 
events at Salem Unit 1. 

An NRC Task Force has been established to conduct a separate generic study of 
the broader implications of the Salem ~vents which is scheduled for cdmpletion 
by April 18, 1983. All actions identified herein are applicable to Salem but 
may have generic implications. Any generic actions developed by the Task Force 
will also be required of the Salem facility, as appr9priate. 

Actions for Salem as identified in this report fall in two groups: (1) actions 
that are required to be satisfactorily resolved before plant startup; and 
(2) actions that could be completed after restart but which were required to 
complement the pre-startup items. The actions required prior to the restart 
of Unit 1 will also be· implemented on Unit 2 prior to its rest~rt. Salem 
Unit 2 is presently shut down for refueling and is not presently scheduled to 
resume operation before Unit 1. 

The licensee has met with NRC staff on several occassions to present the results 
of initial evaluations related to tne events. Based on licensee submittals of 
March 1, 8, 14, 15, 18, 23 and April 7 and 8, 1983 and on the findings of the 
NRC evaluation of the Salem events, issues were identified and categorized as 
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(A) Equipment evaluation, (B) Operating Procedures, Operator Training~ and 
Operator Response Evaluation, and (C) Management Evaluation. 

II. Evaluation 

A. Equipment Evaluation 

1. Safety Classification of Breakers 

t 

During the initial NRC evaluation of the February 25 event, it was determined 
that maintenance was conducted on the Salem Unit 1 reactor-trip circuit breakers 
in January 1983, following a failure of one reactor-trip circuit breaker to trip 
upon receipt of an RPS signal at Salem Unit 2 on Januar.y 6, 1983. The work 
orders authorizing the January 1983 maintenance identified the maintenance as 
not associated with safety related equipment and not requiring quality assurance 
review. As a result, it was not clear on February 26, 1983 what portion, if 
any, of the reactor-trip circuit breakers was considered safety related by the 
licensee. The reactor-trip circuit breakers contain both a UV trip attachment 
and a shunt trip attachment, but only the UV trip attachment is operated by an 
automatic RPS trip signal. The shunt trip attachment provides for a manual trip 
of the breaker. 

Section 7.2.1.1 of the Salem Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), 
Revision 0, indicates that the Reactor Trip System includes the reactor-trip 
circuit breakers and the UV trip attachment. The Westinghouse Solid State Logic 
Protection System Description (WCAP-7488L) also defines the scope of the system 
as including the reactor-trip circuit breakers and the UV trip attachments. The 
UV trip attachment and the reactor-trip circuit breaker are safety-related 
equipment in that they are essential features of the Reactor Trip System, which 
is necessary to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a design-basis event 
that could result in exceeding the offsite exposure guidelines set forth in 
10 CFR Part 100. The shunt trip attachment of the reactor-trip circuit breakers 
in the Westinghouse design is not required by present NRC regulations to be 
safety grade and, although it is provided to perform the manual trip function, 
no credit is taken for this design feature in the.safety analysis (a manual 
reactor trip also actuates the UV trip attachment). The licensee in a March 1, 
1983 letter to NRC concurred in this understanding. 

Conclusion: Based on the above findings, we believe there is no dispute regard
ing the safety class1fi.cat1on of the reactor-trip circuit breakers and the issue 
is therefore considered resolved. 

2. Identification of Cause of Failure 

The license.e's determination of the cause of the failure of the reactor-trip 
breakers, as stated in their March 1, 1983 letter, was that there .was binding 
and excessive friction of the vertical latch lever of the UV trip attachment 
due to a lack of proper lubrication. The basis for this statement, as docu
mented by the licensee, was that immedia.tely· following the February 25, 1983 
event, tests were conducted which identified that the problem was not in the 
Reactor Protection System logic, but isolated to the under voltage trip attach
ment on the breakers. 
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f3y letter dated March 22, 1983, (Appendix C) Westinghouse provided to NRC the 
results of an investigation they performed in order to establish the potential 
scenarios that might have produced the malfunction of the ~alem Unit 1 circuit 
breakers. Westinghouse performed an inspection of a UVT attachment provided 
to them by the licensee, and represented by the licensee as the UVT attachment 
that malfunctioned on reactor-trip breaker B of Salem Unit 1 on February 25, 
1983. Findings during the examination included (1) failure of the as-received 
UVT attachment to latch traced to a bent and deformed leaf spring which, accord
ing to Westinghouse, could not have been caused by normal operation or wear, 
(2) a missing lock washer on the drop-out voltage adjustment screw mechanism 
and an excessively "turned-in" condition of the adjustment screw, (3) a deter
mination that the as-received UVT attachment was lubricated (the licensee advised 
Westinghouse that a lubricant was added to the device after the February 25, 
1983 event), (4) no excessive wear on the latch and latch interface and no 
evidence of burns, however excessive frictional force could not be ruled out as 
a potential malfunction since post-incident handling (manually exerctsing the 
device and lubrication) prior to receipt by Westinghouse would have masked a 
friction force malfunction scenario, (5) no visible evidence of corrosion, or 
broken or missing parts, other than the lock washer, and no obvious signs of 
improper manufacture, and (6) a determination that the UVT attachment was capa
ble of providing sufficient force, with margin, to trip a properly maintained 
circuit breaker. Based on the results. of this examination, Westinghouse con
cluded that malfunction of the UVT attachment was not attributable to design or 
manufacturing. The postulated malfunction scenarios which could not be elimi
nated by Westinghouse or which were present during the examination were fric
tional area anomalies, dirt/contamination, bent or deformed part·s, and/or 
misadjustment. Westinghouse considers these scenarios to fall under one broad 
category of maintenance related causes. 

The NRC and its consultant, Franklin Research Cent.er ( FRC) conducted an 
indepedent post-event evaluation to determine the cause of the failures. The 
FRC has completed their Interim Report and a copy is included as Appendix·B. 
Their evaluation consisted of a failure analysis of the UV trip attachment from 
Salem Unit 2 and was based on interviews with cognizant maintenance personnel 
to describe the maintenance history of the devices. Evaluation of the failure 
of the reactor trip circuit breakers included review of the operating, 
maintenance, and surveillance testing history for the DB-50 breakers used at 
the Salem plant. Since the trip lever of the UV trip attachment must lift the 
circuit breaker trip bar for opening of the circuit breaker to occur, the 
evaluation also included the interaction of the UV trip attachment with the 
circuit breaker trip bar. FRC has now completed a failure analysis of the 
two UV trip attachments stated by the licensee as the devices that failed on 
Salem Unit 1. 

The staff and its consultant, FRC, have identified two possible failure modes 
for the Salem Unit 1 UV Trip attachments. Possible contributors to these modes 
are (1) dust and dirt; (2) lack of lubrication; (3) wear; (4) more frequent 
operation than intended by design; and (5) nicking of latch surfaces caused by 
repeated operation of the breaker. The contributors appear to be cumulative, 
with no one main cause. One failure mode can occur when latch-to-latch pin 
binding preven~s unlatching of the UV Trip attachment, thereby preventing the 
trip lever from moving when the device is de-energized. 
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The second possible failure mode concerns the increased frictional forces 
between the latch spring and latch. The latch spring on \his device exerts 
eno~~h force on the latch to reduce the output force from the trip lever 
resulting from friction. This reduced force could be significant if the force 
required to lift the circuit breaker trip bar is higher than normally expected. 
The increased friction results from age related wear and lack of lubrication. 
As stated previously Westinghouse representatives stated that the expected 
force required to lift the circuit breaker trip bar at time of manufacture 
would have a maximum of 31 ounces. The licensee by letter of April 7, 1983 has 
stated that the force required to trip the breaker using the breaker trip bar 
has been measured on all four Unit 1 circuit breakers, and that all breakers 
met the Westinghouse criteria. 

Further FRC eval~ation concluded that the latch surfaces of the original UV 
trip attachments appear not to have been honed. Roughness was noted on the 
iatch-to-latch pin face and on the latch~to-latch spr)ng face causing a groove 
to be worn into the spring. During testing, hesitation during unlatching was 
observed when voltage was gradually reduced to the coil of the device, further 
indicating inadequate lubrication causing increased friction in the latch-to
latch pin surface. Corrective actions to preclude the problems of roughness· 
in the mating surfaces of the UV trip attachments have already been implemented. 
Westinghouse had changed the manufacturing procedure for the latch in 1973 to 
include hand honing of the latch surfaces that mate with other components. The 
licensee by letter of April 7, 1983, has confirmed that the new UV trip attach
ments now installed in Salem Unit 1, and those to be installed 1n Salem Unit 2 
have incorporated all up to date design changes made to these devices. 

During the FRC evaluation, manufacturing deviations were noted when comparing 
the original UV attachments supplied to Salem: These deviations may affect the 
forces available within the attachments. Discussions with the Licensee 
ind~:ated that similar deviations had been noted on other attachments not 
currently available for inspection. These deviations were not identified in 
the causes of the failures of the attachments, and qualified components have 
been installed. 

The results of the evaluation indicated that while there were possibly multiple 
contributing and cumulative causes of failure, the failure of the UV trip 
attachment was accelerated due to improper lubrication and maintenance through
out the life of the device. 

Conclusion The staff has concluded that while the Salem Unit 1 break.er failures 
occurred from several possible contributors such as dust and dirt, lack of 
lubrication, more frequent operation than intended by design, and riick.ing of 
latch surfaces from frequent operation of the circuit breakers, the predominant 
cause was excessive wear ac~elerated by lack of lubrication and improper main
tenance. To confirm this conclusion, and to provide assurance that degradation 
of the trip breakers is not occurring, the staff will require ad~itional sur
veillance testing, and improved maintenance programs which will be implemented 
after re-start. These programs are addressed in the following sections of tbis 
report. 

With the maint~nance and testing of the new UV trip attachments and the 
verification testing as discussed in .the following section of this Evaluation,. 
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the staff has reasonable assuance 'that the properly maintained breakers and UV 
trip a~tachments will perform their intended function whil~ the following addi
tional a~tions are completed and evaluated. 

Because-one of the contributors may be more frequent·operation than intended by 
design, the NRC is requiring the licensee to determine the allowable number of 
operations of the circuit breakers and establish a replacement interval for the 
entire unit or components of the unit. This action should be compleied within 
six months of plant startup. In addition, the staff required and the licensee 
has established a procedure for measuring the force required to trip the breaker 
using the breaker trip bar and the force output from the UV trip lever. These 
tests will be performed every six months and are included in the licensee's 
maintenance procedures. By letter of April 7, 1983, the licensee has committed, 
to these requirements. 

Based on these actions and commitments by the licensee, we have concluded that 
the cause of failure of the original trip breakers have been sufficiently 
identified for restart. 

3. Verification Testing 

Testing following reactor-trip circuit breaker maintenance or initial installa·· 
tion should be suff;ciently comprehensive to provide reasonable assurance that 
the circuit breaker will function a~ needed. Verification testing on the 
installed breaker provides added assurance that the breaker continues to 
function properly. 

On August 20, 1982, one reactor-trip circuit breaker on Unit 2 fai.led to 
operate during surveillance testing. A UV trip attachment ~as reinstall~d on 
this circuit breaker after replacing the coil. The circuit breaker was re
inst,alled and subsequent post maintenance testing was performed to establish 
operability. Similarly, on January G; 1983, a reactor trip occurred at Salem 
Unit 2 due to a low-low steam generator level, but one reactor-~rip circuit 
breaker failed to open. The licensee concluded that the circuit·breaker 
failure was due to binding from dirt and corrosiori in the UV trip attachmerit. 
On February 20, both breakers performed satisfactorily during reactor trip 
events. Since the circuit breakers again failed on February 24 and 25, adequacy 
of the testing to ensure circuit breaker operability is an issue. 

The licensee has stated that the Salem Unit 1 lA and 18 reactor trip circµit 
breakers were cleaned, lubricated and readjusted under the technical direction 
of a Westinghouse technical representative. 

The licensee has conducted a program to verify proper operation of the reactor
trip circuit breakers prior to returning them to service. The program involved 
pre-ins~allation testing of UV trip attachments 25 times by the vendor. After 

•installation on the trip breakers, the UV trip attachment and trip breakers 
were tested ten .more times. .A 11 tests were comp 1 eted without fai 1 ure of the UV 
trip attachment to trip the breake~ Following this testing, a time respon~e 
test of the breaker actuated through the RPS was performed. This test data is 
available at the site for the review and will be used as a baseline in all 
future te!!ting. 
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By letter dated March 14, 1983, the licensee stated that he has completed the. 
above program and committed to submit a longer term operational verification 
program for the reactor trip breakers for NRC review by May, 1983. The licensee 
has committed to develop and provide the NRC with a detailed test procedure, 
acceptance criteria and a schedule by May 1983. The intent of the testing is 
to verify the adequaqy of the licensee's maintenance and surveillance program 
and will also be used in conjunction with surveillance testi~g results as a 
basis for determining the replacement intervals for the entire circuit breaker 
and/or its components. The licensee expects that the test program will be 
completed by October, 1983. If the licensee proposes a bench test of less than 
2000 cycles, the staff will require the detailed justification concerning the 
acceptability of the number of test cycles. 

Conclusion: Based on the successful results of the testing performed on the 
installed breaker assemblies and on the above commitment from the licensee, 
the staff concludes that this issue has been satisfactorily resolved to permit 
restart of the plant. 

4. Maintenance and Surveillance Procedures 

Maintenance 

During the staff review, it was determined that no specific maintenance proce
dure existed at the Salem facility to conduct preventive or corrective mainte
nance on the reactor-trip circuit breakers. In addition, the maintenance 
conducted in January 1983 was not performed in accordance with the latest 
Westinghouse recommendations, as contained in Westinghouse Technical Bulletin 
NSD-74-1, amended by technical data letter NSD-74-2. No program of preventive 
maintenance had been conducted on these circuit breakers since their original 
installation. 

The licensee has now developed maintenance procedures and preoperational 
verification programs for use on the reactor-trip circuit breakers (including 
the UV trip attachment), based on all applicable vendor maintenance recommenda
tions, appropriate quality assurance (QA) requirements, and post maintenance 
testing. The initial NRC staff review of these newly developed procedures and 
programs identified certain deficiencies. By letters dated March 14, 1983 and 
April 7, 1983, the licensee submitted Revision 2 to Salem Generating Station 
Maintenance Department Manual Maintenance Procedure M3Q-2, and other informa
tion, that addressed these deficiencies. 

Each of the deficiencies identified by the staff for the new recently developed 
procedures are presented· below along with the licensee's resolution. 

i. The maintenance procedure originally specified cleaning and vacuuming the 
equipment. Since dirt in the breaker assembly was believed to be one of 
the causes of the failures, the staff required that the cabinets and 
circuit breaker room also be cleaned as part of the maintenance procedure. 
The licensee, by letter dated April 7, 1983, has stated that the circui~ 
breaker cabinets are cleaned each refueling outage and that the circuit 
breaker rooms are cleaned on work days, and has modified the procedure to 
include the requirement to clean the cabinets. The issue is resolved. 
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ii. Our review of the maintenance procedure indicated that the new replacement 
UV attachments that were installed during this outage., were not required to 
undergo cyclic testing that was to have been performed by the supplier 
(Westinghouse). In response to NRC questions, the licensee's Specifica
tion 83-8248 was revised and now requires all replacement UV attachments 
to have been tested without a failure. For startup the licensee has 
stated that the new UV attachments currently installed have now completed 
this testing. This resolves part of our concern and is acceptable. 

The maintenance procedure was also revised for the new UV trip attachments 
to specify a 30-minute time interval between each of ten cycles of testing 
required. This test interval is in accordance with the staff's recommenda
tion. However, the maintenance procedure had not been revised to specify 
appropriate acceptance criteria. These criteria, allowing no failures, 
have now been incorporated into the maintenance procedure. The licensee 
has stated that the new UV attachments have been successfully tested ten 
times, utilizing the 30-minute time interval. We find the revised proce
dures and testing results acceptable. 

iii. The maint~nance procedure addresses circuit breaker response times when 
tripped by the undervoltage trip attachment. The staff required that 
three timing tests be performed with a high speed recorder and the average 
response would then be compared to previous test times. A timing test has · 
been performed on the circuit breakers to establish a base line for future 
comparisons. Revision 2 of the maintenance procedure has been revised to 
require three timing tests be performed. This satisfies the staff's 
concern. 

iv. Diagrams included with the maintenance procedure incorrectly showed 
attachments such as an overcurrent trip device; that are not used in the 
Salem reactor trip circuit breakers, instead of the· shunt trip and under
voltage trip attachment which are used. This has now been corrected to 
include the applicable diagrams and is now acceptable. 

v. The maintenance procedure contained a caution concerning a self-locking 
screw in the moving core of the UV attachment. The maintenance procedure 
has been revised to require, and licensee Specification 83-8248 now 
requires, that a sealant be applied to the two cover bolts on the movable 
core cover and the reset lever spring adjustment screw such that field 
adjustments are not possible without breaking these seals. The licensee 
has verbally informed the NRC that these seals are in place. The staff 
will verify this prior to restart. This resolves this issue and is 
acceptable. 

vi. The maintenance procedure did not specify the acceptance tolerance on the 
UV trip attachment coil dropout voltage. The maintenance procedure also 
did not address the action to take if the coil dropout voltage falls below 
the specified limits. These deficiencies have been corrected by the 
licensee and are acceptable. 

vii. The staff required that the procedure be revised to include notification 
of the NRC, prior to taking corrective action, if any acceptance criteria 
is found to be out of specification. The maintenance procedure has been 
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revised and the licensee has committed to propose Technical Specification 
thanges within 30 days of plant startup, that requir~ such notification to 
be made prior to any corrective actions being taken. The above action and 
commitment is acceptable to the staff. 

viii.The staff required the maintenance procedure be revised to include a trip 
force measurement be made on the trip bar of each of the four reactor trip 
breakers and the output force of all four UV trip attachments be measured 
each time maintenance is performed on the breakers and following installa
tion 6f a new UV trip attachment. If the measured trip force on any trip 
bar exceeds the manufacturer's recommended upper limit, or the output force 
of any UV trip attachment is less than twice the measured trip force the 
l'icensee shall declare the breaker inoperable and should immediately notify 
the NRC prior to any corrective action. These measurements were required 
to be performed on presently installed breakers prior to plant startup. 
These.measurements have been perforl)}ed, and the trip force on all trip 
bars were less then the manufacturer 1 s recommended upper li~it. The 
licensee has verbally informed the NRC that the butput force of all UV 
trip attachments is more than twice the measured trip force. The staff 
will verify this prior to startup. Technical Specification changes will 
be proposed by the licensee within. 30 days of plant startup to assure NRC 
notification ~rior to any corrective action. This resolves this issue. 

ix. The maintenance procedure was not explicit relative to the frequency of UV 
attachment lubrication. It ~s the staff's position that the procedure 
require lubrication each time maintenance is performed. ·The procedure 
also specified cleaning the UV attachment with Stoddard_solvent. While 
the staff ha·s no concerns at this time relative to the adequacy of the 
lubricant, we· will continue our investigation to determine any potential 
adverse effects from the use of Stoddard solvent. The lubrication points 
in the breaker were also inconclusive in that all friction points were not 
identified for lubrication. In a March 22, 1983 letter to the NRC (Appen
dix C), Westinghouse stated that a new Technical Bulletin clarifying the 
circuit breaker and UV trip attachment lubricants and lubrication points 
will be issued to the licensee by March 24, 1983. The licensee verified 
by letter dated April 7, 1983, that the circuit breakers and UV trip 
attachments have been lubricated in accordance with .the recently issued 
Westinghouse Techn.ica_l Bulletin. The Technical Bulletin specifies a 
lubrication frequency of every six months, specifies t.he lubrication 
points, and has been incorporated into the maintenance procedure. This 
resolyes this issue for restart. 

x. Regarding the NRC recommendation that testing of the UV trip attachment of 
the bypass breakers be performed every refue 11 ng outage, the 1 i cen see has 
modified his maintenance procedure so that all bypass break.ers ·have their 
UV trip and shunt trip attachments tested every six months. This 
satisfies the staff's concern. 

Surveillance 

Prior to the February events, the licensee conducted a functional surveillance 
test on one of the two installed reactor-trip circuit breakers every month, so 
that each ci rcu1 t breaker was tested once every two mon.ths. The survei 11 ance 
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test involved tripping a circuit breaker by use of the UV trip attachment. The 
licensee also operated the circuit breakers weekly by exer .. cising the shunt trip 
attachment. In view of the number of reactor-trip circuit breaker·failures at 
Salem, the staff determined that this surveilance testing program was ineffec
tive for assuring reliability of the reactor-trip circuit breakers. 

The licensee initially proposed to revise monthly testing of the main reactor
trip circuit breakers by use of the UV trip attachment and weekly testing of 
the reactor-trip circuit breakers by use of the shunt tri'p attachment. The 
staff did not agree with the weekly testing interval of the shunt trip attach
ment because of the potential for additional wear. Further, the staff indicated 
that the associated bypass breakers be tested. 

~ 

The licensee proposed in his letter of April 7, 1983 a new single test procedure 
to independently test the UV trip, shunt trip, and manual scram feature, to be 
performed within 7 days of each reactor startup. 

After discussion with the staff on this prricedure the licensee has revised his 
proposal to provide three separate tests in lieu of the proposed single test 
procedure. These tests do not require lifted leads or jumpers; are previously 
existing tests which have been checked-out and used sucessfully in actual plant 
conditions; and satisfy the staff requ.irement. The tests are: (1) functional 
test of the UV trip of each main breaker, using the abbreviated monthly func
tional test procedure #18.1.010(11); (2) functional test of the shurit trip of 
each main breaker, using the manual breaker controls on the main reactor control 
board; and (3) functional test of the manual scram switches. The staff has 
determined that these three tests are acceptable for plant restart. 

I 

The licensee has further revised his proposal such that these three tests will 
performed immediately prior ~o each reactor startup, unless the tests have been 
completed in the last 24 hours. We find this schedule more desirable and 
acceptable. 

The licensee has committed to these rev1s1ons in his letter dated April 8, 1983, 
and has further agreed to propose appropriate changes to the Technical 
Specifications to fully document this testing requirement. 

The staff required that reactor trip breaker timing tests be performed once 
each month. The staff also recommended a permanent test panel ·be designed and 
used when these tests are performed. However, the licensee has proposed to 
utilize the events recorder to perform these tests. We have found this to be 
acceptabl~. In combination with response time measurements with a high speed 
recorder every six months, we find use of the event recorder on a monthly basis 
to be acceptable. 

The licensee will submit proposed Technical Specification changes that 
incorporate all the above surveillance requirements. These proposed Technical 
Specification changes are to be submitted within 30 days of plant startup. 

Conclusions: The licensee has revised his maintenance procedures to address 
all NRC staff concerns necessary for the restart of Salem Unit 1. Further the 
licensee has acceptably revised and expanded his,surveillance test~ng programs 
to provide assurance that adequate functional testing .of the reactor trip 
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breaker will be provided, including testing of the bypass breakers. Finally, 
the licensee will submit, within 30 days of plant startup proposed Technical 
Specification changes .for incorporating: 

(a) NRC notification requirements for maintenance testing results exceeding 
any acceptance criteria, 

(b) NRC notification requirements for measured breaker trip forces exceeding 
the recommended upper limit, and 

(c) the additional surveillance requirements identified by the staff, as 
identified herein and in Table 1, for the reactor trip and bypass breaker. 

The above actions provide reasonable assurance-, regarding maintenance and 
surveillance, for restart of the facility. 
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TABLE 1 

PERIODIC SURVEILLANCE/MAINTENANCE OF REACTOR_]]IP DREA_KERS 

PRE-STARTUP 
f < 24 hrs) 
Hain Trip Breakers) 

1. functional test of UV 
(via SSPS) 

2. functional test of Shunt 
(manual controls) 

3. functional manual scram swttch 
(voltmeters) 

1. 

2. 

MONTHLY 
SURVEILLANCE 

01atn Trip Breakers) 

a. SSPS functional of UV. 

b. response ttme testing 
of UV/breakers 
(event recorders) 

' functional test of Shunt 
(ma~ual controls) 

6-MOS. 
SURVEILLANC!L_MAINTENANCE 
lMalilTDypass- Breakers) 

1. response ti~e testing (3 times) 
(vtsfcorder) trend data 

2. trtp bar 11ft force measurements 

3. UV output force measurement 

4. drop-out voltage check 

5. servtctng/lubrtcatton/adjustments 

6. repeat testing steps 1-4 



B. Operating Procedures, Operator Training, and Operator Response Evaluation 

Examination of the circumstances associated with the events of February 22 and 
25 identified certain issues relative to plant operations.· Our discussion of 
plant operations is divided into operating procedures, operator training, and 
operator response. The events at Salem were anticipated transients without 
scram (ATWS) of the reactor as a result of failures in the reactor protection 
system (RPS). The adequacy of the RPS to indicate an ATWS is discussed in this 
report. 

The operator's role in responding to an AlWS is to take action to manually shut 
down the reactor and stabilize all systems upon receiving 11 positive indication 
of a reactor trip demand. 11 Emergency Operating Procedures specifically direct 
actions to be taken in response to such positive indication. Operator training 
is required to recognize the posiiive indication and u~derstand the objective 
of each procedure step. With proper operating procedures and adequate trainingJ 
the operator's response to an ATWS event should be proper and timely. 

1. Operating Procedures 

NRC staff personnel conducted interviews with control room operators and 
reviewed the emergency operating procedure for reactor trip which was used by 
control personnel during the February 22, and 25 events. This procedure, which· 
included the ATWS procedure st.eps, is identified as EI-I-4.3, Revision 7. ·The 
procedure required a manual trip if an automatic trip did not occur as indicated 
by reactor power level remaining high or control rods failing to insert. (This 
situation does not mean that a trip should have occured, only that one has not 
occured.) In ~ddition, the procedure required a manual trip of the turbine. 
However, due to a lack of understanding of the procedure steps and/or a lack of 
adequate training, one operator questioned the appropriateness of the ATWS step 
to trip the turbine. 

The evaluation of plant operations is divided into two sections. The first 
deals with "positive indication" of a "reactor trip demand." The second 
addresses the licensee's revised procedures relative to the requirement to 
manually trip the reactor upon receipt of a positive indication of a reactor 
trip demand. These procedures are identified as EI-I-4.3, Revision 10, -Reactor 
Trip, and EI-I-4.0, Revision 6, Safety Injection Initiation, both dated April 6, 
1983 for both Units 1 and 2. The ATWS portion of the licensee's revised pro
cedures relative to the Westinghouse Owners Group guidelines is also evaluated. 

a. Positive Indication of Reactor Trip Demand_ 

The staff's evaluation is based· on the following definitions of "reactor trip 
demand11 and "positive indication" of that demand. A "reactor trip demand" is 
the condition of the final output of the logic portion of the reactor protec
tion system calling for an automatic reactor trip. Confidence in the validity 
of this trip demand is based on the redundancy and reliability of the reactor 
protection system logic. A reactor trip demand will effect an automatic 
reactor trip if either reactor protection circuit breaker opens. 

"Posjtive indication11 of a reactor tr.ip demand is defined as the information 
from control room indicators that alerts th~ operator to the present existence· 
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of a reactor trip demand. The licensee's proposed positive indications of a 
reactor trip demand are presence of an alarm on the reactor trip portion of the 
first-out annunciator panel and concurrent sensor bistable trip indications 
(sufficient to require a reactor trip) on the solid state ~rotection system 
(SSPS) status panel. Information from the first-out annunciator panel alone 
provides a more conservative positive indication because it indicates either 
that a trip demand currently exists or that such a demand existed in the past. 
It is possible for the first-out panel to indicate a reactor trip demand after 
the trip condition has cleared because the annunciator "locks in. 11 The SSPS 
status panel bistable indications, on the other hand, automatically reset when 
the associated trip condition clears. Thus, although the first-out panel alone 
provides the conservative positive indication of a reactor trip demand, the 
first-out annunciator concurrent with the bistables on the SSPS status panel is 
reguired for positive indication that the need for a reactor trip presently 
exists. . 

Staff review of the first-out annunciator panel operating sequence showed that 
a first out signal provides two coding methods to direct the operatoris 
attention to a specific annunciator tile. The first is the auditory signal 
with a specific pulse rate and frequency variation unique to the first-out 
panel. The sound draws the operator 1 s attention to the fact that an 
annunciator is active while the specific pulse rate and frequency is meant to 
identify the first-out panel. 

Identification by auditory coding is useful only if a limited number of 
different signals must be distinguished by the operator. The recommend~d limit 
is nine for all auditory signals located in -the control room, including plant 
evacuation, fire, security, computer alarms, annunicators, etc. Since there 
are more than twelve different auditory alarms in the Salem control room, the 
significance of the first-out panel unique auditory alarm is diminished. The 
separate first-out panel with red demarcation is an adequate reference such 
that a flashing tile within its bounds provides positive indication that a 
reactor or turbine trip demand signal has been generated. However, a drawback 
to the overall annunciator alarm system at Salem, which ~ould cause operators 
to lose information, is that the silence, acknowledge, and reset (except first 
out tile) functions are accomplished by use of a single control (knee switch). 

The second method of coding is· intended to identify a specific first-out tile 
within the first-out panel. This is done by illuminating two red bulbs along 
with the two white bulbs illuminated on all activated tiles. The net result is 
a first-out indication that appears pink when viewed under normal ambient 
control room illuminati~n. This color is not easily discriminated from that of 
illuminated white tiles on the same panel. Further, NRC color vision testing 
requirements for operators inay not be sufficiently discriminating or uniformly 
applied to detect a color vision deficiency, thus exacerbating the potential 
problem of quick first-out tile identification. 

The licensee's procedure, EI-I-4.3 11 Reactor Trip, 11 dated April 6, 1983, does 
not depend on identification of a specific annunciator tile on the first-out 
panel, only on detection of any reactor trip annunciator on the panel. Thus, 
the deficiencies in auditory and visual coding for identification should not 
significantly affect operator performance of the emergency procedure. These 
deficiencies may affect post-event operator actions. The licensee stated in 
its letter to 0. Eisenhut from R. Uderitz, dated April 7, 1983 that modifica
tions are under consideration and that changes will be completed by May 1, 1983. 
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b. Revised Procedures 
... 

Subsequent to the February 25 event, the licensee revised the procedures for 
reactor trip and safety injection. The procedure revisions upon which this 
safety evaluation is.based are EI-I-4.3 "Reactor Trip, 11 and EI-I-4.0, 11 Safety 
Injection Initiation, 11 both dated April 6, 1983 for Units 1 and 2. The staff 
review of the revised procedures addressed several areas: (1) The operators 
must be able to carry out the instructions quickly enough to respond success
fully to a plant transient; (2) Indicators upon which the operator ~cts must 
be sufficiently reliable to evoke proper action when necessary and not lead to 
improper operator action which may affect safe operation of the plant; 
(3) Instructions must have an adequate technical basis to provide confidence in 
their'appropriateness; (4) Procedures must be written clearly so that the opera
tor can understand and implement them in a high stress environment. This 
includes immediate actions that must be committed to memory so that they can be 
performed before time is available to actually reference the procedure. 

(1) Timeliness of Response 

To address the issue of how much time is available for operator action, the 
staff reviewed the analysis of the limiting ATWS event. The limiting concern 
for this event is reactor coolant system pressure. Results show that if the 
turbine is tripped within about one and a half minutes after the loss of feed
water, even if the reactor is not tripped, the pressure transient does not 
exceed design limits. The staff reviewed the reactor trip procedure and 
visited the Salem Unit 1 control room to look at the indications and controls 
used in the procedure and to walk through the initial steps of the procedure. 

Staff review indicated that the Solid State Protection System (SSPS) status 
panel in the control room is located and arranged in a manner that should 
require only a few seconds to recognize a reactor trip demand. The staff 
walk-through of the Unit 1 control room demonstrated that the operator could 
perform all the necessary control room actions in less than half a minute. 
Therefore, based on the small size of the ~alem control .rooms and the relation
ship of the main control board and SSPS status panel, the staff has determined 
that operator scanning of displays necessary for this event and operation of 
all required controls can be performed adequately. 

(2) Reliability of SSPS Status Panel Indications 

Based on discussions·with Salem personnel, and observations made during the 
control room walk-through, several issues about status indicator lights were 
identified. Both the first-out panel a~d the SSPS status panel are powered 
from vital power supplies. Each status panel indicator consists of a ligh~ 
fixture which can contain up to four miniature bulbs. Each-+ndicator appeared 
to be vertically partitioned so that two bulbs may be placed on each side of 
the partition. According to operations personnel only two bulbs are used in 
each indicator, to reduce the heat generated within the indicator fixture. 
Control room observation from a human factors standpoint indicated that one 
bulb was sufficient to provide a visible indication of status. 
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The bulbs in the indicators are tested once each shift, and both trains of the 
stat~s panel are functionally tested each month when performing surveillance 
t.ests on the reactor protection system. A burned out bulb is detected by 
observing a dark side on the indicator face. 

Concerr. about reliance on SSPS status panel indication originated in the Unit 1 
control room with the staff's observation that a number (at least 10) of the 
status panel indicators appeared to have burned out bulbs. An additional con
cern was the placement of bulbs in the indicators. With one bulb on each side 
of the light fixture, it was apparent when a bulb was burned out. Howeve~, with 
both bulbs on the same side of the partition, it could be difficult to det-ermine 
that a bulb had failed. · 

In view of the reliance on status lights for positive indication of a trip 
dema~d at Salem, and issues for reliable status indication based on staff 
observations, the licensee was required to provide the staff with~ d~tailed 
description of the procedures which will be used to ensure the operability of 
SSPS status panel indicators. The licensee's April 8 supplement to its April 7 
letter provided a description of the power supply for the SSPS status panel and 
a description of its procedures for ensuring operability of the SSPS status 
panei indicator bulbs. 

(3) Technical Basis of ATWS Procedure 

The technical basis of the ATWS procedure is provided by the Westinghouse 
Owners Group procedure guideline ECA-1, "Anticipated Transient Without Scram," 
dated September 1, 1981. The licensee 1s procedure EI-I-4.3, "Reactor Trip," 
and ~I-I-4.0, "Safety Injection Initiation" each dated April 6, 1983 were 
reviewed using the Westinghouse Owners Group guideline ECA-1 as a basis. 
Although there are plant-specific differences, no technical deficiencies were 
noted in the procedure. The licensee 1 s two procedures contain plant-specific, 
detailed steps to provide operators with more methods of tripping the reactor 
and the turbine than are identified in the generic guidelines and are therefore 
more comprehensive than the current owners' group generic guidelines. 

(4) Human Factors Review of Procedure 

A hu~an factors and technical review was conducted of the ATWS portion of the 
licensee's "Reactor Trip" procedure, and of the immediate actions of the 
licensee's "Safety Injection Initiation" procedure. A number of human factors 
discrepancies were identified, including lack of internal consistency, logical 
ordering of steps, and convention used for emphasis. None of the discrepancies 
warranted revision prior to restart. However,· many of these discrepancies were 
corrected in the April 6 revisions to the procedures. The licensee agreed to 
consider the remainder of the discrepancies in the program for upgrading emer
gency operating procedures (EOPs) in accordance with Supplement 1, NUREG-0737. 
This upgrade program will revise existing EOPs, using the Westinghouse Owners 
Group Guidelines, as part of the ongoing Three Mile Island Action Plan to 
upgrade all plants' EOPs. All plants' schedules for the EDP upgrade are due 
to the NRC by April 15, 1983, in· accordance with Generic Letter. 82-33. 
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Conclusion: Staff review covered operating procedures, including positive 
indication of reactor trip demand and revised procedures. Review of the proce
dures included timeliness of operator response, reliabiliny of the indications, 
technical basis of the procedures, and the human factors of the procedures. As 
a result of our review, the licensee was required to identify the control room 
indicators that provide positive indication, without operator analysis or 
verification, that an automatic reactor trip demand is present. In addition, 
the licensee was required to revise procedures to direct the operators to 
insert a manual trip whenever positive indication of an automatic reactor trip 
demand is present, without delaying to evaluate the overall plant status. 

Our review of the April 6 revision of the procedures det~rmined that the 
necess.ary revisions have been made. Based upon our review, the ~taff concludes 
that the revised procedures have been completed and are acceptabie and that the 
reliability of the indications relied upon for manual trip is acceptable for 
restart. 

2. Operator Training 

Interviews conducted by the NRC with the licensed operators who were onshift 
during the two events of February 22 and 25 indicate a lack of familiarity with 
the functions of the annunciators and indicators associated with the Reactor 
Protection System (RPS) and control panel. The interviews also revealed that 
the operators who were on shift during the February 25 event did not recognize 
that the failure of the RPS (specifically the failure to scram) had occurred 
until approximately 30 minutes after the event. Specifically, the operators 
interviewed w~re not able to state whether the reactor-trip-indicator light 
(red) on the RPS mimic status panel indicated a demand for, or confirmation 

.of, a breaker t.rip action. Interviews also indicated that at least some 
operators questioned the validity of annunicators until they· could be confirmed 
by independent indication. This perceived need for confirmation of annunciators 
caused the operators not to take immediate action to manually trip the reactor 
based on annunciator indication and verification of reattor power level remain
ing high and/or multiple control rods failing to insert on February 25, 1983. 

Following the event, the Salem Nuclear Training Center Staff developed an ATWS 
Training Program which was conducted for all 56 licensed personnel. Each 
operator attended one of six training sessions, each approximately 3 hours in 
duration, conducted on March 10, 11, and 15, 1983. At the conclusion of each 
session, trainees were evaluated by a written examination. A grade of 80% was 
required for passing. In addition, lZ operators undergoing their normal re~ 
qualification training were required to take an 11 upgrade 11 exam which included 
the new training on ATWS concerns. The evaluation of this training is 
addressed below. 

As part of this program, the trainees were "talked through" the revised steps 
of Emergency Instruction EI-I-4.3 (Revisions 8 and 9). The trainees were also 
given a refresher on the RPS and associated i.ndications and alarms. Definitions 
of "demand" and "confirmatory" signals were introduced and discussed. ATWS 
events and the analysis upon which the procedures are based were discussed and 
the February 22 and 25 events were thoroughly reviewed. 
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This evaluation is divided into three sections: training on the revised proce
dures, training on the RPS and associated indications and alarms, and on the 
administration of this training. 

a. Training on Revised Procedures 

The trainees were asked to list the 7 steps that an operator is required to do 
in order to manually trip the reactor if an automatic reactor trip has not 
occurred. While this is a valid question (operators are required to have these 
steps memorized), a random sampling of 5 test results showed that onty. 1 trainee 
listed these steps without error. For the remaining 4 trainees, as well as 
other trainees, no retesting of this test item was required, and no remedial 
assistance was provided. The trainees, while they may be able to list the 7 
steps of this revised procedure, were not given any opportunity for practice or 
required to undergo performance testing. The staff considers that the trainees 
should walk through the procedures in the control room until successful perfor~ 
mance is exhibited.. Further, this may be done on an individual or a team basis. 
In its letter to D. Eisenhut from R. Uderitz dated April 7, 1983, the licensee 
stated that each licensed operator will be required to perform the steps in the 
procedure (Procedure EI-I-4.3, Revision 10, effective April 6, 1983) in the 
correct sequence in a control room or simulator exercise prior to April 12, 
1983, which is prior to restart.of the units. 

A review of the actions identified in the Salem Restart Evaluation, conducted 
by NRC personnel, April 19-20, 1983, confirmed that all operators successfully 
completed this walk through of the Revision 10 procedures. In addition, eight 
randomly selected operators successfully completed an additional walk through 
of the procedures conducted by NRC personnel. 

Our review of operating practices at the Salem station indicates that auxiliary 
(equipment) operators will perform trip functions contained in the last two 
steps of the ATWS sequence, on direction from the control room. The steps 
include manual trip of the reactor trip breakers and manual trip of the rod 
drive MG sets. Training of the equipment operators for these tasks is not 
evident. PSE&G has committed in its letter of April 7 to have each equipment 
operator identify and operate these devices prior to April 12, 1983. 

The April 19-20 review of attendance sheets and schedules confirmed that each 
equipment operator successfully compl.eted a walk through of breaker location, 
type and operation. In addition, seven randomly selected equipment operators 
successfully completed an additional walk through conducted by NRC personnel. 

b. Training on RPS and Associated Indications and Alarms 

While the trainees were given refresher training on the RPS and 11 demand11 and 
11 confirmatory11 trip signals, they were not tested on the source of these 
signals, nor were they required to list the 5 11 confirmatory11 signals (as stated 
in the training objectives). Only one of the tests, the "upgrade" test given 
to only 12 trainees, required the trainee to explain the difference between 
these two signals. To measure the operators' understan~ing and ret~ntio~ of 
this subject matter, all trai.nees should have been requ1red to (1) ident1fy the 
location of these annunciators, (2) ·explain the difference between the types of 
signals, and (3) list the 5 11 confirn1ato':'i' signals. PSE~G stated in ~ts April 7 
letter that the trainees have been exam1n~d on the location of annunc1ators, 
alarms, etc., and the types of signals exhibited. 
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The staff's April 19-20 review of attendance sheets and schedules confirmed 
that all operators successfully compelted a walk through on the location of 
alarms and RPS indicators and types of signals. In additi~n, the eight 
randomly selected operators successfully completed an additional walk through 
conducted by NRC personnel. 

c. Administration of Training 

For the overall training evaluation, one of two versions of the final examina
tion was given to each trainee. These two versions were distributed in an 
alternate fashion. Upon review, it is apparent that these two versions do not 
test the same subject matter. While some questions are the same, certain areas, 
e.g., alarms, are tested on one version but not on the other. Basic educational 
principles require that if separate tests are to be given, they must be equiva
lent. All students should be tested on the same subject matter. 

As previously stated, the 12 trainees undergoing requalification training were 
given an additional "upgrade" exam. The scores received on these two different 
tests were then averaged for a final score (a score of 80% was the criterion for 
passing). However, in one case, a trainee received a 93% on the first test and 
73% on the "upgrade" test for an 83% final score. Thus, the student passed. 
Two different tests should not be averaged to make one final score. Averaging 
in this manner does not ensure understanding of all the subject matter. The 
licensee stated in its April 7, 1983 letter that individuals requiring remedial 
training have been retrained and have successfully completed a comprehensive 
exam. 

The staff's April 19-20 review confirmed that those individuals requiring 
remedial training were individually counseled regarding all items missed on 
their exam, received remedial training on the revised procedures (Revision 10), 
successfully passed a newly created exam and successfully completed a walk 
through on these procedures. 

There were 18 learning objectives given to the trainee at the beginning of the 
training program; however, the trainees were not evaluated on all of these 
objectives. To ensure successful achievement of the subject matter, the 
trainees' performance should have been evaluated against all established 
objectives. In its April 7, 1983 letter, the licensee stated that they 
reviewed the course material and determined that all the objectives were 
covered. Since the trainfng covered all learning objectives and testing was 
conducted on the most important objectives, we find this acceptable for restart. 

During the staff's audit of the ATWS training program, the licensee was informed 
that the examinations should be returned to trainees for them to assess their 
strengths and weaknesses. The licensee reported in its April 7, 1983 letter, 
that the individual graded exams with answer keys will be returned to the 
trainees by April 7, 1983. 

The April 19-20 review of records and interviews with the eight randomly 
se 1 ec.ted operators confirmed that each operator received his graded exam and 
answer key. In addition, each operator was individually counseled on all test 
items missed regarding training on the revised procedures. A test item analysis, 
a method used to identify test weaknesses, was performed by Salem training 
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consultants. Records plus interviews with the eight randomly selected operators 
confirmed that each operator received a letter describing these identified test 
weaknesses. 

Our review of the training material and objectives indicated the instructor 
lesson plan and student handout materials were not referenced or indexed. The 
licensee stated in its April 7, 1983 letter that student handouts and lesson 
plans have been cross-referenced to the objectives and the revised handouts 
will be sent to each operator by April 12, 1983. 

A review of records and the revised handouts confirmed that the handouts are 
now properly cross-referenced and indexed and have been distributed to each 
operator. 

Conclusion: Based upon this review, the staff concludes that the ATWS training 
program for the licensed operators and equipment operators presented by the 
Salem Nuclear Training Center has properly addressed all concerns previously 
discussed and fully complies with all actions required in the Salem Restart 
Evaluation, April 11, 1983, and is acceptable for restart. 

_ 3. Ooerator R~sponse 

Interviews were conducted with the operators involved in the two events that 
occurred at Salem on February 22 and February 25, 1983, to evaluate the 
reasonableness of their response to the events. The first event was caused by 
the loss of a 4160 kva electrical distribution bus (and associated buses) 
during transfer of bus supply from off-site to on-site power. The loss of the 
bus caused a loss of the feedwater control system, with a resultant reactor 
trip demand caused by low-low. steam generator (SG) level. The second event was 
caused by reaching the low-low SG level setpoint while in manual control. The 
following facts were determined based on interviews with the licensed operators 
who were in the control room at the time of the two events. 

i. In both events, the operators took 20 to 30 seconds to evaluate overall 
plant status, and determine the need for and then initiate a manual reacto1 
trip. For the first event, 20 seconds elapsed from the loss of the 
electrical distribution bus to a condition requiring a reactor trip, and 
thus the determination of plant status .coincided with the reactor trip 
demand caused by the low-low SG level. For the second event, evaluation 
of the plant status commenced with receiving the reactor trip demand 
caused by low-low SG level. 

ii. The operators do not routinely take action based on the first-out panel 
indication (low-low SG level) and SSPS status panel indication. Instead, 
the operators evaluated the alarms received by verifying control room 
indications of the affected parameters. · 

iii. The operators did not fully understand the relationship between the RPS 
and the first-out annunicator input signals, nor did they fully understand 
the operation of the SSPS. 

iv. The operators questioned the reliability of the first-out panel based on 
generalized problems experienced with adjacent panels and based on a 
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previously experienced problem with a non-RPS-related annunciator on the 
first-out panel. 

v. In the first event, when the shift supervisor ordered a manual trip, the 
operator inadvertantly pulled the J-handle off the manual reactor trip 
switch. The operator then had to reinstall the switch handle to perform a 
manual trip. 

vi. In the second event, the operators did not recognize that a failure to 
trip on demand (ATWS) had occured until the control room instrumentation 
had been checked and a determination made that the trip points were set 
correctly and the breakers did not operate properly: 

Based on the operator interviews, the staff determined that: 

i. In the February 22 event, the operators' response was prompt and fully 
satisfactory from the time the transient started until the time ·the reactor 
was manually tripped. However, the control room operators did clear the 
first out panel without noting the cause of the reactor trip demand, thus 
eliminating the first out information. In the February 25 event, the 
operators' response time was reasonable, considering the deficiencies in 
training that.resulted in (1) the operators failing to recognize a reactor 
trip demand, and (2) the operators failing to understand the control room 
indications, and considering the procedural deficiencies identified in 
section 8.1 of this report. 

ii. The improper operation of the J-handle switch was caused by the operator 1 s 
lack of familiarity with the switch, and due to a poor design of the switch 
for this application in that it w~s not firmly secured to the switch body. 

iii. In the February 25 event, a manual reactor trip might have occurred earlier 
if the operators had recognized that a reactor trip demand existed. The 
operators manually tripped the reactor in response to their evaluation of 
the plant status and control room indications and not due to recognition 
of the failure of the reactor protection system to provide the required 
trip. 

Conclusion: The training the operators received prior to the two events was 
def1c1ent in that they were given insufficient criteria for determining the 
need for a manual reactor trip, and the operators did not fully understand 
the RPS or annunciator systems. 

The J-handle switch is of poor design for this application, and at least some 
operators were not properly instructed on the use of the handle in its current 
design. 

Procedural and training actions to correct the items noted in the interviews 
a~e discussed in sections 8.1 and B.2. Additi~nal correction actjons are 
discussed below. 

i. Prior to startup, the staff required the operators to be trained on the 
proper operation of the current design of the J-handle switch. The 
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licensee has satisfactorily conducted this training, and the staff con
siders this item acceptable for plant restart. (Training for operations 
personnel on post trip review procedures is covered i~ Section D.S.) 

ii. In the long term (after restart), the licensee is required to permanently 
secure the J-handle switch. In its April 7, 1983 letter, the licensee 
stated that these switches will be replaced with new switches having 
permanently attached handles during the next outage of sufficient length 
to complete the work. We find this acceptable. 

iii. As part of the Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR) required by 
NUREG-0737 Supplement 1, the licensee is required to reevaluate and address 
in the DCRDR summary report the design of the. first-out panel system to 
improve the reliability of the information presented to the operators. 
Resolution of this item is discussed in Section B.1. 

iv. As part of the DCRDR the licensee is required to evaluate the design and 
operation of its overall annunciator alarm systems (e.g., number of 
auditory codes used, color coding of annunciator tiles, use of single 
action switches to perform both the silence and acknowledge functions 
and the use of knee switches in the control room). 

Overall Conclusion: 

In summary, the licensee's corrective actions addressing operating procedures, 
operator training, and operator response that have already been accomplished, 
and the commitments in the April 7, 1983 and April 8, 1983 letters are accepta
ble for restart. 
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C. Management Evaluation 

The deficiencies identified during the review of circumstances surrounding the 
February 22 and 25, 1983 events raise the general question of the responsive
ness, practices, and capability of licensee management both at the nuclear 
plants and at the corporate level of the utility. Additionally, a number of 
specific management issues related to the failure of the reactor trip breaker 
events were also identified. The issues discussed in this section are: 

1. Master Equipment list 

2. Procurement Procedures 

3. Work Order Procedures 

4. Post Trip Review 

5. Timeliness of Event Notification· 

6. Updating Vendor Supplied Information 

7. Involvement cf .QA Personnel with other Station Departments 

8. Post Maintenance Operability Testing 

9. Overall Management Capability and Performance 

Based on NRC review of information provided by the licensee in letters dated 
March 14, March 15, March 18, March 23, April 4, and April 7, 1983 and inspec
tions and meetings both at the Salem site and .in the NRC Regional and Head
quarters offices, all issues are considered resolved for rest~rt. · 

Evaluations addressing each issue are included in the report. Longer term 
(i.e., those to be completed fo1lowing restart), actions remain to be completed 
and licensee commitment dates for completing thes~ actions are identified under 
each issue in this report. 

1. Master Equipment list 

The licensee maintains a Q list that identifies activities, structures, and 
systems to which the Operational Quality Assurance (QA) Program applies. A 
Master Equipment List (MEL) is ~sed by the licensee as the reference document 
for determining the safety class_ification of individual equipment. The MEL is 
intended to be a comprehensive list of all station equipment and identifies 
each item as nonsafety related or safety related. When preparing maintenance 
work orders, the MEL is consulted to determine if QA coverage of the work is 
necessary. Licensee and NRC review identified three concerns associated with 
the MEL. These concerns are: (a) the accuracy and completeness of the docu
ment, (b) issuance as a noncontrolled document, and (c) lack of understanding. 
by plant personnel of its proper use. 

The MEL was derived from engineering source ~ocuments and a construction progra~ 
document called Project Directive 7 (PD-7) and was provided to station personnel 
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by the Engineering Department as a reference document in July 1981. Prior to 
issuance of the MEL, the PD-7 was used as the reference d~cument. The MEL, how
ever, was not issued as a controlled document, therefore verification of its 
accuracy and completeness on issuance was not assured, and it was not updated 
in the plant as necessary. Perhaps more significantly, the reactor-trip circuit 
breakers were not included in the MEL. In addition, some personnel were not 
familiar with how to use the MEL for determining the classification of a par
ticular piece of equipment that was present on the MEL. Maintenance personnel 
acknowledged that reference was made to PD-7 on occasion during the January -
February 1983 period. 

In response to this issue, the licensee reissued the existing MEL on March 12, 
1983, under engineering Field Directive S-C-A900-NFD-077 which describes the 
MEL and its use, cancels PD-7, and issues a new Systems List as a part of the 
MEL. The following excerpt from this Field Directive describes tDe utilization 
of the MEL: 

For use in classifying work orders as to safety-related status and QA 
Program applicability, personnel shall consult the systems list of the 
M~L. not the component listing. All work on any of the listed systems 
shall be performed based on the classification of the system as a whole, 
not the individual component in question. 

For use in classifying items on procurement documents, both the MEL 
systems listing and the MEL component listing shall be consulted. Use 
of this information shall be as follows: 

if the item is on the MEL component listing and its system is on the 
system list, the classification on the component list may be used on 
an MO/IC. 

if the item is not on the component listing and its system is not on 
the systems listing, the item may be regarded as non-safety related 
with no QA. program requirements. 

if the item is- not on the component listing but its system is on the 
system listing, the Nuclear Engineering Department should be consulted 
regarding its true classification. -

if an item is found on the MEL component listing as Q-Program appli
cabili~y "yes" but its system is not on the systems listing, Nuclear 
Engineering should ba consulted for resolution and to effect MEL 
revision, if necessary .... 

Although the MEL is not broken down into sub-components, classification 
of sub-components shall be assumed to be the same as its associated 
component unless written direction is requested-and received from the 
Nuclear Engineering Department. · 

Any question concerning a component-classification in MEL shall be directed 
to the Nuclear Engineering Department. Requests for classification of 
components not in MEL sha 11 be directed to the Nuclear Engineering Depart
ment. Licensee Administrative Procedure, AP-9, "Control of Station 
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Main~enance 11 , has also been revised to reflect the new requirements for 
the classification of Work Orders. 

As part of the action necessary to resolve this issue, the NRC required the 
licensee to verify prior to restart that the MEL is complete and accurate with 
respect to emergency core cooling (ECCS) including actuation systemi, RPS, 
auxiliary feedwater a.nd containment ·isolation systems. The licensee has 
conducted a verification/updating of the MEL for the above systems by starting 
with the latest plant piping and instrument drawiDgs and electrical/controls 
schematics (which included all completed plant modifications and design changes) 
and verifying that the components shown were included in the MEL and appropriately 
classified in the categories of Safety Related~ Seismic Class, Nuclear/Non
Nuclear, and QA Required. This updating was completed and the revised MEL 
issued on March 24, 1983, under Field Directive S-C-A900-NFD-080. Thi.s Field 
Directive required that all previous editions of the MEL be discarded. 

A staff review of the revised MEL was performed to verify that the Systems List 
adequately addressed the systems/components in the QA Manual 11 Q"-List. Staff 
review identified some discrepancies in the new systems list which the licensee 
corrected in a revision to the MEL issued on April 5, 1983. Additionally, a 
sampling review of the component section of the MEL was conducted to ensure 
that the emergency core cooling systems, RPS, auxiliary-feedwater system, and 
containme~t isolation system components were listed and correctly classified as 
''Safety-Related/QA Required". This sampling review revealed no discrepancies. 
In addition the staff reviewed the training records for the training conducted 
by the licensee on March 10 and 11, 1983 and concurs that appropriate personnel 
have been adequately trained in the use of the MEL. 

By letter dated April 7, 1983, the licensee committed to verify that the, 
component listing includes all equipment of the remaining Q-list systems. This 
verification will include an independent review of each data entry on th MEL to 
verify the proper classification. Additionally a formal ·procedure for the use, 
review and periodic update of the MEL will be issued. The above actions will 
be completed by May 19S3. The staff considers these actions acceptable to 
resolve all concerns with the MEL and the staff wi"ll verify their completion. 

Conclusion: Based on a review of the licensee's commitment to revise the 
Field Directive, the staff concludes that the actions required prior to restart 
concerning the MEL are satisfactorily resolved. The staff will require the 
licensee's stated actions concerning updating of the MEL for the remaining 
systems/components and its reissuance as a controlled document and will verify 
satisfactory resolution of these actions when complete. 

2. Procurement Procedures 

A review of safety and quality classifications for the reactor trip breakers 
irtdicates that the licensee's established management and ~dministrative con
trols may have allowed the procurement of replacement components for a safety 
system with a quality less than that of the original design. This is evidenced 
by procurement activities concerning the purchase of reactor trip breakers and 
replacement components conducted during the period from June 1, 1981 to March 1, 
1983. One example involved the issuance of a purchase order for a spare reactor 
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trip breaker on june 1, 1981. Contrary to the estabiished administrative con
trols, the breaker was classified incorrectly, the proper•review and approval 
was not conducted, and no QA requirements were imposed as required for the 
original equipment. Subsequently, on September 15, 1982, the classification 
for the same ~rder was changed to an even more inappropriate classification 
without the required review and approval process. As a result of these activ
ities, the purchased breaker was received and placed into storage, without 
further use, and without appropriate documentation that would demonstrate 
suitability for its use had it been required. 

All subsequent purchases for reactor trip breaker components consistently 
utilized the initial incorrect cl~ssification. A spare coil for a UV trip 
attachment purchased in this manner may have been utilized on August 20, 1982. 
Though the procurement review focused on the reactor trip breaker, the licensee 1 s 
activities in the area for other safety related components tould have resulted 
in similar circumstances existing for plant safety systems. 

In his March 14, 1983 letter, -the licensee responded to this issue indicating 
that the procurement system has been reviewed to assess the effectiveness and 
adequacy of the procurement procedures and their implementation. Additionally, 
although not identified as a requirement to be completed prior to restart, the 
licensee conducted a sampling review of previously issued procurement documents 
for Westinghouse and other major vendors. Staff evaluation of licensee's 
response to this issue addresses procurement procedures and licensee's review 
of procurement documents separately below. 

i. Procurement Procedures 

Discussions with the licensee and subsequent review and evaluation of 
this area·by NRC has disclosed that part of the perceived issue in pro
curement-was due to a misunderstanding of PSE&G 1 s program (procedures) 
for procurement of ~arts 6r components d~fined as Commercial Catalog 
Items (CCI). After further review, NRC has determined that the licensee's 
cefinition of CCI and procedures for procuring certain items as CCI are 
acceptable, if rigorously implemented. Specifically, CCI is defined as 
an item which complies with all the following requirements: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The item is not unique to facilities or activities licensed by the 
NRC. 

The item is manufactured in quantity to published manufacturer's 
fixed design and quality requirements. 

The item part number is listed in the supplier's catalog as opposed 
to a manufacturer's bulletin or circular.· 

The item requires no supplier documentation. 

The item is identifiable by physical marking, tagging or container
ization and is maintaineo throughout storage. 

This definition is only acceptable to NRC when combined with all of the 
following requirements which are included in the PSE&G program: 
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(1) For replacement (CCI) items, a document must exist which identifies 
the item to be ordered as an authorized replacement-in-kind for the 
original or existing item. Such documents must include the manu
facturer1 s part list, bill of material~ repair, maintenance or 
instruction manual or a PSE&G engineering list of replacement or 
interchangeable parts. 

(2) Any proposed substitution for authorized parts requires written 
engineering approval. 

(3) The classification as CCI for an item used in a safety related 
application is a procurement item classification only. The receipt 
inspection, installation and subsequent testing must be subject to 
the same controls as for any other safety related item. 

Thus, procurement of a DB-50 circuit breaker as a CCI could be permissable 
since it is listed in the Spare Parts Report of recommended spare parts 
for the Nuclear Steam Supply System furnished by the Westinghouse Water 
Reactor Division. This report identifies it as an authorized replacement
in-kind. 

Although the procurement procedures have been found to be acceptable 
after further detailed review, a series of problems with implementation 
of the existing procedures were identified by the NRC fact finding Task 
Force, as documented in NUREG-0977 dated March 1983, during their review 
of the procurement actions for reactor trip br~akers at Salem since June 
1981. These included examples with improper seismic classification, lack 
of required review by QA and Engineering personnel, circumventing of the 
normal receipt inspection process, and incorrect ~lassification of under
voltage trip attachments as CCI without any existing documentation to 
support them as authorized replacement-in-kind. Thus, procurement imple
mentation (practices) rather than procurement procedures (program) is a 
more correct description of the procurement management issue. 

The staff has reviewed various PSE&G recent internal memoranda on procure
ment practices. These documents emphasize the need to follow existing 
procurement procedures and in addition, establish interim measures to 
assure procedure adherence, provide additional assurance that future 
Purchase Orders will be properly classified and require completion of 
approval cycle prior to purchase of materials. Additionally, th~ resolu
tion of the issue associated with the MEL (Section C.2) provides for 
proper use of an approved master classification listing in the procurement 
process. Appropriate portions of these interim measures will be the basis 
for a new Quality Assurance instruction to be issued by July 1983. 

ii. Review of Procurement Documents 

The PSE&G review consisted of: a selection of 73 major v.endors who nor
mally supply most safety related materials and a review for proper clas~i
fication of all Purchase Orders (POs) which had been initially classified 
as non-safety related and CCI for these vendors since initial issuance of 
the MEL. Approximately 325 POs out of a total of 2,707 reviewed had some 
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type of discrepancy or needed further clarification by the Engineering 
Department. This secondary review resulted in 14 Deficiency Reports (DRs). 

The NRC staff reviewed all of these DRs including their disposition and 
sampled the other POs sent to Engineering for clarification. The DRs 
appeared to have appropriate actions necessary to correct the deficiency 
stated and the deficiencies did not appear to affect redundant components 
or have more than minor potential safety significance. The DRs were 
easily resolved by the licensee and they concluded that none of the 
misclassifications resulted in actual adverse impact on safety. Of the 
other POs reviewed, no additional misclassifications were noted. 

Conclusion: Based on the staff's further review and concurrence that the pro
curement issue was an implementation problem rather than inherent deficiencies 
in the program, the licensee's review of past procurement actions.which demon
strated a low incidence of misclassifications, the relatively minor potential 
safety significance of such misclassifications, the successful dispositioning 
of all procurement related DRs, and increased emphasis and training on proper 
classification of future procurement actions, the licensee has concluded that 
the procurement issue has been resolved for restart. As a result of the staff's 
review and sampling of such actions, the staff agrees that this issue is 
satisfactorily resoived. 

3. Work Order Procedures 

NRC review of the February 22 ~nd 25 events identified that the personnel 
preparing maintenance work orders were not complying with instructions contained 
in the station administrative procedure. Specifically, for the work performed 
on the reactor-trip circuit breaker in January 1983, the engineering department 
was not consulted to verify safety classification, and an erroneous nonsafety 
determination was made. Suc·h consultation is required if equipment is not 
listed in the MEL as was the case with the reactor trip breakers. In addition, 
there was, there~ore, no independent review within the maintenance organization, 
and the Quality Assurance Department was not involved in the work. It should 
be noted, however, that all other work orders for maintenance or services on 
the reactor trip breakers were found to be properly designated safety-related. 

In his March 14 and March 15, 1983 submittals, the licensee committed to 
review, prior to restart, all nonsafety related work orders that have been 
written since issuance of the MEL in order to ensure proper classification. 
A similar effort will be conducted on Unit 2 prior to Unit 2 restart. Addi
tionally, the licensee developed a revised Administrative Procedure AP-9 and· 
Quality Assurance Instruction QAI 10-6. AP-9 is the administrative procedure 
for controlling station maintenance and has been revised to ensure work orders 
will be properly classified in the future. QAI 10-6 has been prepared to 
provide guidance for QA review of Station work orders. 

The licensee has reviewed approximately 15,670 work orders which were classified 
nonsafety related. This review was conducted by quality assurance (QA) person
nel. Of the 15,670, approximately 11,550 were determined to be properly clas
sified nonsafety related without further review. Approximately 4,100 work 
orders were sent to Engineering for further clarification by the Sponsor 
Engineer and of these, all but approximately 873 were determined by Engineering 
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to be properly designated norrsafety related. Deficiency reports (DR) were 
written on the remaining 873 work orders. Subsequently, ck>cumentation of 
proper classification was found for a number of work orders, which reduced 
the number of DRs to 689. 

The list of DRs was examined by the NRC staff and from that list approximately 
300 DRs and work orders were selected and reviewed to determine the safety 
significance of the misclassified work orders and to determine whether the DRs 
were properly dispositioned. The staff review emphasis was on work performeq 
on ECCS systems, RPS, containment systems and emergency power supply systems. 
Our review determined that the vast majority of the DRs involved components of 
system.s with minor safety signficance or relatively minor components of more 
important systems. Many work orders for which DRs were written involved work 
on components of a safety related system although the components themselves 
were not necessarily safety related. For example, minor work was _per.formed on 
control room strip chart recorders· which ~re part of the safety related control 
room consoie, yet the recorders themselves do not perform a safety related 
function since other safety related instrumentation exists which monitors the 
same parameters. Most DRs were dispositioned by finding the proper documentation 
or by verifying that a system or component test conducted after maintenance 
demonstrated operability of the affected component. Based on the staff's 
review of work orders and DRs, there appears to have been no significant 
impact on safety from misclassifying work orders (other than the reactor 
trip breakers). · 

·Recently, the licensee examined all work orders which required DRs -(873) to 
determine how many were actually misclassified based o~ the previous work 
practice. As noted in section C.l, MEL, the licensee's criteria for classi
fying work orders has been modified since the February 22 and 25 events and 
DRs were written for all work orders which were misclassified under the new 
classific~tion system. In his April 7, 1983 letter, the licensee has indicated 
that 35 work orders were erroneously classified under previous work practices, 
although 132 items lacked documentation. Hence, it is apparent that only a 
small fraction of the total number· of work orders involved actual administra
tive errors in classification. 

With respect to the licensee's revised procedures, the staff reviewed the 
revised AP-9 and QAI 10.;,.6 to determine if they provide the necessary admini
strative controls to ensure ·proper work order classification. AP-9 has been 
revised to require an independent review of all non-safety related work orders 
by the Quality Assurance Department to verify the classification. If the QA 
inspector concurs in the classification, he shall affix a Quality Control 0 

Inspection stamp to the non-safety related work orders prior to work order 
issuance. In addition, AP-9 requires the supervisor or planner to contact the 
.sponsor engineer when any clarification of the classification is required. 

As noted in the Section C.l of this report, the MEL now includes a Systems 
List and for the purpose of classifying work orders, only the Systems List is 
to be used. AP-9 has been revised to reflect this method of classification. 
The staff review of QAI-i0-6 revealed no discrepancies. 

Concl~sion: Based on'the results of licensee and NRC review of work orders, 
except for the. reactor trip breakers, there h_as been no ap·p_arent significant 
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impact on safety from misclassifying work orders. Hence, the staff considers 
this issue resolved for restart. 

4. Post-Tri"p Review 

The licensee did not determine that there had been a failure to trip automa
tically on February 22 until the computer printout of the sequence of events 
was reevaluated on February 26, as a result of NRC inquiries. Following 
previous trips in which one of the reactor trip breakers malfunctioned 
(August 20, 1982 and January 6_, 1983), the plant was restarted without deter
mining the_cause of .the breaker malfunction (the failed breakers were replaced 
with others) or considering the generic implications of potential similar 
failures in the remaining trip breakers in both units. Although the licensee 
conducted a review of each trip, there was no formal procedure for conducting a 
systematic review. By letter dated March 1, 1983, the licensee made a commit
ment to deveiop a post-trip and post-safety injection review procedure. The 
procedure is to specify the review and documentation necessary to determine the 
cause of ~he event and whether equipment functioned as designed. Furthermore, 
the affected individuals who will be required, by procedure, to review the 
sequence of events computer printout and other event records will need to 
receive necessary training in the proper interpretation, understanding and 
evaluation of these records. 

In his March 14, 1983 letter, the licensee provided Administrative Directive 
(AD) - 16, Revision 1 dated March 13, 1983 entitled "Post Reactor Trip/Safety 
Injection Review and Startup Approval Requirements". AD-16 provides for a 
formal post trip and/or post safety injection review to be performed by the 
Senior Shift Supervis6r and the STA qualified shift supervisor. Specific 
areas to be reviewed and documented include: 

(1) condition of the unit prior to the event, 

(2) personnel assignments, 

(3) evolutions in progress which could have contributed to the event, 

(4) major eq4ipment, protection and control systems out of service or 
inoperable at the time of the event, 

(5) mode of event initiation (i.e., manual or automatic), 

(6) sequence of events (SOE) computer printout and other ilarm printouts, 

(7) control room recorder charts, 

(8) alarms received which were unusual for the event or other expected alarms 
which were not received, and 

(9) required corrective actioris to be completed prior to startup. 

The above information, as well as a narrative of the event, wiil be· documented 
on Form AD-16-A, and the SOE printout, recorder· charts and other event records 
will be included with the report. The procedure also requires the revtewer to 
document whether the first out annunciator agrees with the sequence of events. 
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AD-16 also requires that if the cause of the event has not been clearly deter
mined or there is a question concerning the proper performance of equipment or 
systems during the event, an investigation will be conducted and the results 
reviewed by the Station Operations Review Committee, whicn shall make recom
mendations to the General Manager - Salem Operations on reactor startup. This 
review should identify issues potentially generic to other safety equipment. 

The staff has reviewed the licensee's post trip and post safety injection 
review procedure to determine that certain key elements have been adequately 
addressed. The key elements reviewed include: 

(1) that sufficient event review will be conducted to determine the cause of 
the event and whether equipment functioned as designed; 

(2) that necessary management authorization for restart is specified; 

(3) that debriefing of appropriate personnel is required to be conducted; 

(4) that reporting requirements are required to be completed; 

(5) that a followup review by safety committees is required to be conducted; 

(6) that personnel conducting the review understand information provided by 
the event records. 

Based on the information required to be provided on Form AD-16-A, the fact 
that two SRO licensed operations personnel (i.e. the senior shift supervisor 
and the STA qualified shift supervisor) are involved with the review, and the 
requirement for specific review and attachment of applicable event records 
(i.e. the SOE printout, control room recorder printouts, and the auxiliary 
alarm printout), the staff is satisified that AD-16 specifies a sufficently 
detailed review of an event to determine its cause and whether equipment 
functioned as designed. 

With respect to management authorization for restart, the procedure specifies 
that the Operations Manager (OM) may authorize restart following a reactor 
trip or safety injection provided that (1) the post trip review has been com
pleted, evaluated and reviewed with the OM, and (2) the evaluation clearly 
indicates the ~ause of the event and that all equipment and systems functioned 
as designed. If the cause of the event has not been clearly determined or 
there is a question concerning the proper performance of equipment or systems, 
the procedure specifies that an investigation be conducted and reviewed by the 
Station Operations Review Committee (SORC) prior to startup. Restart following 
these more complex events will be decided by the General Manager - Salem Opera~ 
tions only after receipt of SORC recommendations and after a determination that 
the unit can be restarted safely. 

The staff questioned why restart determinations were not always e_levated to the 
General Manager - Salem Operatjons since he is the individual who is responsible 
per Technical Specification 6.1.1) for overall facility operation. The staff 
was informed that in all cases, the General Manager or Assistant General Manager 
will be kept informed of the circumstances of an event and would be able to 
redirect the Operations Manager's actions, if necessary. Hence, although 
specific restart authority is granted to the OM for more clearly understood 
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events, upper level management oversight will exist for all reactor trip and 
safety injection events. 

The staff also noted that the procedure specifies that individuals authorized 
to assume the OM 1 s responsibilities may authorize startup if the OM is not 
available. The staff was informed that the Operations Engineer (OE) period
ically assumes the OM 1 s duties when the OM is in training. The staff has 
verified that the qualification requirements for the OE are the same as for 
the OM per Administrative Procedure -2, which references ANSI-18.1, 1971. 
Based on the above, the staff is satisified that the procedure specifies the 
appropriate management authorization for restart following a reactor trip or 
safety injection. 

With respect to debriefing of appropriate personnel, the procedure specifies 
that fact finding session-s are conducted with appropriate personnel to determine 
the cause of the event, actions taken and observed sequence of events. The 
fact finding sessions will be conducted as part of the review, prior to restart. 
The staff is satisfied that this element is adequately addressed. 

With respect to reporting requirements, the procedure specifies that a deter
mination be made that the event was properly classified and that with respect 
to followup review by safety committees, provision is addressed in the procedure 
to have the onsite safety committee (SORC) review all reactor trips and safety 
injections. As noted above,- for those events where the cause is not clearly 
indicated or there is any question of the proper functioning of equipment, the 
SORC will review the event prior to restart. For other events,. the SORC will 
review the event but not necessarily before restart. Additionally, the Nuclear 
Support Department will also perform an independent review of each reactor 
trip/safety injection event for the purpose of determining corrective actions 
to prevent the type of event from reoccurring. Also, the procedure specifies 
that the original event review report will be maintained on fil~ for future 
reference. Based on the above, the staff is satisifed that sufficient.followup 
review of these events will be conducted. 

With respect to the review personnel understanding the. information provided by 
the event records, the staff notes that the reviews ar.e conducted by SRO 
licensed personnel who are familiar with the various control room recorders 

. . I 

and alarm printouts. However, as evidenced by the recent ATWS events, these 
personnel .were not as familiar with the information provided on the SOE printout 
(such as interpretation of the timing of the line entries). The licensee has 
conducted training for Operations personnel on tne'SOE printouts for the 
February 22 and 25 events. 

In the opinion of the staff, the training conduc.ted is not sufficient to ensure 
that these individuals have a satisfactory understanding of other SOE printouts. 
Additionally, operating personnel may not have a detailed understanding of 
expected response times of equipment. The licensee has indicated his intention 
to reevaluate the format and information provided on the SOE printout to make 
it easier.to understand and evaluate, and a~ other SOE printouts for reactor 
trips/ safety injections become available, to pro.vide additional training for 
Opera.tfons personnel. The staff agrees these additional measures are useful, 
but until they are implemented, the'·staff has. requested and the licensee has 
committe'd to have an instrument and controls '(I&C) supervisor who is knowledge
able on the SOE compu~er and, understands expected equipment respon~e times, 
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personally review SOE printouts for for all ·reactor trips/safety injections 
prior to restarting the plants. Subsequently AD-16 was rE!'Vised to reflect this 
commitment and hence, the staff is satisifed that personnel conducting the 
reviews have a sufficient understanding of the event records. 

~ 

Conclusion: Based on the staff's review of the elements of licensee's post 
trip and post safety injection review procedures and for the reasons identified 
above, the staff concludes that the post trip review issue is resolved to 
permit restart. In addition, the staff will require that an I&C supervisor 
review SOE printouts as discussed above. 

5. timeliness of Event Notification 

On three occasions between January 30 and February 25, 1983, the licensee 
notified NRC of significant events belatedly. In each case, the· notification 
was approximately 30 minutes late. Two of these reports were for the February 22 
and 25 events. Furthermore, in the February 22 event, the first notification 
did not contain known significant information regarding actuation of engineered 
safety features and opening of the power operated relief valves. This addi
tional information was provided approximately 40 minutes later. The notifica
tion procedures used by the licensee warrant further evaluation as to the 
priority assigned for NRC notification. 

The licensee in his March 14, 1983 letter, indicated that the importance of 
adhering to the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 has been emphasized to 
all operating personnel. The licensee's emergency plan procedure EP-I-1, 
Attachment 4~ has been revised to rearrange the priority of notification to the 
NRC. Additionally, the emergency plan procedures have been revised to require 
designated personnel to immediately start making the required notifications and 
reading the initial contact messages Upon classification of the event. The 
licensee has also indicated that training on the revisions to the Emergency 
Plan procedures was conducted for personnel involved in implementation of the 
Emergency Plan. 

Conclusion: The NRC staff considers the licensee's actions noted above to be 
sufficient to ensure that the notification requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 .will be 
met in the future. The staff has also verified completion of the above noted 
training. This issue is considered resolved. 

6. Updating Vendor Supplied Information 

As a result of the February 25, 1983 event and NRC IE Bulletin 83-01, the 
licensee indicated not being aware of the existence of two Westinghouse tech
nical service bulletins that provided preventive maintenance recommendations 
for the reactor-trip circuit breakers. The two documents in question were 
published by Westinghouse in 1974. The licensee has requested and obtained 
documentation for all Westinghouse equipment and where necessary, station 
documents will be revised to incorporate this information by July 1, 1983. 
While we are not aware of any problems with other vendor documentation, an NRC 
staff concern is whether a similar situation exists with respect to documentation 
for other vendor-supplied information. 

The licensee in his March 14, March 23, and April 7, 1983 submittals committed 
to a multiphased program for vendor documentation consisting of a short term 
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review for critical components in major safety related systems, issuance of 
procedures which will provide methods for controlling thii information, and a 
longer term program to identify and obtain documents for all equipment listed 
in the Q list. The licensee has agreed to complete all phases of this program 
by December 1983. 

The short term program consists of identifying applicable vendor manuals for 
critical components in major safety systems including Auxiliary Feedwater, 
Control Air, Safety Injection, Reactor Coolant, Containment Spray, Reactor 
Protection, Diesel Generator., Containment Isolation, Service Water, and others. 
The scope of this program included critical valves, motors, pumps, instruments 
and control devices for these systems. Licensee completed the audit phase of 
this program on March 24, 1983 and will ensure that latest known revisions are 
obtained from the vendor and indexed into the document control system by May 
1, 1983. Two hundred and thirty three components were reviewed for the appli
cable vendor manual and only three manuals were found missing. · 

The three manuals which could not be located were as follows: (1) The manual 
for the Service Water Centrifugal Charging Pump Hydraulic Oil Cooler. Discus-

/ sion with licensee representatives identifies that no repair is normally per
formed on these coolers but rather, if a problem is identified, they are 
replaced; (2) Emergency Air Compressor Motor. Maintenance on this motor is 
governed by a generic maintenance procedure, a technical manual for similar 
motor is onsite, and the subject motor requires littl~ maintenance; (3) Fire 
Protection valve FP 10K77. The licensee contacted the vendor and was informed 
that no technical manual exists. The licensee has the detail drawing identi
fied by the valve manufacturer. Hence it appears that there is no impact on 
maintenance activities due to lack of manuals for these three components. 

The iong term portion of the program will cover all safety related equipment 
included in the Master Equipment List. Files will be audited by June 1, 1983, 
to id~ntify manual existence and ascertain revision levels. New manuals will 
be ordered by August 1, 1983 and formal indexing of latest known revisions 
into the document contra 1 system wi 11 be completed by December 1, 1983. 
Administrative procedures will be issued by May 1, 1983 to control the vendor 
manuals a,nd the procedures will have the following critical elements·: 

1. Requirements that all ven~or manuals (Q and non-Q) be incorporated under 
the Vendor Document Control System (PSBP). 

2. Revision of current PSBP system to provide for controlled, numbered copy 
issue of vendor manuals. 

3. Identification of vendors for Q-equipment who have manual updating programs, 
and periodic contact with these vendors to assure receipt:" of most recent 
applicable information. 

4. Review of manual revisions and new ma~ual issues by Station user departments 
to ensure incorporation of applicable new information into applicable 
procedures. 

5. Review of vendor manuals .. by Nuclear Engineering to determine applicability 
to installed equipment. 
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6. Periodic audit of contr~lled copy holder files to ensure existence of 
latest issues. 

7. Procedures regarding control of vendor manuals. 

8. identification of manuals to Q-listed equipment. 

9. Annual contact with vendors of safety-related equipment to asertain the 
availability of the most recent applicable information. 

In addition, interim directives have been issued which provide guidance on the 
use of. vendor information including instructions for those cases where the 
information cannot be located. 

Conclusion: Based on the satisfactory completion of the short term review, 
which identified no significant equipment for which proper vendor ·documentation 
is not available, and the licensee's commitment to a long term program which 
will identify and control vendor information for all safety related equipment, 
the staff considers this issue resolved for restart. The staff will formalize 
the licensee commitments as requirements and will follow licensee progress and 
review portions of the long term program as they are completed. 

7. Involvement of QA Personnel with Other Station Departments 

The Quality Assurance Department did not review maintenance work orders asso
ciated with repair of the reactor-trip circuit breakers in January 1983 because 
the work was not designated safety related. Further examination determined 
that the QA Department does not review for proper determination of classi
fication the work orders designated nonsafety related by other departments. 
Discussion with the licensee indicate that the QA Department has been somewhat 
isolated from the activities of other departments. 

Although no action was required on this issue prior to restart, the licensee 
i-n his March 14, 1983 letter responded, delineating actions to be taken over 
the next severa 1 months to improve QA department i·nvo l vement. As a result of 
prior decisions, the licensee had initiated steps in January 1983 to relocate 
the QA Department from the corporate offices in N~wark, New Jersey to the site. 
and is taking steps to increase QA Department involveme~t in other station 
activities. 

The corporate nuclear QA effort was reorganized effective January 3, 1983 to 
place the Operational Quality Assurance Organization into the Nuclear Depart
ment. Those personnel assigned to this organization who formally worked in 
the corporate offices in Newark, New Jersey are in the process of being re
located to the site. Most of the existing personnel ih the site QA/QC organ
ization were absorbed into this new organization. The purpose of this change 
was to provide for increased involvement by QA personnel in the day-to-day 
functioning of the Nuclear Department. Such integration of all QA functions 
into the Nuclear Department is expected to lead to better interface with other 
plant personnel for problem discussion and resolution. It will enable auditors 
to be more knowledgeable about operations as compared to the past when QA 
auditors were more likely to be "generalists". Audit plans are being changed 
to place m~re emphasis on system effectiveness (i.e., how it is working?). In 
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describing the objectives of this reorganization to NRC Region I in a January 4, 
1983 meeting, PSE&G indicated that increased daily monito~ing and overview 
were being emphasized for Operations QA personnel as a part of this reorgan
ization. To better prepare for such increased involvement, it was indicated 
that in the future, some QA personnel.would receive operator type training up 
to and including simulator training. 

Since the February 1983 ATWS events, PSE&G has taken further steps to place 
greater emphasis on QA program implementation through intreased observation 
and monitoring. By policy directive dated March 11, 1983, QA personnel have 
been instructed to place emphasis on adherence to procedures and review of 
engineering activities such as design changes, procu~ement control and work 
orders. An ongoing comprehensive review of QA Program implementing procedures 
and any necessary changes is expected to be completed by August, 1983. 

Tc emphasize the existing QA program requirements and recent procedural changes 
as a result of the ATWS events, an indoctrination/training program was conduct~d 
by PSE&G for appropriate personnel. NRC review of the lesson plan for that 
training shows that it included discussions of Classification, Work Orders and 
Procurement. Specifically included was use of the MEL system, criteria to be 
used in the determination of safety classification for proper classification 
of work orders and procurement documents, and interfaces with Nuclear Engineer
ing ~o resolve any classification questions. Numerous personnel from all major 
station departments attended such training sessions as shown in attendance 
records reviewed by NRC. 

NRC staff has verified that procedures have been changed to require QA to 
review and stamp all non-safety related work orders (for concurrence that it 
was properly classified) prior to implementation. Administrative Procedure 
AP-9 (3/10/83) and Quality Assurance Instruction QAI 10-6 (3/11/83) were found 
to provide for QA review of station work orders and involvement in station 
maintenance work. The licensee has committed to provide additional detailed 
training on initiation, processing and closeout of work orders to reemphasize 
QA and test/retest requirements. involving interdepartmental coordination by 
September 1, 1983. Such training will be monitored by Region I as a part of 
continuing on-site inspection coverage. 

The licensee has committed to have an outside consultant organization perform 
an independent assessment of PSE&G's QA program and new organization as dis
cussed further under management issue C.9. This assessment is to consist of a 
review of (1) the QA organizational structure and staffing, (2) the QA program 

· content and procedures, and (3) the effectiveness of implementation of those 
programs and procedures. This review will, by its nature, include QA depart
ment involvement and integration into other plant activities. By letter dated 
April 7, 1983, PSE&G agreed to prepare an action plan for implementing any 
appropriate changes by July 1, 1983. NRC Region I will review this proposed 
plan. 

Conclusion: In summary, NRC review of this area has verified that the licensee 
is accelerating previous plans to more fully involve QA personnel in the day
to-day operation of Salem 1 and 2. Integratipn of QA personnel into activities 
covered by work orders such as modifications and maintenance will be required 
by recently revised procedures. Reemphasis and retraining of appropriate 
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personnel on proper use of existing procurement procedures should assure proper 
future QA involvement in all procurement actions. The sta.ff has determined 
that the licensee has recently taken appropriate steps to more fully integrate 
QA activities into overall Nuclear Department activities. This issue is 
considered resolved for restart. The implementation of this QA integration 
program will continue to be monitored over the long term in the Region I 
continuing inspection program, including the review of the ongoing diagnostic 
evaluation being conducted by an independent consultant (refer to C.9). 

8. Post-Maintenance Operability Testing 

Past practice at Salem for post maintenance operability testing has varied. 
Such festing may be specified by the preparer of the maintenance work order or 
left to the discretion of maintenance personnel. For safety-related equip
ment, post-maintenance surveillance testing is done before returning the 
equipment to service. Additional functional post-maintenance and repair 
testing of equipment, such as surveillance testing, may need to be performed 
to demonstrate operability as an integral part of the larger component or 
system in which it must function. This point is exemplified by the history 
of post maintenance testing of the Reactor Trip Breakers (RTB). Following the 
placement of the 2A Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker (BYB) into the 28 RTB position 
on August 20, 1982, only a functional test of the undervoltage trip attachment 
(UTA) via the Solid State Protection System (SSPS) was performed and documented 
by a completed surveillance test. The breaker was not shunt trip tested. 
Following the exchange of the lA RTB into the 2A RTB position on January 6, 
1983, the licensee states that the RT8 was independently shunt and UV trip 
tested, however, except for a notation on the Work Order no documentation of 
this testing exists. Following substitut.ion of the 18 BY8 into the 18 RTB 
position on February 22, 1983, the licensee states that only a manual trip test 
was performed. This test operates both the UV an d shunt trips, but does not 
discriminate as to which functioned to trip the breaker. It was further noted 
that the UV trip function of bypass breakers was never routinely tested. To 
resolve this issue, the NRC required the licensee as a long term action to 
review and revise procedures and practices as necessary to ensure that functional 
testing of the overall components or system is performed to demonstrate opera
bility prior to returning the equipment to service following maintenance and 
repair. Additionally, NRC required that as a long term action, procedures be 
revised, as necessary, to assure that operations department personnel review 
the testing prior to returnfog such equipment to service. 

Although no short term action was required for this issue, the licensee has 
responded in his March 14, and April 7, 1983 letters indicating that Operations, 
Maintenance and Technical Department (I&C) procedures have been revised to 
increase· emphasis on quality assurance and interdepartmental communications in 
performing post maintenance operability testing. Operations Directive OD-10, 
"Removal and Return of Safety Related Equipment to an Operable Status", has 
been revised to require conduct of Technical Specification requir~d surveillance 
testing, inservice testing or system functional testing as appropriate prior 
to declaring major safety related equipment operable. 

The Maintenance Department has formalized a Maintenance Department Testing 
manual to enhance determination of test and retest requirements prior to 
issuance of a work order. The manua 1 provides cross refer'ence 1 i stings of 
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safety.related and other Q 11st systems and components with applicable main
tenance and surveillance procedures which specify test an~ retest requirements. 
Procedure A-21 has been written to require maintenance supervisors to consult 
this manual for test and retest requirements prior to work order issuance~ 
The testing manual appears to be comprehensive with respect to safety related 
valves and other major mechanical equipment and the licensee has indicated 
that an electrical equipment section will be incorporated as a long term 
action. 

In the Technical Department, Instrument and Controls Procedure PD 14.1.001, 
which is a general equipment troubleshooting and repair procedure, has been 
revised to ensure completion and documentation of test and retest requirements 
on safety related instrumentation. 

NRC. staff review of these procedures reveals some discrepancies which the 
licensee has agreed to evaluate and correct, as necessary. The· licensee will 
also revise AP-9, "Control of Station Maintenance.•• to ensure standardization 
of post maintenance operability testing throughout the station. Licensee has 
committed to complete all procedural revisions associated with this issue by 
July 1, 1983. These procedures appear to provide the necessary administrative 
controls to ensure proper verification of system operability following mainte
nance. An examination of a few work orders showed that retest requirements 
were explicitly specified. 

The licensee has committed to conduct a review of vendor and engineering recom
mendations and current testing procedures. The licensee has indicated that 
this review will involve a comprehensive review of maintenance and testing 
procedures to ensure testing required by these procedures is in accordance 
with vendor and engineering recommendations. Based on this review, changes 
will be incorporated into departmental documents by January 1, 1984. 

Conclusion: Based on the staff's review, the licensee's short term effort of 
strengthening administrative controls over post maintenance operability testing, 
combined with the longer term program of updating the testing manual and 
conducting a comprehensive maintenance and testing procedure review, constitute 
acceptable actions in response to this issue. Hence, this issue is considered 
resolved for restart. The staff will formalize the requirements for completion 
of licensee's long term program. On a periodic basis, the NRC staff will 
inspect the implementation of licensee's post maintenance operability testing 
to ensure component and system operability after maintenance is verified. 

C.9 Overall Management Capability and Performance 

The initial deficiencies identified during the review of circumstances sur
roundin~ these events raised questions about the responsiveness, practices and 
capability of licensee management at· the corporate and station level As 
noted in the preceeding section (C.1 through C.8), a number of specific manage
ment issues directly related to the failure of the reactor trip breaker event 
were identified and have been evaluated. Although each of the specific pro
blems is understood and has been resolved, it is necessary to consider the 
overall management capability and performance in a broader context. The staff 
has re-examined the performance of PSE&G over the last few years from a regula
tory prespective. 
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On the one hand 1 there are several good aspects of the licensee's efforts that 
are beneficial and are indicative of a licensee that is st.riving to develop 
thoroughly satisfactory practices. Some examples include: .a computerized 
tagging program, independent verification program for system lineups, 
miniaturized control room design, and a computer scheduling system for 
surveillance testing and maintenance. Our examination generally concludes 
that the licensee has devoted resources and developed noteworthy programs to 
support operatiofi of the Salem facility. 

Historically, however, PSE&G management has not displayed the expected 
aggressive effort to self evaluate and redirect efforts to correct internally 
identified problems. However, the licensee has responded to the specific 
evaluations conducted by external organizations such as INPO, NRC and 
consultants. 

The 1981 INPO evaluation identified opportunities for improvement in numerous 
areas including staffing, personnel safety practices, .adherence to procedures, 
control of documents and design changes, availability of technical support, 
operating practices with respect to inoperable alarms and tagouts, shift 
turnover procedures, and goals and objectives. Based on continuing observa
tion, the licensee responded positively to selected findings by various 
actions, although the effectiveness of these actions has been less than 
expected. 

Four SALP assessments were conducted by the NRC during the period October 
1980-0ctober 1982. The earlier assessments identified weaknesses in the areas 
of: design change documentation, engineering support responsiveness, health 
physics, .physical security and overall management followup in numerous areas. 
The later SALP assessments acknowledge licensee management attention to, and 
improvements in the areas of design change tracking and documentation and 
health physics. Physical security, despite several initiatives on the part of 
the licensee to improve the area, continued to be weak. Very recently, the 
licensee has dedicated considerable resources to physical security which, if 
properly implemented, should facilitate a number of hardware improvements and 
add several managers to the organization to more effectively monitor security 
activities on a day-to-day basis. 

The most visible licensee initiatives are organizational. During the 
licensing process for Salem Unit 2 in 1981, the licensee made a decision to 
place all activities, including engineering under a single vice president. 
Commitments were made to relocate these activities from the corporate' offices 
in Newark., New Jersey to the site located in southern New Jersey. Whi"le the 
licensee was hopeful that such reloca~ion of the engineering staff, ihcluding 
QA personnel, to the site would prove more effective, the process has moved 
much more slowly than hoped and has resulted in the loss of certain personnel. 
In January 1983, the QA department was placed in the Nuclear Department, and 
began moving to the site. The organizational and location changes have been 
in transition for almost 18 months. 

The maintenance, operations and technical departments are led by experienced 
middle managers. Operational management controls have been progressively 
strengthened over the past few years and have addressed problems as they are 
identified. , Similarly, maintenance department controls have improved and new 
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initiatives have been instituted for the conduct and planning of maintenance 
which recently has resulted in more comprehensive review ef proposed maintenance 
activities. In addition, the licensee has reduced the bargaining unit e~ployee 
to supervisor ratio to 10 to 1 in order to improve direct supervision of work 
in progress. 

However, the support groups, in particular maintenance and engineering, tend 
~o be too isolated from one another and, therefore, thei~ collective efforts 
are not well integrated in overall station operation. In the staff's view 
this has resulted in a degree of parochialism. Consequently, the staff's 
perception is that poor communications among the various departments has 
hindered the development of a sens·itivity within the station staff to 
identify and resolve problems that are outside their direct sphere of 
influence. 

Over the past two years durng which Public SErvice Electric and Gas Company 
(PSE&G) has operated two nuclear plants at the Salem Generating Station, it 
has developed improved programs and procedures that are consistent with 
industry standards. This observation is based on an overall review of NRC 
inspection reports and taking cognizance of INPO eval~ations. Notwithstanding 
such progress, the staff has noted in its SALP reviews that the licensee needs 
to devote more effort to take steps to make such programs work. A problem 
which had previously been addressed with the licensee during enforcement 
conferences and SALP results meetings and has been noted during this 
evalutaion, is one of high level station management and first line station 
supervision failing to adequately assess the performance of their subordinates, 
especially with respect to adherence to procedures. Historically, improper 
performance or violation of station procedures did not result in any. adverse 
actions to the involved individuals. Generally, it has been observed that poor 
performance was mildly critized, then rationalized. Also, first line supervisors 
appear to refrain from raising issues outside of their defined scope of 
responsibility and their effectiveness is se·ldom monitored. As a result, 
department managers may not be cognizant of problems requiring their attention. 
The licensee has now initiated a training program for first-line supervisors 
which will include supervisory skills, procedures, programs, quality assurance 
and systems training. The program will include a disc~ssion of corrective 
discipline actions available. The trianing program will be co111pleted.for new 
supervisors prior to assignment and will be provided to all existing jupervisors. 
The program is expected to start in September 1983~ A similar training program 
for senior supervisors is to be developed by October 1983. 

When balancing the various aspects with the issues identified herein, it is 
clear that some problems remain. One of the purposes of the staff examination 
was to ascertain whether there were major flaws in the licensee's approach. 

During the fact-finding team review during the first week of March 1983 and 
concurrent analysis of the breaker failure events, licensee treatment of the 
reactor trip breakers and the circumstances surrounding their failure on 
February 22 and 25, provided the NRC staff with several indicators suggesting 
a major breakdown in management and quality assurance program implementation at 
the Salem Nuclear Generating Station. Subsequent detailed reviews and evalua
tions by the licensee and the NRC staff have confirmed that the programs in 
place are basically sound. Two aspects of these programs surfaced as the 
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principal causes cf the event~ discussed in this safety evaluation. The first 
of these was a perceived lack of resolve on the part of managers and supervisors 
in enforcing adherence to procedures by station personnel. The second aspect 
relates to the safety perspective displayed by corporate management in pro
viding policy direction and priorities to the operating staff and the three 
existing review committees. 

It is clear that the numeious initiatives undertaken by PSE&G during the last 
few years have not yet been fully implemented~ In order to assist PSE&G in 
making the transition successful and to further analyze their difficulties, an 
independent consultant firm, Management Analysis Company (MAC) has been 
retained to perform a diagnostic evaluation of both the Quality Assurance 
Program and the licensee's overall nuclear management program. 

The MAC approach relies on interviews and team evaluations to identify causes 
of management problems. Its process has been observed at other facilities and 
has been found to be useful. Rather than presume an understanding of the 
nature of a problem, the MAC diagnostic examines the many aspects of a utility, 
including the following: organization, management controls, staffing levels 
and capabilities, training and retraining, intra and inter-departmental communi
cati·on, commitment controls, station generation, engineering configuration 
management, Q~list, -nuclear operati~ns support and organizational freedom in 
problem identification and resolution. Based on such reviews, the MAC evalua
tion focuses on underlying problem areas and recommendations are provided for 
resolving them. PSE&G has committed to develop an action plan which addresses 
these recommendations. NRC staff will monitor the MAC and PSE&G effort. 
Meetings will be held with MAC and PSE&G to review the results of the evalua
tion, the development of an action plan and subsequent meetings with PSE&G 
will be held on a periodic basis to monitor implementation of the action plan. 
The MAC asse$sment is expected to be completed by May 2, 1983. 

In the interim, PSE&G has also retained the services of experienced and quali
fied individuals from the BETA Company to examine the steps taken to date in 
preparation for restart of Salem Unit 1. This independent evaluation should 
provide an additional level of assurance to PSE&G as to the adeq1,.1acy and 
completeness of the steps taken to resolve the problems associated with the two 
ATWS events. The staff will review the results of this overview, along with 
resolution of any other identified issues, prior to allowing restart. 

The licensee has also committ~d to establish on a one year trial basis an 
.independent Nuclear Ove~sight Committee comprised of 3 to 5 members, 
including nuclear utility operations executives, college professors and 
former regulators. This committee will meet at least quarterly and will 
provide reports to the Vice President Nuclear evaluating overall management 
attention to nuclear safety and reporting on progress in resolv.ing open issues 
relating to NRC commitments and independent evaluations. ·Consequently, the 
initiatives taken by the licensee will be monitored by an independent group to 
assure the safety~related problems are identified to the corporate managers. 
The NRC will also review the quarterly reports of the Nuclear Oversignt · 
Committee. 

Conclusion: The management initia1;;ives and improvements described should 
considerably strengthen exisiting programs, should add a number of additional 
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iEViews of corporate and station management effectiveness, and will provide 
for independent assessments of management. No evidence s~ggests that the 
organizational structure or programs currently defined contributed to the 
problems identified in this evaluation. The source of the problems appears to 
be a lack of aggressive implementation of those programs. The collective 
steps described above are expected to result in an increased awareness on the 
part of managers and supervisors as to the status of implementation of the 
many programs and allow ~ore timely involvement to either provide redirection, 
priority or resources to resolve problems. Accordingly, management programs 
in place, as modified by the steps described above, are acceptable to support 
continued operation of both Salem units. 

III. Overall Conclusions 

Section A of this Safety Evaluation Report discussed and evaluated the NRC 
staff concerns in the areas of maintenance procedures, verification testing, 
and surveillance testing programs. The licensee has acceptably revised his 
maintenance procedures, revised and expanded his surveillance testing 
programs, provided an adequate verification testing program, and will submit 
proposed Technical Specification changes for incorporating NRC notification 
requirements for maintenance testing results that exceed acceptance criteria 
and for measured trip forces that exceed recommended upper limit. The 
licensee will also submit proposed Technical Specifications that incorporate 
the additional surveillance requirements identified by the staff, for the 
reactor trip and bypass breakers. 

Section 8 addressed staff concerns in the areas of plant operations, operator 
procedures, training, and operator response, the licensee has acceptably 
identified reliable control room indicators that provide positive indication 
of automatic reactor trip demand, without operator analysis or verification, 
and has revised procedures to direct the operators to insert a ~anual trip 
whenever positive indication of an automatic reactor trip demand is present, 
without delay to evaluate the plant status. The licensee has also ~cceptably 
completed training actions and commitments in the areas of training on proce
dures, training utilizing the Reactor Protection System, and the administration 
of this training. As such, the licensee's ATWS training program for licensed 
operators and for auxiliary operators is now acceptable. 

,f 

Section C addressed staff concerns in various management areas. These manage
ment areas were Master Equipment List, procurement procedures, work order pro
cedures post trip review, timeliness of event notification, updating vendor 
supplied information, involvement of QA personnel with other station depart
ments, post maintenance operability testing, and overall management capability 
and performance. The licensee has acceptably revised his procedures and con
ducted acceptable training to ensure that work orders and procurement documents 
will be properly classiffed in the future. The licensee h~s conducted an 
acceptable review of past procurement documents and work orders to verify that 
the misclassification problem associated with the reactor trip breakers was an 
isolated incident. Additionally, the licensee has developed an acceptable post 
trip review procedure to ensure a systematic and comprehensive review of reactor 
trips is conducted prior to returning to operation. Finally, the licensee has 
instituted an acceptable program involving both outside consultants and addi
tional corporate safety committees to further evaluate and upgrade the effective
ness and safety of the licensee's nuclear activities. 
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The above actions provide reasonable assurance regarding maintenance and 
surveillance, plant operations and operator actions, and new programs in 
various areas of the utili~ies management, for restart of the facility. 
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APPENDIX A 
Description of Reactor Trip Circuit Breaker 

The Reactor Trip System at the Salem plant consists of plant process instru
mentation (sensors, transmitters, and bistables) that mortitors various plant 
parameters. Typically, there are four redundant instrument channels per para
meter. The outputs of these instrument channels are used as inputs to each of 
two redundant trains of logic circuitry (Solid State Protection System - SSPS, 
trains 11 A11 and 11 811

). The output of each SSPS train maintains two undervoltage 
coils in an energized condition, one for iti associated reactor trip breaker 
and one for the bypass breaker in parallel with the other reactor trip breaker. 
When the logic of one SSPS train is satisfied, this typically requires that two 
out of the four instrument channels for a given parameter be in the tripped 
state (i.e., the parameter has exceeded its setpoint), power is automatically 
interrupted to the two undervoltage coils associated with that train. This 
automatically 9pens the two associated breakers. The bypass breakers are 
normally open· (rack~d-out) and are only closed during testing. When either of 
the two series reactor trip breakers opens, power provided from the motor
generator (MG) sets to the control rod drive latching mechanisms is inter
rupted, causing all control rods to fall, by gravity, into the core. 

Manual reactor trip capability is provided by two switches on the main control 
board in the control room. Each switch, when actuated, will interrupt power 
to all undervoltage coils (for both reactor trip breakers and their associated 
bypass breakers), and simultaneously energize all shunt trip devices for these 
breakers. Thus, diverse means (undervoltage trip devices and shunt trip devices) 
are used to open the reactor trip breakers on a manual reactor trip signal 
whereas only the undervoltage trip coils are actuated on an automatic 
reactor trip signal from the SSPS. 

Circuit breakers (such as the types used in Reactor Trip Systems) are closed 
against a strong spring force and "latched" in the closed position. Opening 
(or tripping) is accomplished by releasing the latch mechanism and allowing the 
springs to rapidly force the breaker contacts apart, thereby interrupting the 
current through the contacts. The latch can be released by either a mechanical 
linkage or by one or more electro-mechanical devices. The electro-mechanical 
trip device is actuated electrically. The Reactor Trip Systems open (or trip) 
the circuit breakers used to supply power to the control rods through electro
mechanical circuit breaker trip devices. 

Two particular types of electro-mechanical circuit breaker trip devices are of 
interest in relation to the Salem events. These are undervoltage trip dev1c~s 
and shunt trip devices. 

A circuit breaker undervoltage trip device is energized during normal plant 
operations, when it is intended that the circuit breaker be closed or remain 
closed. De-energizing the undervoltage trip device results in the circuit 
breaker opening or tripping. The undervoltage trip device consists of an 
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electro-magnet which, when energized, attracts a metal rod, plunger, or lever 
against the force of a spring. The metal rod, plunger, or- lever is connected 
through a mechanical linkage to the circuit breaker latch mechanism (trip bar). 
When the undervoltage trip device electro-magnet is de-energized, spring force 
releases the latch mechanism and the circuit breaker opens or trips. 

A circuit breaker shunt trip device is de-energized during normal plant opera
tions, when it is intended that the circuit breaker be closed or remain closed. 
Energizing the shunt trip device results in the circuit breaker opening or 
tripping. The shunt trip device consists of an electromagnet which, when 
energized, attracts a metal rod, plunger, or lever and through a mechanical 
linkag~ releases the circuit breaker latch mechanism. Releasing the latch 
mechanism results in opening or tripping of the circuit breaker. 

The shunt trip devices are somewhat simpler mechanically and have.more force 
margin for actuating circuit breaker trip than do undervoltage trip devices. 
This is the case because undervoltage trip devices are energized for lengthy 
periods of time and, therefore, heat dissipation considerations limit the 
design flexibility for obtaining high device forces. There is somewhat more 
flexibility in the design of the shunt trip devices since they are energized 
for only .the short period of time required to release the circuit breaker latch 
mechanism. Heat dissipation considerations are less important in the design 
and operation of the shunt trip devices. 
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FOREHORD 

This 'rec:hnic:al Evaluaticn -pert was prepued ~y Franklin Research Center 

under a contract with the u.s. NUclear Bequl.atoz:y COmmissicn (Office of 

NUc:laa: Reactor Re9ulaticn, Oivisicn of Operating. Reactors) for tecbnica1 

assistance in support of NB: operatinq reactor licensing actions. 'lhe 

tec:hnic:al eva1uation was conducted in accordance with criteria established by 

t:le NBC. 
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IN'!'RODo:TION 

This Interim Technical Evaluation Baport contains a. compendium of the 

reports issued by Franklin Research Center (FIC). to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (NBC) and updates to April 6, 1983, FBC's findings concerning the 

failure of the Salem Unit l Westinghouse DB-50 reactor tri? circuit breakers 

on February 22 and 25, 1983. The evaluation centered upon the undervoltage 

trip attachments of the circuit breakers which were supposed to trip the 

circuit breakers when deenergized. This is a report on work in progress; 

thus, the conclusions contained herein may change as new information frcm the 

proposed Licensee verification testing becomes available and subseq\ient 

evaluation is completed. Table l lists the reports and letters transmitted to 

Mr. v. Noonan, C!lief, NBC BiUipment Qualification Branch, prior to April 6, 

1983. 

CHRONOLOGY OP EVALUATION 

Mr o G. Toman of F:C accompanied Messrs. v. Noonan and ? • Shemanski of NEC· 

Eq-.iipmer.t Qua.lificat:ion Branch and Mr. J. Beard of NEC Operating Baactors 

Assessment B:anch to Salem Nuclear Generating Station (5alem NGS) on March 3, 

1983. '!'he purpose of the trip was to gather information concerning the Salem 

tnlit l events of February 22 and 25, 1983. The information obtained ia 

contained in Appendix A. Appendix A also contains a discussion of initial 

findings concerning the undervoltage trip attadlment (tlVTA) ~~at did not 

operate properly. Failure of the OV'rA to operate prevented the reactor· trip 

circuit breakers (RrCB) from opening automatically. P'igure l contains 

photographs of t!le •as-received• state of the tlftit 2 •B• IJV'rA supplied to !'BC 

by Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) on March 3, 1983. 

·On page 3 of Appendix A, the second paragraph states that Chemical Dubber 

Company CIC-2-26 lubricant was used on the OVTAs associated with C'nit l. on 
Mardi lB, 1983, during a meeting with the NPJ:, Westinghouse personnel stated 

that the Westinghouse technician's report states that only one RrCB was worked 

upon at the salem plant on January l3, 1983 and that the lubricant used was 

Calfonex 78A. ~IC has been unable to tind a supplier for this lubricant. 

~nklln Research Center 
A ci-. ol 'The l'rWl!n .._ 
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~x B ccnr.a.i:is t::le review cf Revision l cf saJ.em RGS MILintenance 

J?rccedure M3Q-2. Since t:he reviewr Revision 2 has b~ issued. Revi.sion 2 

requires ten successful t:ippings of the RrC:S by a new OVTA prior to returning 

the circuit breaker to use when the UV'TA is replaced. 'rhe procedure is tiUed 

•Reactor Trip and Bypass ACB semi-Annual L~spection and Testing•; the title 

now states the periodicity of testinq. cautions concerning handling of the 

OVTA and further tests of the RrCB and OVTA were added in Bevision 2. 

Appendix C descrioes the •as-received• electrical testing of the onit 

2 •B• OVTA. 'l"he device was found to operate at 26% of normal voltage rather 

than between 30 and 60' of normal voltage as stated in the manufacturer's 

literature. 'l"he evaluation of tile device during these initial tests indicated 

t..'lat the device should be compared to the other 'CV'l'As available at the Salem 

plant_to determine visible variations from device to device. 

On Marcil lO, 1983, Messrs. G. Toman and R... Cranisky of F!C went to Salem 

NGS for t.'le purji)Ose of comparing the onit 2 •13• tiVTA to the remaining Onit l 

CVTAs. upon arrival. a~ the Salem plantr it was found that onl.y one CTVA was 

available. Comparison showed variat~ons in manufacture and reset lever 

adj~stment spring see~i.~g beeween the two devices. Messrs. Toman and Cranisky 

also observed operaticn cf a unit 2 RrCB with the 2 •s• OVTA. wtien tne CVTA 

was attached to the circuit breaker r power was not applied to the OVTA. 

'!'!lerefore, when the RrC3 was closed, the OVTA reset lever was held back 

manually to prevent a :..: ip-free opening of the circuit breaker. Tbe CVTA 

:eset lever was then released. 'l!le UVTA latch released and the trip lever 

:uoved up to the trip bar, but the RrCB did not trip. A second attempt also 

resulted in no trip. z~o more attempts at manual operation of the CVTA did 

trip t!le RrCB as did subsequent electrical operations. 

Appendix o contains the letters of transmittal for microscopic photo

graphs of the latch, latch pin, and latch sprinq from the Onit 2 •s• OVTA 

showing roughness and wear on the ma.ting surfaces. 

Appendix E contains the PlC f indinqs from the beqinninq of the eval.uation 

up to ?d..arch 21, 1983. It discusses two possible failure modes for the CVTA 

and findings from a ~rch 17, 1983 trip to Salem. 
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Appendix P' l.:t a u1p report from a March 3l, 1983 visit to sal.em to 

evaJ.uate testiilq. perfCJ:med by PSEf.G on the tlnit l RrCBs .. 

FINDINGS 

'Ihe following is a summary of the significant findings of tlle evaluation 

to date: 

l. Manufacturinq variations existed on the original. OVTAs supplied to 
the salem plant,, 

a. Manufacturing variations exist on the four new tJVTAs supplied to 
Saiem Olli t l. 

3. No lt.mrication of the tJV'?Aa appeared to have been performed from the 
time of manufactiire (appcc:imately 1972) until January l983 when a 
lubricant other than that reccmmended by the manufacturer was used. 

4. '!!le unit 2 •B11 tJV'l'A bad its reset lever arm spring adjustment ctia.nged 
some- time a~ter installation, possibly to remedy inadvertent openings 
of the circuit breaker during operation or while attempting to close 
the circuit breaker prior to operation. 

S. Imi?roper adjustment of the OVTA reset lever arm can increase ~e 
r-robability of an inadvertent opening of the circuit breaker (trip 
free) if the arm is set to overtravel too far. 

6. Loosening of the reset lever arm spring reduces the tendency to trip 
f~ee, but: also reduces the force that would cause the OVTA to unlatch 
when deenergized. 

7. Variations in reactor trip bar forces exist amonq the Salem unit l 
RrCBs. 

a. me matinq sw:faces of the unit 2 •s• latcl1 components are rough and 
appear not to have been boned. Additional wear from operation 
appears to be significant. 

9. Hesitation in lever arm motion when the WTA is slowly cieenergized 
was noted in the onit 2 •B• OVTA and the device operated below the 
expected 30t of nominal voltage point. 

10. on March 18, 1983, Westinghouse switchgear Division personnel also 
indicated that the tJVTA must be replaced some time during the life of 
the plant. Criteria fo~ determining when to replace the OVTA do not 
appear to be available. 

~klln Research Center 
A CMilafl af lh9 FIWlilln llmlllM. 
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CO?CLOSIONS 

It is believed that in the as-manufactured "new• ccnditicri, the 1983 UV'l'A 

will properly trip a circuit breaker that has a trip bar force requirement 

within the manufacturin~ limit of 31 ounces, and would probably consistently 

trip a circu~t breaker with an-as-found trip bar force ~equirement of up to 38 

ounces (the force required to trip the unit l •A• RrCB). However, sufficient 

evidence has not been presented to show that current manufacturing processes 

for the OVTA, when coupled with maintenance, will eliminate long-term failures 

that appear to be mec:hanic:al., age-related phenomena. The variations from 

device to device cause concern. ~e fact that honing of latch surfaces is a 

hand operation indicates that variations in the s'urfaces of the latch will 

remain even though no extreme roughness sboul.d be expected. 

In addition, the lack of quantitative acceptance criteria for the UVTA 

adds concern that impending failures might be missed during inspection and 

::iaintenance. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

l. Acceptance criteria be set for parameters affecting correct operation 
of the U'ilTA. 

2. Testinq methodology for acceptance· tests be prepared for factory and 
Licensee use. 

3. Uniformity of construction be instituted or sufficient testing be 
performed shewing that the variations in the devices are of no 
consequence to r.eliable operation. 

4. Life testing of the UVTA be performed to show that the device can 
successfully operate for the intended lifetime with proper 
maintenance .. 

s. criteria be developed to determine a replacement interval for the 
UVTA such that replacement occurs significantly before end-of-life 
failure. 
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6. 'ttle baseline testing of OVTA output forces and ~CB trip bar trip 
!crces i.s a. first step in proving the adequacy of the OVTAs for 
continued use. 'ttlese test results sbould be compar,Pd with results 
taken periodically during the life of the mrr.As. In order to allow 
preventative action to be taken, trending of the variations in the 
results should be performed to determine if degradation in OVTA and 
~CS performance is occurring. 

Franklin Research Center 
A Clllilian al'T'h9 l'rmnlllln ~ 



'l:abJ..e l.. C-:.aronological. Li.st of Rz:po~t.s and Corre:spouderJCa 
from E':C to the me concerning Failures of 
Beactor Trip Circuit Breakers at saf.em onit l 
on February 23 and 25, 1983 

Aocendix Date/Subject 

A March 4, 1983 
Initial Report on the 5alem Onit 2 Ondervoltage Trip 
Onit 

B March 9, 198 3 
Reviews of Proposed Corrective Action by PSE&G and of 
Maintenance Procedure M3Q-2 

c March 9, 198 3 
Report of Initial Testing of the 5alem Onit 2 •B• 
Ondervoltage Trip Attachmene 

D March 21, l9f33 
Photographs of the Salem Onit 2 •B• tJndervoltage Trip 
Attachment (TranS%11ittal letter and description of 
views only) 

E! March 22, l.983 
Salem Events of February 22 and 25, 1983: Failures of 
Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers: Final Report of Initial 
Investigation 

March 31, 1983 
Trip Report: 
(Transmitted 
this. Interim 

~nkli:i Research Center 
A. ClMslOft cl The Frllftllill 11-. B-8 

Salem onit l Reactor Circuit Breakers 
to the NBC for t.11e first time as part of 
Report) 



A. 

c. 

ondervoltage Trip AttaCulent 
Top View 

cndervol.tage Trip Attadmlent 
Side View 

B. 

c. 

mldervolta9e Trip 11.ttac::::mient 
an Circuit Brealce: 

...... ·-

~:JIJk;·.:.)j, 

cndervol.tage ~rip Attachment 
Side View 

P'iguz:a l.. C'nit 2 "B• tlndervoltaga Trip Attadmlent 
(~ c, and D az:a pbotcc;Jrai;ils o~ t.be as-received .condition.) 

~ranklln Research Center 
ACMlilll911'G,_..,_... 
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INITIAL REPORT ON 
THE SALEM UNIT 2 UNDERVOLTAGE TRIP UNIT 

APPENDIX A 

~nklin Research Center 
A Division of The Franklin Institute 
The 19.rt)UT'in l'r.nldin ,__,, PhilL. Pa. l9103 C21!1) "8-1000 
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~hklin Research Center 
· A Division "oi 7he Franklin lr'.stitute 

Mr. Vincent Noonan 

~.arch 4, 1983 

Chief, Equipment Qualification Branch 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Phillips Building, MS-P-234/RM P-234D 
7920 Norfolk Avenue 
Betilesda, MD 20014 

Dear Mr. Noonan: 

At:acbed is the initial rl!llor: on the Salem Unit 2 under-voltage 
trip unit. I bave detai1ed some possible causes and indicated the 
in:itia.1 tests Cli1d evaluat:ious to be perfor.:zed. 

Also att:aclled is a re<tuest for addidoual equipment fTom PSE&G to 
be used in :he investigat:ion. 

Should there be any questions, please call me at 215/448-1257. I 
intend :o begin the tests ou Monday, March 7, 1983. 

G.l'I/ih 

Encl. 

Vf!ry Ji rulY. yours, 

ary J. 'roman 
ect on Leader, 

Qual f ication Analysis 
and Planning Sectio~, 
Nuclear Engineering Dept. 

~0th & Ra.:e Streets. Ph~Jadelphia. Pa. 19103 (215) .us-1000 TWX-710 6i0 1889 
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~AND I?n'!'IAL·FINDINGS 

Initi.a..l i:ispecticn of the onit .2, B under-voltage t=ip unit indicates a 

poss~iliey of multiple cont:ibuting ca.uses of failure. ?ossible coneributors 

are (1) lack of lubrication: (2) wear: (3) ll!Qre frequent operation than 

intended by design; (4) corrosion from improper lubrication in January, 1983: 

and (5) nicking of latcb surfaces caused by vibration fzom repeated operation 

of t!le breaker. 'nle contributors appear to be cumulative with no one main 

cause. 'lbe initia.l investigation does indic;ate that the failure is age 

related and that a new deviCJ9 woul~ perform prope.rlyo Many surfaces of' t!le 

latdl median.ism are worn and the additional friction tends to prevent proper 

operation. ?roper lubrication througbout the life of· the device may have 

preV"ente<i t:le weu that can be seen on the sample. 

~e t.ests and examinaticns ?BC proposes tc perfom will. attempt to 

deter::ine the cause of failure and if possible reproduce it. ~e following 

su:::ma::i:es the initial findings and lists the proposed tests. 

l. :ni tial thcuahts from information received crier to Marc:!1 3 , l983 visit 
~o Salem aeneratina station. 

?rem info.rntation recaived by pione and by teleccpier, T1!'f initial be.lief 

prior to visitin; the site was that the under-qolta9e erip device did not 

operate because it had not. been exercised very frequently, T1!'f be.lief bein9 

that dust or dir•: a.ccumul.ation on tbe device in t:wc months time prevented its 

operation. 

2. !nitia.l eval.uation of information received at Salem site on March 3. 

When I arrived a.t the Salem site, I 11.et with Vince Noonan, Pau1 

Sheman.ski, and J. T. Beard, al.J. of the SBC. we were given a. val.Jc-around 

inspection of the plant by an operator named Ray McCarthy. We inspected the 

onit 2 Reactor T:ip circuit breaker area and visually examined t:be circuit 

'breakers which were l.ayinq on tbe f1oor near their cubicles. 'l'he 

under-voltage trip devices were remcved from eacn of tbese circuit breakers. 

'l'he shunt trip coils were in place. 'l'he circuit breaker trip bar moved 

freely. We then went to the Dnit l Raactor '?rip circuit breaJcer area. ~ese 

breakers had been reJDQVed anc;i brought to the electrical. maintenance area. It 

wa• noted that &n inverter which was ap;coxilllate.ly -' ft from tb• ci:cuit· 

~.;nklin ReseatCh Center 
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breal<er ccmpart:nent was blcwing llct ail: into 'Qe room, and into the circuit 

breaker compartments, and that the 9eneral area tempera~re vas well above 

80 •. We then were taken to the electrical maL'ltenance area, where we 

interviewed Mr. Ketchum, an electrical maintenance supervisor, who discussed 

the circumstances of the relllQVal of the circuit breakers that were involved 

with the incident on Onit l. We were also int.reduced to Mr. Leo BOland, 

anct!:ler electrical supervisor, who llad also worked on the circuit breakers· in 

question in August of l982. 'nle information received was that the circuit 

breakers and theil: under-voltage trip device had been operated frequently and 

bad operated within a few days prior to t."l.e incident. ~is dispelled my 

initial concern that t!:le .devices !lad not been exercised often enougn. 

I requested that Salem management provide one of the under-voltage trip 

devices, and a s.hu..'lt trip coil, for testing at ?ranklin :R=searc::l center. ':hey 

did so. It appears that new under-voltage trip coils are not readily 

available. ~is will be investigated at a later date. 

R!:SiJLTS OF INITIAL E:o.M!NATION; SOME POSSIBLE 0.0SES 

Since receipt o:f the under-<1oltage device, whiCi is the cnit 2 a trip 

uneer-voltage device, I have noted rougcness in t!:le operation ~f the t:ip 

:.atcil. 'nlere is some dragqinc; of the mec±lanism, and portions of the latch 

:!ledlanism have obvious signs of wear. POsslble c:ont:il:luting :factors to t!le 

failure to operate are a lack of lubrication, weu, jarring of the 

under-11oltage device from t.i.ie ~i.rcuit breaker operation and mere frequent 

operation of the under-voltage trip device than was intended during design. 

My belief is that under mcst industrial applic:aticns, t!le under-"7olta9e device 

would be used very infrequently, and probably would only be operated durinq 

test sequences at perhaps yearly or longer intervals. '!herefore in indust=ial 

applications, the device would operate only a few times, perhaps 20 or 30 

during its lifetime, and would not be a normal. tripping mechanism for the 

breaker. However, in its use at Salem, it is the prime t:ipping device for 

the circuit breaker, and as such is called upon to operate on the order of 50 

times per year. 'l!lat would mean, at its current age, in 1983 there would be 

possibly 400 to 500 trip operations on this device. 

curing the investi9ation, it was noted that the shunt trip coil has been 

operated since Au9ust, l.982 once every 7 days rather than at longer 

intervals. ~is means that the circuit. breaker is now tripped and closed 

~....., 
~~:;~ F~nklin Research Center 
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ever}· i days, causing t!le jar:ing of t;."le entire •d:ianism of t!le circuit 

breake: and its attached relays and coils due tc the nocna.l operation of the 

b:eake:. ~is may or ::ay not be significant. in ~t t!l/e under~oltage relay 

would stay energized during these t.rippings and its lat.c!l mechanism would be 

jarreC. somewhat by operation of the breaker. '?his could poss~ly add to the 

friction whic:!l is building up in the latdi mec:banism from ncr::al .operation by 

causing the latdl :.cbanism to just slightly ni~ the surface that it rides on 

thereby tending to prevent operation. PUrther investigation will. t:y ta 

deter.:ine whether t:lis ia indeed a cont:ibutcr to t!le mis~ration. It would 

appear f:om initial inspection of the device that wear and rouc;hness of matinc; 

surfaces in t'Jle t:ip latcb are c:ont:ibuting causes. Proper lubrication may 

have ;::evented th• current situation or cculd reduce this roughness to t."le 

point were proper operation coul.d oc:cur. 

::C will at-:.emp1: to deter:ine whether the C3:-2-26 lu.bricatin;, cl.eaner 

spray acided to the prc!:)lem by ei t:le: c:ausi.nr; =rrosicn or :emoving a.ll. 

residual. lubrication f:cm i:iitia.1 construction. It appears tbat from t~e time 

of ini~ial c=nst:uct:ion of the under-voltac;e trip units, up until January of 

l.9 83, :io l:Jbric:ati=n whatsoever had been perfo:med, and then in January of 

l.983, l:Jbricaticn was perfor:Ded by the maintenance personnel in conjunction 

with a iies'ti.~ouse tec:bniciaa. At this tiole, CBC-2-26 lubricant cleaner was 

sprayed on a.ll four t::ip devices associated with Ctlit l. ~is lucricant ·is 

being ?tOC'~:ed by 1lC for testing purposes. 

LI STING OP :::X:?-CTED INVESTIGATION 

i. ~e fizst test vill. be to perform various d~ergizaeions and 
ener9iz~tions of the wider-vol.tag• trip unit and mcnit.or th• device under 
va:ic~s conditions. 

2. ~e seeond test will be to disassemble the latdl mechanism to observe the 
surfaces of tbe various parU of the l&tc1l, and pbotograpb these surfaces 
~rcu;il a microscope tc determine various levels of wear in these 
s\lr!aces. 

3. ':!le tbil:d test is tc determine the effects of CBC-2-26- spray on the 
vuious types of metals used ill this device. An attempt vill/be made to 
"• meta.ls ot."ler than those in the actual. device. If possible, we will 
ceter:nine the dlemic:al c:cnsi.stenc:y of this si;:cay, hopefully through the 
:anufac-:urar. 

4. ':!le fourth test is onl.y possiDle if th• spare circuit breaker can be 
obtained from Salem. '!he under-volt.a9• t:ip device and the shunt ccil 

~· 
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W01Ud !:)e :cu.nted upon tlle breaker, and the breaJcer woW.d be opera'ted · 
:epeatedly t= determine the effect upon th• under-•/olta9e uip unit. It 
is su:::U.sed :!lat. while the device is energi:ed and t:e oreai.:er t:ips and 
closes a ni.m:::>er of times, additional friction of the trip latch my occur 
from ~'le vi!::ation. ':elis test wou.ld primarily deter.nine whether sudl 
additional f:iction occ-~rs from operation. 

To prcve t::at t:e sample under-voltage trip imit i.s identical to the Onit 
l. devices, a visual inspection of all existing Salem onit l and 2 
under-.,cltaqe t:ip units sbould be performed. ~is can take place at 
Salem. Ne disassembly is needed. The devices can be mounted on the C3' s 
or locse. 'I:!:lis should be done as soon as possible. !'Uesday March a, 
l.983 is rec:cmmended. 

?urther tests will be determined upon the bui.s of these initial tests. All 
tests will be non-destructive tesu such that t:h• device will be a.ble to be 
used for fu:ther testing and possible retu:n to the utility. 

l. ?or ase in ~vestiqation of the incident, l"lC requests t.!lat t:he spare 
OS-50 circuit breaker be made available for use at ~ for a period of 2 
weeks. De.livery is requested as seen as pi:a=ical. :!Opeful.ly no later 
t:han Marcll 9, l9 83. 

2. ~ woulC: like to visually inspect all of the remaining undervoltage trip 
devices f:Qm Salem l and 2, inc.ludinq thoae at the NR: aeadquarters. It 
would be .beneficial to bave these all in one place tc speed t:he review. 
~ere "WOuld be no disassembly and the devices cou.1.d be on the cucuit 
breakers fer t:hi.s. inspection. It is hoped tbat this could be done on 
TUesday Marcil 8, 1983 • 

. {: 
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REVIEWS OF PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACiIONS BY PSE&G 
AND OF MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE M3Q-2 

APPENDIX B 

~nklin Research Center 
A Division of The Frankiln Institute 
The S.,jemn Fninldin P~. Phi&... Ps. 19103 (21'1 "8-1000 
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Franklin Research Center 
A Division of The FTanklln Ic.stitute 

Mr. Vincent Noonan 
Chief, Equipment Qualification Branch 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Phillips Building, MS-P-234/RM P-234D 
i920 Norfolk Avenue 
Bethesda, MD' 20014 

Dear Mr. Noonan: 

?-!arch 9, 1983 

Attac:hed are the review of the proposed corrective action by 
Public Service Electric & Gas Co. of New Jersey as detailed in the letter 
from ~r. Richard A. Underlitz to Mr. D. G. Eisenhut dated March 1, 1983, 
and of Maintenance P"rocedure MJQ-2. These documenu were ;ireviously trans
I::i :ted to you au March 9, 1983, at approximately 11:00 a:m, by telecopy. 

GJT/ih 

F.:lcl. 

cc: M. Carrington 
P. Shemanski 

Very truly yours, 

__j,Jj;~ 
Gary ~ ./ Tocan 
Sect~d Leader, · 
Qua.li.fication Analysis 
and Planning Section, 

·Nuclear Engineering Dept. 

20th & Rac:e Streets. Philadelphia. Pa. 19103 (~15) 4-48-1000 TWX-710 670 1889 
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REV'I~ -OF ~ FROM MR. RIOl:ARD A. tTNOEEI.I'l'Z, 
VIO: PRESIDENT N'CCLEAR, PSE&G CO. 

TO MR. O. G. EISENHUT, Dim:C'l'OR, DIV!SION OF L!O::NSING, NRC, 
OAT:E:D MAR:~ l, 1983. 

Subject: Reacto.r Trip Breaker Failure, 
No. l onit, Salem Generating Station, 
COcket No. 50-2.72. 

The following are results of the review of the referenced letter. This 
review is restricted to statement.:i concerning the "shunt trip• and "under
voltage trip• attad1meJits o:f the Reactor Trip Breakers. 

Page l of the letter states that the sole reason fer the failure of tile 
undervoltage trip attachment is lack o:f proper lubrication. FBC continues. tc 
evaluate this possibility and makes no fina.l deter:ninaticn at this time. FPC 

is a.lso eva.luating other possible related conditions suci as, improper appli
cation o:f the· device, dust and debris in the mcvin9 coi.l section of the device, 
binding of tb.e latc!:1. pin, and residual magnetism 'in the core. FBC's findings 
will be forwarded to the NllC on or. before April l, 198 3 • 

. ~ has no comments on Page 2. of the let~er. 

On Page 3, in Item 2., a new maintenance pcocedure M3Q-2. is described. 
aowever, no periodicity for maintenance and no other method of invoking tnis 
procedure are stated. (Note: the M3Q-2 procedure also does not contain this 
information.) Since lack of mair.1tenance. is indicated by PSE&G co_. and 
Westinghouse as the probable c:au.se, the periodicity for maintenance must be 
addressed. 

On Page 4, Item 7 desc:ri!)es new tes1:.ing o:f the Reactor Trip Breaker. one 
test requires timing of the circuit breaker operation wben t:ipped by the 
undervoltage trip attad1ment. l!'BC recommends t:nat this test be per~ormed 3 
times and that the average time be compared to previous tests (as test data. 
accumulates). 'ttlis would provide a means o:f determining variations in the 
trip attachment and circuit breaker response. Inc::easing time lag would be 
indicative of an impending problem. 

On Page 4, Item lO, nc agrees tbat moving the undervoltage trip atta.dl
ments from one circuit breaker to anot:ner is inadvisable and agrees wi tb the 
Licensee• s proposed action. 

On Page S, tbe Licensee does not de:fine whether tlle shunt trip is safety 
related or not. Since this device proved to be highly important when the 
undervoltage trip attachment did not work, it would seem very important tc 
c:o.usider t:ne shunt trip as safety-related. In addition, the shunt trip is in 
series with the circuit breaker auxiliary switd1 t:nereby requiring the auxi
liary switch to be safety related. 

Prepared by G. J. Teman 3/8/83. 

~kiln Research Center 
:A ci..a. al'Tlle I'..- -
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REVI::!!)f OP PSE&G CO. PRCCEDORE M3Q-2, 
TITLE: REACTOR TlUP AND m'PASS ACS 
INSPEC'l'!ON AND TEST. REV. l. 3/4/83. 

'l'he copy of this procedure received by FEC contained an additional one 
page doC'.l.Illent. labelle4 "Salem NUclear Generating Station, Reactor Switchgear, 
Operational Verification Program.• 

~lrae bas the following comment on the Operational Verification Program. 
Item 2 states that M;23-2 requil:es lO, 40, then 50 trips of the circuit breaker 
depending upon the number of failw:es of the undervoltage trip attachment. 
t-Q3-2 does not contain suc:i a requirement. Allowing any failures during 
t·esting is wholly inappropriate for the undervoltage t:ip unit and maintenance 
procedure M;23-2 should not be mcdified to allow the undervo.ltage trip 
attachment to fail, no matter how many successful. operations follow. 

E'ailure to operate once during a sequence of t:ippings of the attachment 
indica-:as 3evere problems in the mechanism and places the reliability of its 
function in doubt. Item 2 of the document aiso states :hat the lO, 40, then 
50 tri;i tsst system is statistically sound fer the application. '!his is in
correc'I: !or t:!le application. AS described, the test roethod would allow 2 
failures in 100 tests. 'l'his woul.d be a 0.02 probability of fai.lure. 'l'here 
uu two .:eac"!Cr trip circuit breakers in series. ASsWlling independence of 
failures (i.e., 110 c::ommcn mode medlani.sm) the probacility of si:nuJ.taneous 
faHw:e of t.l:le t-.ro circuit breakers woul.d be o .02 x o .02 or o .0004. 'l'his in
dir.ates t:lae a fail.ure of both reactor protection systems wou.ld occur once 
every 2500 uips. For Salem criit l, whicn is said to have SO t:ips per year, 
a failure to trip would occur at least once pet 50 yea.rs. 'l'he a.llowance of 
any failLU:es to t:ip during testing is totail.y unac:eptable. 

:ae~iew of MJ0-2 

l. NO statement of the puicd between maintenances is made. NO method of in
voking t!::.is procedure is given. 

2. ?age 10 of 23, Item 9.7.2.2 indicates that lubrication could de some good, 
but dces not indicate how to determine when to lu.bricate the undervoltaqe 
trip attad:lment. FPJ: has found that the onit: 2 trip attachment trip lever 
hesitates when depressed. It i.s suggested that maintenance personnel 
slowly depress and release the trip lever to determine if it binds durinq 
operation. If it does hesitate oc bind, and lu.bcication dces not remove 
this bindinc;, replacement: should be performed. Also, the procedure should 
indicate a required interval. between lu.bcication. 'nle Manufacturer's 
Ted:lnical Balletin, NSt> Data Let:te: 74-2, suqgests sta:tinq wit:b a 6 month 
interva.l between lubdcation·. 

'?be second paragrapl:l of Item9.7.2.2 indicates the portions of the under
voltaqe trip attadllllent to be lubricated; however, no mention is made of 
the latch to latc::i spring (the copper alloy fiat spring) surface, the 
bea:ing points of the latch spring pin, and the bearinq points of the 
reset lever arm. All of these, especially the latch to latch spr inq sur
face, are friction soi11:9es that could prevent correct operation ~d should 
be considered for lubrication. 

~kiln Research Center 
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3. Section 9 • 8 d.iscusses tim.inc; of. the· c ircu:i t break er ~en t: ipped by the 
undervoltaqe trip atta.c!:ment. Fm: suqgesa that tnree timing tests be 
performed and t:le averac;e time be c:cmpared to previous tesu as successive 
tests are perfcaed. '!?1is wcul.d a1l,Qw degradation in performance to be 
determined. 

Note: If the trip times are known to be consistently near the trip limit 
of 4 cycles, !::ending of the t:ip times would not be useful. However, if 
a new breaker starts with lower trip ti.mes suc::b as 2 cycles, trending 
c:ould be indicative of degradation. 

4. Enclosure l of MJQ-2 was taken from the Westinghouse Low Voltage Metal 
·Enclosed switchgear Manual. 'Ihis diagram incorreetly shows attachmenu 
such as the overcurrent t: ip device that a.re not used in tile reactor t: ip 
circuit breakers and does not show the shunt t:ip or undervoltaqe trip 
attadlments. nc suggests that an applic:aD~e diagram be included in the 
procedure. 

5. In accordance wit!l 3 above. FBC suggests that Enclosure 7 be l!IOdified for 
three timings of the c:i.reo.iit breaker rather t:ian one. 

Prepared by G. J. 'l'Onan 3/8/83. 
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RE?ORT ON INITIAL TESTING OF THE SALEM UNIT 2 
"B" UNDERVOLTAGE TRIP ATIACHMENT 

APPENDIX C · 
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~ ...... 
lLJ~UFranklin Research Center 

A Division of Tne Franklin Institute 

March 9, 1983 

Mr. Vincent Noonan 
Chief, Equipment Qualification 'Branch 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comcissiou 
Phillips Building, MS-P-234/RM P-234D 
7920 Norfolk Avenue 
Bethesda, 'MD 20014 

Dear Mr. Noonan: 

The aetached document describes initial tests of the Salem 2 B 
Underv~ltage Trip attachment. Please note t~e finding on ?age· 2, 
Item 3. '!'he as-found condition of the device is very disturbing. 

-- -When ene::gi:ed and de-euergi:ed the device does not operate within 
the specified voltage ~ange and hesicati.Ou vas noted in the latch to 
latc:.h pin operation. 

GJT/ih 

Encl. 

cc: M. Carrington 
P. Shemanski 

Ve
1
ry etruly ;,ours, 

;/·~ 
_,., Toman 

Section leader, 
Qualification Analysis 
and Plaxming Section, 
Nuclear E:lginee~..ng Dept. 

20th 4: Rac:e Streets. Philadelphia. Pa. 19103 (215) 448-1000 TWX-710 670 1889 
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!U:POR:!' OF INITIAL '!i:'-STL~ OF IRE SA.LEM 2 "B II 
IDt"D:e:?.Vbt.TAGE TRIP A'r"'....A~i 3/9/83 " 

l. Described Oneration 

a. The UnderVoltage (UV) Trip Attachment o~erates at 60 to 30% of nor.:i.al 
voltage per the instruction manual. 

b. Nor.nal voltage on this device is 48 Vdc. 

Note: The manual is describing an t'.ndervoltage trlp 
attachment witn an ac coil designed to operate 
ou line voltage. The device supplied for Salem 
bas been modified by replacing the ac coil with 
a 48 Vdc coil. 

2. As-Found Tri:Jt'ing Point 

ThLSalem 2 "B" UV trip attachment consistently tripped at 12.6+0.4 Volts· 
de •"'hen voltage was gradually reduced from 48 Vdc. This is 26%-of no:r:nal 
operaeing voltage. It was noted that the reset ar.n moved p~ially to
wards unlatching a few volts before unlatching occurTed indicating binding 
of the latch to latch pin. · 

3. The adjustment: for spring tension for ~he reset lever spring was found on 
t!le Salem 2 "B" UV Trip attachment to be appro:d.mately l~ turns belotJ the 
surface of the locki::lg nut. The adjust:ment •.ras brought to the condition 
sh~ on Fig. 17 of the W'estinghouse Ma."lual, "!nstructious for Types DB-50, 
DBF-16 and DBI.-50 ilr Circuit Breakers," which is app:-ox:!.:tately 6 tur.is 
beyond the su::ace of the locking nuc. (See attached drawing.) The UV 
trip attad:mzent then operated at 2.5.8 Vdc, vhich is 54: of nor.:ia.l voltage. 
waen tension va.s reduced to the lowest limit: (1 eo l~ turns below the as
found condition) the device operated a 6.3 Vdc or 13% of voltage. 

This indicates that the setting of the reset arm s~ring tension is c~itical to 
correct o~eration and that the as-found position of the adjust.neut is def!nitely 
belov the desired level. 

~ 
i.l;;::.i Franklin Research Center 
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!he ::iovinc core is nor=ally held ~et:ically 
a.pins: Cb• s-..aticnar.; c:orw tc ·hold the ~ 
rod anc! c:=r.sequtntiy the :eset lever. iD tht reset 
;:csition. \\"hen :h• c:cil vol:ap is reduced 
s;.;.~c:ir!ttly. the met Iever spm1 over:omes :he 
:1~e::: a=aC::on o! t."i.e cores ~c :=:ates :he 
:"!5"t le\·er c:lOt'!ic~iH .• ~ :bt reset le\·er roca:.. it 
c:a:::es Wit."'l it :."it ~atch 1=m wt-.ic:!::l ro~tes re!ative 
to ce lar.:h w:::l :.":e Ia:= is re!Hsed. When the 
~h relezses. the :rip s;::".::1 rotates :.":.e ::rtp Iner 
c::1.0.~~r:!ock,....se :o =~ :."le breaker. The latc."'l ii 
~t by :."l.e cross ba:. :ovi.~i :!:• adj:.atablt reset 
liver 3S :.":.e '!:l:u.~er ;p-e::.s. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF rnE SALEM UNIT 2 
"B" UNDERVOLTAGE TRIP ATIACHMENT 

APPENDIX D 

"ftnklin Research Center 
A Division of The FrankJin Institute 
The Benjamin l"rMldift Pancw.y, PhliL PL 19103 (21514'8·1000 
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u JU U Franklin Research Center 

· A Divisicm of The Franklin Ins:::u.te 

1".arc:h 21, l 983 

~. Vi:icenc Noonan 
Chief, !quipmenc Qualificacion Branch 
O.~. Nuclear Regulatory Comm:l.ssion 
?h:!.llips Bui.lding, MS-P-234/R..'! P-234D 
i920 Nor'!olk Avenue 
3e~hesd.a, MD 200l4 

:0 3£ O~=:D 3Y ADDIU:SSZ:: ONLY 

E::t.closed herevicb a.re the pbocographs of :he Salem Cnic 2 "3" 
:ucervol:age !rip Accachmeuc sh°"'1ng tne rough surfaces of che lacch, 
latch pi:i, .md lacch Sl)ri:ig. Al!;o enclosed is .a descrlpciou of the 
;ic~~res and a draw4...:lg of the underval;age c::ip actac?:::euc 'IJi:b cha 
~ho~ogra?h uu::bers indicaced. 

GJT/ih 

c:~: P. Shemacski ) 
~. Curington) 

Very truly yours, 
"1 • 

P-7/~~ 
Gary J J.· To:an · 
Sectieu Leader, 
Qualif icacicn Analysis 
.md Planning Sectiou, 
Nuclear Engineering Dept. 

without attachments 

:Oth &; Ra.:r Streets. Philadelphia. Pa. 19103 (:?J5J ~8-1000 TWX-710 6i'O 1889 
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SALZM tJNIT 2 •s• ONCD.vot.~E TmP 'CHIT .. 
?botoarachs of tatc.~. !.at=h ?in, Latch Serine:, and Latch Retention ?in Surfaces • 

?ic<:ure 
Sumber 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Oesc=i~tion of Pic<:ure 

Side view of latch shewing roughness of latch area 

Prent view of latch showing lat=i notdl area 

Prent view of latc:.!1 with slic;ht angle to right showing face and 
slight mushrooming of latdl edge 

!.atdl lcakinq up intc the latdl surface shoving irrequl.arities 
and mushrooming of edge 

Latch sprin<; showing wear and abrasion frc:m: rubbing en latcb 
surface (between arrow> 

!nside of lat= loop shoving sur!ace that rides on latch spr ill9 
retention pin 

Latch sprin<; retention pin sbowl.ng point of contact of lAtcb 
inside .loop edge (between arrows) 

La t:dl pin showing sur!ace and edge wear f:cm latdl 

'l'Op view of late pin showing weu 

?i~ures taken March 18, l983 

Description prepared Harc:b.,21, l983 
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SALEM EVENTS OF FEBRUARY 22 AND 25·, 1983; 
FAILURES OF REACTOR TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS; 
FINAL REPORT OF INITIAL INVESTIGATION 

APPENDIX E 

-ftnklin Research Center 
A Division of The Franklin Institute · 
The ISenJti'lift Frwlldin Pwtcw.y, PhillL. Pa. 19103121!!14'1-IQOP 
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'@nklin Research Center 
A Division oi Tnc Fnnklln Institute 

Mr. Vincent Neenan 
Cbief, Equipment Qualific:aticn Br ancb 
o.s. Nw:iear Bequl.atory Conmi•aion 
Pb-illips Buildinc; I Ms-P-234/ltM ?-234D 
7920 Narfc:lll Avenue 
Se t.~uda, MD 200.i.& 

March.22, l983 

Su..bjec:.: salem EVent.s o! February 22 and 2.5, l9 831 l'a.ilu.res cf React.er Trip 
Circuit :S:eakers 

AS you :ceqQested, em:l.cs1!d is the fin.al report of tbe Initial 
Investigation of Failgre of S~em onit l Reactor T:ip Circuit areak~rs to Trip 
on February 22 and 25, l983. 

cc: P. Sheaansk i 
M. Carrington 

Yo s t:rP-ul~ 
" ..,..._.~ 

~ry IJ' man 
I 

Sect n Leader,, 
gtial.i.fication Analysis 
and Puaninq Section, 
aiclear Enqin9ering n.pt. 

lOth &: Race Streets, Philadelphia. Pa. 19103 (21') 448-1000 TWX-710 670 1889 
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~uation 

L~itial Investiaation of Failure of Salem onit l 
Reactor Tri~ Cireuit a.reakers to Tri~ 

on hcruarx 22 and· 25, l983 

Prepared by ?ranklin :aesearc!l Center 
Much 21, l9 83 

Investiqation of the failw:e of the Salem Unit l reactor trip circuit 

breakers to open wbeD the undervoltage trip attachments (OVT) were 

de-itner9ized by the solid state protection system on February 22 and 25, 1983 

incl.tided review of the cperatinq, maintenance, and surveillance testinq 

history for tile CB-50 circuit breakers used at the salem plant. 

~e Wt.ia.l investigation centered upon tll• tNT attac:=.:::ient: however, 

subaequent efforts included the interac:ticn of the OVT attachment:. with the 

circuit brea.Jter. '!!le trip lever of tile CV'? attadlment must lift the circuit:. 

breaker t.:ip bu for openinq of the circuit breaker to oc:cw:. 

'?c date, two possible failure modes llave been de1:,er:llined fer ~e Salem 

onit l CV'? attachments. 'l'he first vas observed by the Licensee and by me 

personnel the day of and tba day uter t!le February 25, 1983 event. 'l'his 

failure mode apparently occurs when latch-t:.o-latch pin binding prevents 

unlatdlinq of tile UV'? at.tac:bment, tbe:eby p:eventing the t.:ip lever from 

mcvin9 when the device is de-energized. Shortl.y after the February 2S event, 

all bue one of the failed devices were lu=ricated and no further failures to 

operate could be repeated. 'l'he remaining failed 1JVT attacl:unent was 

sabsequentl.y damaged and was not available for inspection. 

'l'he second possibla failure IKIC!e- 'l!fU rl!CQ9?1ized frcm in~ion of thet 

OVT attacbment provided ta Frankl.in Researdl Center (!'BC) by the Licens•e. 

The latcb spring on this a.vice exerts enough force on the latcb to reduce the 

output force f:om the trip lev•: aa the f:icticn increases between tne latcb 

sprinq and lat.di witb age and lack oE lubrication. 'l'his reduced force could 

be siqnificant:. if the force required to lift the circuit breaker trip bar is 

bigber than norma1ly expected. on March ~8, 1983, Westinc;bouse Switchgear 

Division representatives stated t:bat the expected force requi.J:ed to lift the 

~ u~.!U Franklin Research Center B-30 
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circ:ui t orealcer trip bar at time of manufacture would have a ma:ti::lwa of ll .. 
. ounces and a normal ra.~ge of 20 to 28 ounc:es. ez:i March 17, l983, FR: 

personnel measured 28- to 30-:>unce li!t force requirements on five of six 

Salem reactor trip circuit breakers made available for inspection by the 

Licensee. Thes~ were the four cnit 2 circuit breakers and the TJnit l •s• 
bypass circuit breaker. The sixth circuit breaker, the present onit l •A• 

trip, required 38 ounces of lifting force for operation, indicating that 

reduced output force from a OVT attachment coupled with a higb trip bar lift 

requirement is a possible ccndition. 

Durinq the investigation, va::iaticns in cons~uction were noted amcng the 

original mrr at<:achments supplied to the Salem plant. ~e device given to F:c 

had a tight latch sprinq. ~e remaini.-lg device that was made available to ?le 

!or inspection had a mucb looser latcb sprinq t:llat exerted no force on the 

la.tdl except dw:inq actual. latching operations. No :eset lever sprinq 

adju.saent lode wasiler was found on the device provided to ?le, whereas th.e 

remaining Salem device had the lode wasiler. Ciscussions wit!l NIC and t.icansee 

personnel indicated that similar variations were noted in the other CV'l' 

at.tac!:lmeuts that were no longer available for inspection by FR:. 

T!le latcb surfaces <..f t:le original CV'? attachments were found tc be in 

:!le as-stamped scate. Roughness was noted on the latdi-to-latcb pin face and 

en tbe latcb-tc-lato sprinq .!ace. en· the device provided tc FBC, this 

roughness on the latd:l sprinq side of the latch had caused a groove that is 

also rougb tc be worn into the spring. I.rrequl.arities on the latdl-to-latcb 

pi.'1 sw:face of the latc:i were noted on the nc device and the device tested by 

the Licensee. Durin9 testing of the PH: device, hesitation dw:in9 un1atdlin9 

was observed when voltaq• vas gradually reduced to the cail of the device, 

further indicatin9 friction in the iatcb-tc-latdl pin surface. Phctoqraphs of 

the latcll, latdl pin, and latcb spring surfaces taken on ~ch 18, 1983 show 

the i.rr99ular nature of the macing surfaces. 

Subsequent tc the manufacture of the Salem tJV'r att.ac.~ments, Westinqhouse 

changed the manufacturin'l procedure for t!le latch to include l:land honinq of 

the latch surfaces that mate with other components. 

~ 

~~Ll~klln ~eseard'I c~nter 
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On Maro l7, l983, .P:c personnel examined the new UVT attachments 

supplied !or Salem onit l. ~ese devices were found to-have·the latc:h-~o

latc!l- spring sur!ace honed. Other sur!aces could not be examined because t!le 

devices ~ere mounted on the circuit breakers. Variations in late:.~ spring 

force were noted, and one OVT attachment h3d spring forces si;nilar to t!le 

original device supplied to ?RC for evaluation. 

On Mardi 18, l983, Westinghouse SWitcbgear Division personnel indicated 

that quantitative acceptance criteria have not been set for the 'CVT 

attachments. No out;::iut force reqqirement has been set and no quantitative 

:equirement for mec!lanic:al unlatdling capability exists. In addition, no suc:h 

:e<i'lirec.ents nave been set for field testing fJV'T attac:."unent operation and 

circuit breaker t:ip bar lif.ting force. 

~nelusions 

?RC bel.ieves that in the as-manufactured •new• condition, the 1983 OVT 

atta<::ment will prope::ly trip a ci.ccuit breaker that !las a t:ip bar force 

reqa.i.cement tllat. is within the desic;n limit of 3l ounces, and would probably 

consistently trip a circuit breaker wi= as-found t:ip bu force requ.i.cement 

of up to 38 ounces. eovever, sufficient evidence has not been presented to 

sbow t!lat c:ur:ent manufacturing processes for t.!:le UV'? attachment when coupled 

with maintenance will eliminate long-ter:ll failiires that appear to be 

mechanical, age-related pbemcnena. 'l'be variations frcm device to device ca.use 

concern. 'l'be fact that honing ia a band operation indicates .that variations 

in the surfaces of the la.td1 will remain even thouqb no extreme rcugbness 

should be expe~ed. 

In addition, the lack of quantitative acceptance criteria adds eeneern 

that impendin9 failures might be missed. during inspection and maintenance. 

on Marc:h l8, l983, Westinghouse Switchgear Division per~nnel also 

indicated that th• OVT attac:bment must be replaced scme time durin9 the life 

of the plant. C:iteria for determinin9 when ta replace the mrr attachment do 

not apPear to be avail.aDle. 

~ recommends the following actions: 

~F kl" R _._ ""~-u~i:i; ran in esean.;H '-CTlu:T 
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l. Acceptance criteri• be sec fer paramet.ara at!ec:ti.n9 correct operation 
cf the tlV'%' attac:fuaent. · · 

2. Testinq methodel.cqy fer ac:eptance tests be pre~red fer factory and 
Licensee 1.iae. 

3. oniformity of const:uction be instituted or sufficient testing be 
perfor=ed showing thac the variations in the devices are of no 
con.sequence to reliable operation. 

4. Testing of tbe UV'r attac:hJ:lent be performed to sbow t."iat the device 
can successfully operate for the intended lifetime with proper 
maintenance. 

S. C::iteria be deve.loped to deter:ine a r:eplac:ement interval for the CV'l' 
attachment sr.ic:b that nplacement oc:cu=s significantly before the 
possibility of fail;ire. 

Data and in!ormation provided ta date indicate that the lonc;-tea 

::eliability of the CVT attac:bment llas not been proven to !:le adequate. 'l'be 

reliability of the CV'l' attacbment appears to be si;ni:!ic:antly below that of 

the DS-50 circ-.:it breaker to wtiidl it is u:.a. 

?r:epared by G;. J. Toman 

~ 
J~~::"FrankJin Resurc.'1 Center 

A 0.-fll,,,. ,_ .._ 
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Trio Reoort 

'!'o: Salem Nuclea: Generating Statico (NGS) 

~= Ma.rch 31, 19 83 

Subject: Salem unit l Reactor Tri~ Circuit Breakers 

Purpose of Tri -0: 

At lO am cin March 31, l9 83, Mr. V. Noonan 01! NIC, :EJ;lB NRR, requested that 
Mr. G. 'l'Cman of ~ proceed t:o Sa.lem NGS t:o evaluate testing of the reactor 
t=ip circuit: breaker (R:CB) t:i~ bar force requirement and the undervoltage 
t=ip attac:::bment (OV'?A) output forces perfomed at the Salem Jill.ant. Initial 
reports 61! the testinq received by Mr. Noc:m.an frcm t!ie me Be9ion l Besident 
L"lspector for Sa.lem indicated t!iat the devices were not operating within the 
force requirement ranges dictated by the me staf1!. 

Mr. Neenan asked Mr. Teman to represent NRR on this trip to Salem and to 
=equest t!le followin9: 

l. Who performed the tests? (Company affiliation and names of 
supe~isinq.personnel) 

2. What ';est metbodology was used? (FR: to evaluate adequacy of mettled) 

3. Licen:Jee is requested ~ provide pictures o! me·.hodoloqy 
(non-mandatcry) • 

4. Licensee is requested t:o provide a copy of procedures used fer 
t:estinq. 

S. Licensee is requested tc provide a copy of the data taken on all four 
Salem trnit l'RrCBs and OV'?.As. 

6. Did Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) Quality Assurance 
personnel witness the testing? 

7. What is the p:oposed co:rective action? 

8. NIC will apprOV'e corrective action prior to implementation. 

All 01! the discussions wit:!i PSE~ by Mr~ 'rOman were t:c be in t:!ie presence 
of an NRC :Resident Inspector frcm Reqicn I. 

Reoort: 

Opon arriva1 at Salem NGS, Mr. Teman met wit:!i Mr. w. Lazarus, me 
:Resident Inspector, :Reqicn I. Wit:!i Mr. Lazarus, Mr. 'l'Oman met with the 
following PSE&G persQnnel in the Salem NGS General Mana9er 1 s 01!.fice: 
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M:. B.. Oderi tz - Vice President, Ni,cJ ear 
Mr. B. Midura - General Manager, Sal.em NGS 
Mr. J. :eoeti;er - General MiUla<;er ~ear SUppo~ 
Mr • Gore - (tit.le not known) 
Mr. v. Pavincic::i - Principal Engi..'leer 
Mr • Gallagher - Manager , Ma in tenance 

Mr. Toman relayed Mr. Noonan's requests to this group. PSE&G indicated 
th at the testing was completed on March 25, 19 83 and that ~e test equipment 
and personnel bad retu.rned to the PSE&G-'s Maplewood Energy I.ab. However, Mr. 
Pavi..'lcidl, who bad witnessed the tests, described them throu9h .use of color 
'£Xlocograttis. PSEfoG indicated that the tests were performed to obtain baseline 
data on the Rr03s and tlV'l'AS and to fulfill NH: requirements. concerning INTA 
output forces and circuit breaker t:ip bu force requirements. 

Mr. Pavincidl described the force measurements, wb.icb used a ·1oad cell in 
canpression or tension depending on the test requirement and a Visicorder 
grapilical reccz:der. PSEaG provided a copy of the proc:edure, Maintenance 
Procedure ':-94 Revision O, whidl was performed on Ma.rdi 24 and 25, 1983. ~e 

procedure contains all of the data taken duri.'lg the tests and eadl step is 
:na.rked witn a PSE&G Quality Assurance Division stamp. 

Mr. 'l'Cman asked if Westinghouse was party to preparation or performance 
of tile tests. PSE&G answered tnat the tests were prepared a.nd performed by 
PSE&G personnel. Bcwever, Westinghouse, East Pittsbur9h, personnel were 
expected on site at Salem NGS durin9 the afternoon of Mardi 3l, 1983 tc review 
and comment on the results of tbe testing. 

With regard to the pilotograpbs of the test setups, Mr. Bcet-}er stated 
tbat tbe pllotograpbs being shown were tbe only copies at tbe Salem plant and 
t!:ac they would be needed for the review by Westinghouse. .Mr. Teman asked if 
xerox copies could be supplied and new prints sent at a later time. Mr. 
Eoetger agreed to tnis. 

?he main tests of interest were trip bar static lift force tests, trip 
bar impulse lift tescs, and tlV'l'A impulse output tests. The requirement t.bat 
the static trip bar lift force be 31 ounces or less was met only upon Bypass 
Breaker •B•. However, all of the RrCl!s tripped upon i.llipulse forces of one 
pound or slightly less, and all of the tJV'l'As exerted impluse forces of 3 .325 
pounds or more. 

For the static pull test on the trip bar, the load cell was sat up in 
tension with the pull. point as close as possible to the point at which the 
tJV'l'A trip lever would llit the trip bar. 

For the trip bar impulse lifting force, the lead cel.l. was used in 
compression. 'nle trip bcu: was carefully given a manual impulse with the load 
cell in the area of the OV'?A's trip lever. several attempts were made so that 
a range of impulses bracketing the trip/no-trip point could be recorded. 
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Note: ~e impulse tbat was manually applied. ~urinq the test may or may act 
approximate the impulse output of the 11:1dervolta9e trip •attachment. No 
c:cmparison data. a::e avail..able to sbov tl:lat the ac::ele:atiais. sc:ilce 
velocities, and pu.lse widths are similar between the manual.ly applied 
impu.lse and that applied by the CVTA. 

For the OVTA impu.lse output tests, the load cell was placed 0 .090 inches 
above the trip bar so that the force imparted to the trip bar by the CVTA 
could be determined indirectly. 

Note: 'rbe method of testing the output force of the CVTA used in these tests 
may inc.lude additiana.l forces generated by the trip bar d~inq 
un.latd:1in9 of the circuit breaker trip mechanism. These forces may add 
to or subtract from the tJV'rA output force and cou.ld be tbe exp.lanation 
fer the wide ranc;e of readiilgs f:om 3.325 to 6.50 l.b. 

PIC agrees with PSE&G that, due to t!le variations between the OVTA.s an"d 
the RrCBs, test.i:ig the TNTM on the :a:rc:ss is more useful. than testinc; the 
devices sepa:ately. PSE&G has attempted to taXa as muc::i base.line data as 
possib.le dtirinr; these tests !er compa.riacn with fu.tura test data. 

A capy of the PS2S.G c:cmpleted test pi:oc:edure i.s attadled. 

PSE&G stated that. comparison of required im:pnl se trip ba: force t:o OV'?A 
impulse force output sticws adequate margin and indicates that no ccrrective 
action is required. Bowever, PSE~ wishes to b.ave Westinghcase review and 
concur witb the test resu.lts. Fi!C makes no judgment concern.inc; tbe va.lue of 
the da.ta (see notes. above) • 

With reqard to personnel perfcrminq the t:ests, M:. I?avincic:b witnessed 
a.ll tests. M:. B. R.i~s supervised the load ce.ll tests, and Mr. Panancsky 
supervised the timi~ tests of t:he :a:rc:ss. 

GT/jg 

~kiln. Research Center 
A CMoiml olThe ,._...._ 

'. 
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MA...~rurt 'PROO::ltm% A-ll 
i:?C'....Ostra!: l 

PRO::UJOR!: Ar'PROVAL ~ S'":!5:Z'!' 

?R:c:w:JF.:: ~: ~T--.-94 ...... __ _ CF Tm: ~l O'NI'!' l'.EAC:OR 
~ANO BYPASS :S'!ll~ 

P~: ~s ?K>a=tim: IS s~ P.!O!.O\~. 

"A-~. NO. 

Au. OOCUMENT~Tial SHAU. :SE MA-~~ IN ACCZOC"'~~ ·.n":S .ADMim:STl'.A'!'IW 
PROC:::DO~ (~) ll.. 

·~s..!.S ?RoaDO~ RAS :SE:.:N ?.E:V"'-ZW"ED AND OE~ TO 3E IN COMPL!ANCZ WIT:! 
T?!O!mCI.. S?ECll"!Cl.'!!ONS. 

0 I 
SiJ'12-M~ ~~~ I 

I OAT:: 

' 
~o I 
;.?P:tO\~ N/A 
...... -

'~·-- I I I -· I 

~G:a. ~N 

A?FRo-n::o H/A 
~'l'Z 

NDE !....o.""V?:. Ill 
A?P'RCV'ED N/A 
OAn: 

I I 
;;.: ~ v ..:.~:::o 
~Tot N/A 

" ~(~'N I 

SQAE ;u.-.., ~w~ 

~i/sJ DATE 

\.~ / MAn."T. MGA. 
APPROV!:C ~·~~ CATE ( i'i?l 

.. 
s.o.:R.C• -~ 

~\f~~ MTG. NtY.BD 
OAT!:. 

. ' 
\ \ 

Gi:N. MG:it. -

-~.vit 
~ 

~ CPS. 

~ ArPRCV'!:O 
OAT!: ~~~~I i 

" 
?nclcsure l 

A-ll Rev. 22 
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l..C 

S1'LEM GENDA'!'ING STATION 
~CZ CCI~ MAmLU 

MllN'n:NANO: PRoa:cOP.E: T-~ 

Speeia.l ca.ta Ac~isiticn of the ll Cnit Reactor T:ip ar.d Bypass Breakers. 

The purpose of this Procedu:e is to allow for cer-..ain data accviisition on the 
;!;l Onit Reac-t:or T:ip and Bypass Breakers. Data is to be collected by the 
PSi:&G Research COrpcration u."lde: the direction of the PS:E:&G Nuclear Enginee:ing 
Oepart::lent. 

T!iis Prccedu=e is a.pplicabla to salem Onit U only. 

4 ..3 Westinqhouse £1.ec:t:::ic ~aticm I=ist.:ucticn Bulletin 32-lOO-l.A, I.aw 
Voltaqe Metal.-Enclosw:e Switchqear. 

5. 0 ENC::.O~ 

S.l Enclosure l - 3realcer Position and Seri.a.1 Num]:)ers. 

S.2 Enclosure 2 - Breake: Pos~ticm "As Found" CQndition. 

6. 0 ~ONS!3ILIT!ES 

7.0 PRECAOTIONS AND LIMITAnONS 

7.l When Maintenance Proceduru r~e wcrkinq a.rcuml electrical eqaipment, 
safety preeauticns am. wc:lc habit.s specified in the Electric Prcduction , 
Oeparment Sa:f ety ManUal shall be observed by all pe.rsonne1 i.z:Nolved in the 
acccmpli.shment o:f those Proeed~es. 

7 .2 When slinqs must be used to acccmplish Maintenance Prcc:edu:es, t.'ley shall 
• be used in accordance with t.'le reqai.rements of Maintenance rrocedure M2Q. 

7 .3 When Maintenance Procedures require wcrkinq on stainless steel components 
of the prim.ary system, the followinq ·items shall not be used: 

7.3.l car.bcn steel wi:e l:::rushes and scrape.rs. 

T-94 Rev. 0 
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(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

{4) 

T-94 

7.3 • .2 Olcrinated solvents, e.q. t:ichlorethylene. 

7 .3 .3 Onap~ed ::i.a.skinq tipe, ot.'le.r t.~ !er use en protective 
c.lot.hl:lc;. 

7 • 4· I.n addition 'to t.'le nc=a.l. precautions ta.ken when work.inq around elec-..:ica.l 
eqlli&=ent as speci!ied in ~e :!::lec-=:ic ?:'oduc~ion Oepart:nent Sa.!ety Marmal, 
cue :must be taken to stand clear of t!le various :nechanica.l :nechanis:ns 
associated with ~ese l:reakers. 

7 .5 3efore any Ma.L"ltena.nc:e work i~ pe--for.ned., make cer...ain that all control 
circuits ue open and that the l:ireake: is !:e:tcved fri:m the metal-clad. 
unit. 

7.6 Prior to apply:i.!lq solvents to electrical. c:cmponents, ver~y cc:mponents 
a.re .il:mnme to the solvent~ On W-2 swi":.ches, nc solvent cleaninq is re
quired or au-:hcri:ed. Clean wit."l dry clot."l only. 

a.l Ca.lil:aticn data.: 

~Q~MENT ~QtJ:PMENT CAI.!3RAT:ON o.I.Il!RL"'ICN 
~C~c:.A'!'OlU?: ~ N'm!:9EA CA-~ DUE CA~ 

~I ~ ~O(.qz_.. 
t ' 

e.L -W.& 1..~L z 1 !i_z,, 
I 

1412~/t.3 
~~~= !\ LY!.t~~ ffi-oc S 5$-r=r, J. L'i. I s .,_ 

I 
.i/.y/sr 

~6'"-v~I;. ~(J ~~..,,.z CZ,iz. ,.lo ~ ( 

.:;..,(9 ••r.r :b_ .?uJC;l/._ _ _.. • ..,"_1_SJ._...o __ 
C.oil'\1'\"""'-c.~ ·~ P~ \\ o~ \\ 

~ta: the "As :rou:d• se:ial mmbers a! a.ii four (4) Rea.c:tcr Trip and. Raac-:Or 8.2 
T:ip Bypass :reake:s an E:lclcsure No. 2 before rem.cvi.:1q· any breaker !:ell 
its cabinet. Com~• sci&l m=.Cers tc t."l.cse listed in !nclosi:re No. l. 
Notify your Supenis= o~ any disc:epancies. 

s .3 Notify t."le Senicr ! & c SUpenisor that all four (4) Ruc:tcr T:ip and. 
Reactor T: ip Bypass Bru.kars ·will be rmc:wed frcm their cubicles and 
that I ' C testinq will be reqaired ·after canplaticm of t.'l• Procedure. 
Notificaticn is =~ec! due to the I & C Department's raqui:ement to 

porlij&,- 1%ip -"" Raspons• Tim• Testinq~fo-1/s 3 
Senior I ' c supe:visor Siqnatu:a ca.ta 

Physical c!ir..ance !:c:= f:cnt of =ip latch !ace to t:'ip bar. 
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Reac:tcr '::'ip Breaker "3" 

INSPECTION BOLD POINT 

R"eac:tcr B~ss Breaker "A" .2.'5\o 

INSPEC'!'ICN HO:i:.D PO:rnT 

,, 
Reac:tcr Bypass Breaker "'S" 

9.2 Clearance betw~ t:ip leve: anci t:ip m.:. 

! 12. ,0 II 

Stn?ERV!SOR/W!TNESS 

u 
Reac:-..cr T:ir Breaker "3" • Oi"5 

IltSPECTICN ECLD POIN'r 

Beac:tcr Bypass Breaker "A" 

SCP!.KVIS~ 

Re&c:tcr Bypass Breaker "311 

INSPEC'nON BOLil POINT 

Rev. 0 
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9.3 Cistance !rem Center of Trii? Bar C:area.xer Mechanism) arJd 
St:ike Poi:lt of o~ervcltaqe '::rip Leve.:. 

Rea.ctcr 'r:ip Breaker "A" 

S~~SOR/"~ 

I~SPEC':'1CN ROI.;) PO~"'!' 

.t?Bf 
-~;:s ,'._ea"-~=-~\ 

Reac~cr ':=ip Breaker ":=" 

t E:: c, > 

s I ;j':,, .;".. '!°~~ ~'S.3 l>t l 'r 

9.4 

T-94 

SUPE~SOR,/WrrNESS ~ 

INSPE:~ON H~ POZ:.."T 

React::ir ByPass Breaker •A" 8 .$0« 
,, 

s-:=pEXV:SO~ 

:NSPEC'!'ION H~ POINT 

Rea~cr B~s Breaker '"3" 8 I :;-r. 2.S' II 

SUPERV"'.SOR,/WZ~ 

INSi'EC'!'ION B~ POINT 

!1easu:e Fo:::e Required tc beqin tc Cocpress Latch. Sprinq 
(Fla.t Phcsphcre :Srcn=a Spri:ic;) 

"React::ir ':':ii? Breaker "A" 

SiJPERVISOR/WITNESS 

!NSPECTION HOU) POINT 

~~ ~"'f:J 
Reactor ~ Breaker "3" 

S'CP~O~S 

!NSPEC'!'ION BOLO POI:rr 

1oO O(M\St .. 

.%.oo \6 . 2..4~ \la't 
I 

~1 

-~ 

(~ .. ~ . e.:; .. ,~ 
.... ~-1*-~~~"\"'-~-3-

~ 
A-£1r~ 
ur'~;Jib.fJ 

' I I.~] 

:aaa.c-..or Bypass Breaker "A" 
~& 

Uo d.a\e ~s Mc..:,,, g .. ~cs=Jsk\ e 

~ ~-SUPERVISOR/WITNESS 

n:sPE~CN HOLC PODl'r 
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9.S 

INS?ECTION BOLD POINT 

SiJPERVISO~S 

RE:MA.RKS: 

9.6 Physical. Oistance frcm Shunt Trip Lever Pin to Trip Ba:r. 

~ 

T-94 

_,;_~i.C ,,,. SW) 
··-~, ... ..... c- -.. ... ( 

........ p.-' ~"'t: 

Rev ... o· ~"' 

INSP!:CTION :SOLD POIN'l' 
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"' ~
~.' 

~ac--=: '!':ip B:e.a.ker "B" 

SOPEXV'':S~Tm:SS 

- IXSPEC'!"!ON !iOI.D ilor.n' 

:Reac~or :SyPass Breaker "A" 

SUP~VXSOIVWI'nraSS 

INSPECTION BOLO POI:rr 

Rea~...or By:-...ass Breaker "B" 

SUP!:AVISOR/WITNESS 

:?:SPEC:IO.'t BCL:J PC~ 

• S":l(.o 

• g;-~ ~ 

,.., 
_y~ 
ur~r( 

.. =s <;, , e;:. ,, 

C:.earance ~rem S. ':'. Lever to T=ip :Sar. 

" ~~...or Trip :area.Jc.er "A" ;\\2.0 

·stn?ERVISOR/WIT::ZSS 

. r.qSilE-.... ON HO!.:> PO:Ilr. 

Rea.ctcr ":rip Breaker "B" • 0 s:b. 
SiJP~.SORIW!'::n:sS 

nlSPEC'!'!ON BOLO POI?JT 

Reactcr :ay:--a.ss Breaker "A" • o-;a 

SUPER'nSOR/WIT!tESS 

INSPEC • .!.ON HOW PODT 

Reactor Bypass Breaker "B" 0 

StlP.t.A\' . .l...;>Y.tV'o'i~S 

INS~ECTION HOLD PO~ 
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9.12 ?o::e Generated. by Undervoltaqe T:ip Lever on the Trip Bar. 

:teac:-..or Tril' :Sre&lcer •A• 

smi~-:so~s 

~S?!:CTION BOLO .?OI?r: 

Rea.c:-..cr Trip Breaker "3" 

S~~SOR,l.Wn'NESS ,., 

::NSP!:C..:.1.0N BOU> PODrr 

Reac:tc:: B~s Break&:' •A11 

ST:P~soivwr:m:ss 

::NS?:!C'::CN BOU) POim' · 

4.~ lb. 4. oo '' 1.~ '' 1. zS7/:, f.~ /k 
llv7. ',_/ S- ~ .t/,J" 1/.. ' . ~ 
Ga.e_ o ! • 0 9 "' &~ "-'~ •11 Tct4 /\'Snt5,· ~) 
• .J I te '-"' & .c. ~ -r,f.ra#.$S;/""' ces< ,: ~-,.. c;._,""!"!m~-

~ " ... J :(~) 
\:::f!!1~-tiA \ ~J 

(GI z.'" rt., s-. m \\, I b. -.ZS- \\o I • Sbzs; 7·, ,.7S- ti. -

Av~ J: t:;' ' ':.. '4t '$" ~ 
~G..f o'r.oq ~ 

:teac:-..cr !ypass Brea.Jee: "3• 3.S'e \~ '!».';J;'\'a d.co •!i:, J.fc\!,,. Jd.e?i !!... 
' , ) I • 

' ~ •'I" ~ = ~ •"-Q \~ ~ 
SC£1~~s -~-~ ~ ,, r ~ 

~of' .o~ · 
!NSP!:C!'ION !!0:.0 PO?m' 

9.lJ· Z-orce Generated by S".lwit Trip Lever on the Trip Bar. 

~a~..o:: Trip Breaker "A" 

St:P::XVIS~· 

~ :z.s-' \~ I '.~s '='· I ,, ?.S' ''=. ' '· i$" r. c.;:, "TC" (\; f 

I Av91· -~ :;' :, ~. i.cr- ''°~ I ··. . t'2?!/ 
~C'.r:tON HCLI) POIN': ("Li-:: i'I 

\ ?;,,, ~ J \-,A -:2. 
:Raa.C-...c: Trip Breaker "E" 

GG.~ .~ .o~ '~ ·. . ~~ 
I • <.l$" '\( ~ 
'-~~ ./ 

,, Qb1$"T., CJ.'nf \,,_~;.-z..;-,i_, ,,1$ ''-; '· 2S" ,.. , 

~ ~ 5 ':. ~ ' "!d %'$" \\o. ~/~gf.-St:P!llr.SOR/WI'mESS 

· .·nlSPZC':ICS Hot.%) P~ 

· Reac:to: Bypass Brea.kc •A• 

: ~ SCPERVISOlVWITHESS 

' INSPEC'nON BOU> POINT 

Reac':Cr :an'ass Brea.Jee: ~· 

SiJP!:It'nSOlVWI'l'NESS 

. !NS?ECTION HOI.n PODrr 

Coc.t .;. I C) , If , lrii ~ {siJ) 

. Sot ,hi·~~ 

' 25" \(;,. j.I 
r- - - .----

Av~·.~ ~ =- ~.c%.$" \'cs, 
G~ 6"'>t ,o,'' ·· · 
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9.l4 '!'i=• Brukc Main ~ :ii&:":~ ~ o Volt 5..1~ us tl:lde..""'VO.ltaqe 
__._ TVST" """" ~8 ~<. 'Cwv...,a. 1 ·• "7'2. ~7 :z.. .o7/ 

~ ,. '7 I .,n I .o 7 I r .,-,..jl 7:•' ;_. S 4tf:4A-~S ,,, _____ , ,,, ___ .... __ ..... J .. .,, .•'Tl .17 /-
~---- ___ ., -.-ca..A&m ... " ,, 71 .,,, ,-r .2r1mc 

r _.... -- .. --.- • . 
sor~.....so~~s 

~SrEC'!'ICN HOLD PO~ 

Raac"!or T:ip :aruke:: "B" 

SOPERVISOlVWI":NESS 

INSPECT!ON HOLD POD."T 

Raactor Bypass Bra&ker "A" 

S"'7Elrr..S01V'~ 

~SPC.!ON BOLO POIN'? 

?.a&c-..or 3~u :aru.ker "3" 

sur~.s~ 

=:SPEC'!'ICM BO~ ?Cim" 

I 
z 
~ 

"-
r,st ~A-

1· Af'• 
l. ~ 
J_ "°'~ 
r..on 

dlJ 
.c6'1 
.o6_L 
-"o~ 

.on 

ef$ 
r,-,il /;;,, ~ - ,,. ~JI ~,, J~~~'J' ( -Im?)" •. 

r,. i'p l'i"m ~ ~;, 
S'~t:d#tr• 

,,,,..,., ,P r;-,,,, ~~ 
re~$ 

~i 
~ 

. ' 

. -
c.cyg 

lS"lf) .. a:cz-. .,~b • (~)-'/ 
... 

9. ~ '!'!.=• !:eaka: ::Utiata. 

'!'-94 

Raac:tc: ':'=i;i Bruker "A" 

I:;S.EC ... CH ROLD i'ODn' 

:aaac:-:o: T=ip Jrulcer •3• 

SOPDVISOR/n'l"NZSS 

niDEc::ICll !!CID POm'l' 

Re&CtOr ByPaa• ~e&lcer "A" 

smavuoivwr:m=ss 

INSPEC'l'IOK BOLD POIN'?" 

a.actor Bypas• 3r.akar •3• 

st."P!:RVISOR/WI'l'NESS 

INSPEC'!'ICN KOU> POINT 

~ 
~"'' I . 

.:,__·~I 
rr.s:· r, ""'NI \€. C OiPJ • 

41 ( ~41S ..... ,-:- •· ~ - ....,,. - •U ~ ~ r I ,-

» S- .4JC --- ~ 

;'i41~ I~ 

/SW) 
Q/l:A.~ ~la .J 

.di°i> ,, 
\ .. ' . - .. 

i ~\~ _·;i ~ ::; j f nu;;$ ·. ---~ . "- ~-/ 

rot 
I 
z 

J_ 
' r . <=sZZ 

(Y_A CSWS' 
~~ SID> . 

.. ~· .. · .. ,:·, 
• .' Ii . 

:tcv. 0 
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9.9 

T-94 

S.'l'. Leve::. 

llS?EC'!.J.ON EOI.0 ? ~INT 

\- '""'t "'7' lo~~ 
Reactor T:'ip Breaker •ll" 

INS?EC~!ON ROLD POINT 
~- 4'i.'l7~~C) e, 

R.eactcr B~ass Breaker "A" 

USP:::C.!CN BOID PODn' 
3-z.4 y 7 t.f.Cj e, 

sorrnsmvwum:ss 

INSPE:c:=ION SOU) Pom'l' 
-'i ... z..., '11' ... ~ 5 

stlPEX'nSO!VWI'l'NESS 

INSPEC'nON BOID POINT 

,, - ,, 
..,,::;oe 
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., 

9.2 Reinstall a.ll fcur (4) Rea.c-.cr 'l:ip a:ld Bypass Brea.ke:s i:l t.'leir respective 
cubicJ.es u indic:ated en !!nclosure fl. ~o:d. on E:nclosu:a 13. 

lC.O ::r.1A!. T!:S~C 

ll.O 

10.l Notify the I • C Senior Supervisor that Maintenance has been 
cc:mpleted Q11 all fcur (4) Reactor Trip Breakers and Reactor 
Trip Bypass Breakers en I Unit. I & C Cepart::ient can 
proceed with their reqai.red t::ne response testinq. 

I 
Sen.iar I • c Supervise: 

l! .1. :rocedu=a c:cmpleted: 

ll.3 Tes'C p~o::med by :~::;:m.;S50i~· p::;;;~=:i==·:a1:t:::;r:..-------
ll.4 Reviewed by: 

Maintenance Supe:viso: 

<:..c.1.'o "t:...!r. ~ b,""'' 
~"~ ~CllW\ 2 .\ \\ 

!:3-·~:s~~ 
' 

~ ~U..c.. .. '-&··""--: 'S~ 
c.. ~&~ .... .;. lr "- ~ 
~. ~....:."""'~· 

~.p~ . a. ~. '..!;..;. 'f:.. \.\J t>"" 
~. s~ .. "' .;.-i.. 4!»~ 

I~. H-~.,_,.11 lhr1C..~ 

II. rP-~-, & .... .e.. 
Ge-' 

12. Ee:~ ])v'..,., .3D2o 
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. ~4.«.\a.i \..\•. 
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Wes:ingtHJuu 
Eectrit COt?OJition 

Water Reitter 
OIYbions 

fl!r. H. Oei'lt.on, Oi re<: tar 

APPENDIX C 

Off.fee of Nuclear Re!tCtcr' Reguht'ion 
U.S. Huc1e4r ~sulatory Cocnis$1on 
Phi11ips Building 
7920 Norfolk AYe~ 
Be the~da • MO 20014 

~a~ Mr. Denton: 

NS-EPR-Z737 

~reh .22. l 9S3 

The purpcse of this letter is to provide you with the l•test infonnatian 
on the WestinghGu~ in~es~igation into ~ malfunc~ions of the Sa1cm 
?1ant ree.ct.:1r tMp S3irit"Chg~~r. Our inves·tigation, along •;ti! analyses 
perfor~d for the ~lHt Phn't, d=onstrates that. the '.tes'ting:t;o1Jse pl ants 
with tMs equ1p:gent :an continue to operate wi~out undU@ Msk to pub11c 
hea1 th at"ci. safety. 

Te~t and Ins~i~n ~sults 

On Ma~n 20-21, 1983, Westinghouse perfonaed a datailed, pr=c:edura11y 
con'b-el1ed ;,,~eticn of the uncse"oltage trip (UY) attad'lnent t2'11t was 
provi ~d = Westi ~use ind was Mtpre sented by ?SEAG && tM UY 
at~c:=ent. that c:alfuru:tioned on Reac:tor Trip Breaker S at S&le11 lmit 1 
on Fe~ruary 25, 1983. P!tota-graphs and an aud1 o tape P"9Con:ii "9 of the 
~~h 20-21 1nsp~tion are 1va'l11ble at Westinghouse fer your review. A 
de tail eci wr1' t~n 1 nspect1 en r"el)Or't f s be1 ng de¥e 1 o,,_d frm th; s 
eva1uation. To our .knowledge, this is the onl.1 such detai18d inspection 
conducted ta dat.e of • UY attachment rei:n"ls.nted 1s one of the be that 
ea1 functioned on Februar-J 25, l!ll83, at Salem ~it 1. In pre~aration fo.,. 
thi$ in$pection, Westinghou:e dew1cped a list of postulated 1111func"t1on 
scenarios for t:iis devfcl! (see Tabla 1). Thi' 1ns;>ei;t1on was c:onductad 
1 n ordel'" to est.lb1 ish wnic:h of t..,.se potenti ~1 scan~T"i os Iii ght have 
pf'Oduced the ca1fllnc't1on of tJM. Sal•• I.hit 1 de'lice.s. The fol1owir19 is 
a SCSIHry of the key findings in this exasi1 Mt'f en. 

1. As l"'ltc•·hed fro= PSUG, th• UV device -ou1 d not 1 atch. ~~ was 
also a histor:r of breaker c1osure problems on R•actor Trip Sreake~ B 
tis repol"ted in th• MRC Task Force Report MUR£S 0977. As 1 ~sul ~. 
the test circu;t bre1tar on which this device was inst111e~ could 
not be clcsad e;-tM,- electrica11y ar aanua11y. Th1s fnabfH'b' to 
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2. 

~ ... 

1 atch t.4le. UV device was traced to a bent and deformed -phosphor
b~nze leaf spr1ng which 'll'OUld net iaainta1n the prc~e~ fo~e against 
the traveling lat:n !lechanism. The defor11ation observed on ttie haf 
spr1 ng could net nave ~en caused by noma1 operation or 'M!4l"' of 
this aevice. Had this UV device been installed on Salen Unit 1 
Reac~r 7rip Breaker 8 in~ ccndit1on.~s received by Westinghouse. 
it would haYe been d1fficult to clos~ tne associ~ted eircu1t 
breaker. It should ~e noud that. had tM s particullr'"1eaf s-prl ng 
been e,;i;ce·ss; ~1y defoMaad against. the trave11 ng 1 attn, the UY deYi<;e 
could tra.ve bffn prevented frcm unlatching autcaat1ca1ly thus 
preventing the breaker from opening. A Westinghouse repnuent.ative 
sent to the Salem site an FebruaT')' 27. 1983, noted that a 1a1f 
spr1 ng ...as deformed on at least one !JV device sho~ to him at t.he 
site Cly ?S£!G personne.l. This ~vice was described to hica by Pst:&S 
as one of the IN atuctxnents that =:a 1 functi aned on February 25, 
1983, at Sal em ~it L 

Thi! exani nat.icn at Westinghouse of the IJV device di sc1osed a missing 
1 oc:~ washer on ttie drop-out val taie adjus'bent screw mecnani sm. The 
~<1,jus~nt screw ~s excess1ve1y turned-in·. a condition which 
reduces t.~ un1atct:ing force available when t.'ie UY cievice is 
de~nergi zed. 

ln ~'le as-~:ived condition. a visual exam1n!ticn perfcrt)l!d by 
'ifest1r:gnouse revealed that the device vas lubricated. PSE&G has 
advised ~s'tin9house that a 1~r1cant -.as addt<i to this aevice after 
~ event of Februar:t 25, 1983. iiiesti n;nou:se is c::zr:-entl.Y ui~1yzing 
tnis lu:ricant in ord!r to detemine 1ts type. 

4. Wear on the 1 atc:n and l ateh 1 nterlace was !"tot excessive 4nd there 
was no evidence of burrs. However, e.xcessive frictional force 
cannot be ruled out as a pot!ntiaT malfunction scanario since post 
ir~i~nt ha.ndl1ng Cwanualiy exercising the aevice 1nci lubricationl 
prior to ~ceipt by "Jliesti nghouse coi:1 d nave aaskee1 a frlcti¢n force 
r:1alfunction seanar1c. 

6. 

No visible ~viaence was found o-r coM"Osion or bnl(en or missing 
parts, ot.+-ier than tne p~v1ously 1ent1oned lock washer. There wer! 
no obv1cu$ signs of 111prope:- nanufactu1"'1!. A c~ck of each part 
against specified dfaens1ons and toleru.:as 1s being ude. 
Funct1ona1 tests tiem>nstra~<S that tne dev1ce was capable of 
perfom1 ng 1 ts electri ca 1 function. 

Art1fic:1al M!s~raint of the UV device ~sat isrm lif!S reqt111"'1!d to 
measure t~ tr1p 1eY&f' fcrc1u !ler:ented by tile UV <!ev1ce. The t~st 
breaker was "trfppe<1 nonaal ly by the U.V attactnen't on se\lerel 
at~ts w1~ nonsa1 tr1p !)ar load of 1.~ pcuncls and "1th an 
1 riCMt:!sed 1 oact ~ z .. 3 pounds.. A. further f ncreasa in trip oar 1 o.ad 
to 3.3 pounds resulted in erT"a't1c breaker ~r1pping by tile UY 
cSev1i:e. The aax1w.a ex~c1 tori:e f""!quiretf to actuate the tMp bar 
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on a no~l OS-50 l)~atar 1 s 31 ouncsts. lience, 1 t "as ccnc:luee<i 
that the ij"Y attachment was capable ~f providing sufficient fo~e. 
with ~ergin. to trip a pro~erly -cainta1ned OB-50 circuit b~eker. . . 

2.as2d on. the above infonutian, this examin.at1on ap~ar$ to l"'Ule out the 
postulated Tialfunc.t1on scenar1os 1 thrcu«tl 6 of Table 1. Tile effec~s of 
d1rt/ccntamination (mechanis:a Sl could nat be evaluated due to t.i)e 
lubricant applie~ t:> ~ device after the events on February 25, 1983. 
Evi aence of ilisadjustliant of t:ie drop out 't'01 tage adjustDent sc~w 
(~chani sm 9) was present and may have been a ccntri but~r, but was not., 
in #estinghou.se engineel'"ing judgenent. the so1e re4scn f.or malfunction. 

sa~d on the resul-ts of this ~x21"11naticn, ti1e malfunction Qf the UY 
atuctioent was not ~ttributable to design or:nnnufacturing. Tbe 
?Qstulatad i:ialfunetion scenarios wtiich cannot be eli~inatad or whfen 
'WE!N! present f n the examination fall into four cat2gcr1 es: l ) 
frictional f~a anomalies. 2} d1~t/conUli1inat1on, 3) bent or <.1.efoMDeo 
'arts, and/or 4) misadjus-t=ent. ·These four categories a~ considered to 
fall ~nder o~ b~ad c:~tegory of mainter.ance related causes. 

Sa 'i e!! ~start 

New lJY tri;:J at.t.acteaents nave ~n fns"ta11ed at sale. Unit L These 
dev1ces wer-e recently bu;lt by We$tinghouse and certifi~d iS 
manufa.ctJJ~a to current Wes ti ngncus.e speei f1 c·at1 ons, 1 nc l udi ng 
1 ubr1 cat1 on. They -.ere ·sul:ljec-6...ed t= ZS ccnse?CU'ti "' opera-:i ons wi tnout. 
11aifunction at the We.sting.house Sw'ftchgear- IJ1v1s1on ·and. aft.Br 
ir.stai1at.ion a"t Sale• l.h1~ l, were sut>ject~o 'to at 1eas't io add1't1on.tl 
operations a1sc 'Wit.neut ulfunc-:.1on1ng. 

liestinghouse nas sen~ a cocaplet! package of iechn1ca1 Bullet1ns and Data 
LJ!r.ters 'tO IX.£!&. A r.e11r 'Techni ea 1 :u11 e"ti n cl ari fyfo; tne c1 l'"'CU1 't 
breaker and une1ervcltage trip attachn!n't lubr1c:ants and lLU>rf c1tion 
p.o1nts w111 be issued to 111 West1ngnouse P1•nts, 1nc1ud1nc; Salem, by 
Jl'a~n 24, 15a3 .. westin;tiouse nas eviluated tne ?"e(cmended 1ubrfc:ant ;n 
th!t bul1et.in and has- detam1ned tt\.1t 1t does not produca corrosion af 
w undervoluge auad'llent mater1als g1¥en th~ equ1pnaent aperiiting 
env'f ronments and 1ucr1cat1on S?ec1'f1cat1ons for the Westinghouse
supplied 08-50 rtta<:'taY- tr1P switchgear. 

West1nghousa ana1ys1s of the S41em event~, tnnsm1ttl!d to 1ou on Maren 
14, 1983 and 1nc:luded as Att.ac:men~ t, ;oncluded in1t the pub1fc: he41th 
and safeey wou1 d no~ haw been affK'tK nad the e'TI!nt gf the Febn11r,r 
ZS, 1983 occu~d at .full p.awr. · Additionst1y, if one of the "bfo 
nomally operat1ng u1·n fHawcur pU:inps "M:n 1ost 12t fµ11 power, ind if 
tl'le operat.o .. ac~~ton tc unual1y trip the reactor did net oc:i:ur for five 
111nutes, the resultant primacy s1stes.pressure·wculd hclYe been below the 
pressurizer rel1ef Y&lve s.e~irit. Furtl'iermore, for the le5S 1ikal1 
case of 1css of &11 main fe~a~r pu:ps, opentar action at 30 se1:ands 
Wou1 d have resulted f n priea~ syster1 p'l"'!!ssure reaching an1y tne relief 
valve ~tpoint. Operator tction at f1Ye ainutes, upon loss of t:io~ 
feedwat.er p~ps, and wf th a re1H st1 i: 110deratQr coiefficient, would have 
M!SUlted 1.n a prilB4ry syst--m pr~ssu~ which appro~i11~te~ t~ ~ Code 
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Service l.eve1 C 1i111t of 3200 p.sia, the !Stab11shed acc:ept~nc! cJ-iuria 
for th'i s event. Thi .s sequence ~ul d tiave re~ui red the cper't.o'" to 
ignc:-e ie?ven iiQ,jvr tr1p ~nd ~1a.ras. Even if tne "actor t'Mp 
b·rear.ers ~re not able to be tripped mnua11y froa the contn>l roes. 
there are other" di verse t1eans ava 'f-1 sbl e for the Sa 1 em o~rators to 
accOC1plish a react.or shu~do~ as J)rescrited 1rr the\r Ants proc:2dure. 

'lie, the~fore, conclude that even if the hfghly unlfi;ely event were to 
occur at fu11 power, tnere would be na effect. on public he~lth and 
safety. 

Gi~n the results of this aMlysis. other 11easures fmpos.e<J by the MC, 
wM1e not necessary, provide add1tio.na1 iurgi-n and shauld prov1cte 
further regulator.f confidence that Salem Un1t 1 can be ?'9St4rted 
safely. For ex091e, 11anu1l reactor trip from the contM>l room after iln 
au~t1c: tr'fp demand .exen:i ses ~th the undervoltage and snurrt tr1p 
atuc.n:=ents of ~ DB-50 rvactor tl"i? svitchgau·. .est1ngnouse has 
conducta~ rece11t wsts on a shun.t tr1 p attacilnent ind has detersi ned the 

. dev1ee genera.tes ' fo~• at least 30~ gnne,.. than t.~1 force necessary 
to tr1p the b~ster. In response ~ HRt IE Cireul«r 81-12. iiest1nghouse 
1s preparing 1 Techn1ca1 Bul1e't1n giving ~caaendat1ons for independent 
test1r'l'9 of tne unde~Y01tage and shunt trip attac~nt$ fer manu,1 
reai:"tcr t.-1p. .1l11 s Tedm1c:a1 Bul.1et1 n w111 be 1 ssued to all 
Westtngnouse pl ants, 1 ~lud1 ng S4le1, by Ma~n z.s. 1983. 

UY Tl'"'f p A'ttaet=ent ~Si cin: 

At t.~ c,,rsrr ss1cners' Neti ng of Karen ls .. 1963 the NRC Staff exp~ssed 
unc:erta1n'tY over tne UY 'trip attachment design 11fet1me and 'tt1t inher!nt 
raa~n bet~n the tnp fol"Ce generated by the undarvoltage trip 
attachlaent and t.ie fore~ ~qu1!"'9d to 11ft the brea~er t.Mp ~r. 'lie 
be11evi triese uncarta'fn't1es have been ~solved by further- information. 
T1:St$ c:and~~d by P'S£JG, F'rank11n Researen Cent!,., and West1 nghcuse 
fndicau a noma1 tr1p farce ~~1n of 100-ZOO ~.-cant. Alsc, in 1972 
1n 1moenott.19e "trip 1tt.ad'.::ll!nt, l'QOd1f1ed as e result of 3 ~por+...ed UY 
ulfunc-ti·ons at Rcbi nson Unit z. was successfully tastad for more than 
8000 operations without sa11'unc-t'ion. "'3d1fied underva1Uge tr1l' 
attactnents ~n: sW>~quen'tly s.an~ as repl ac&Nnt.s to an operating 
phnts witb 08-50 re1c:tcr tr1p Slf1tchc;ear a-: Ulat t1me. A1l subsequ.nt 
Westingheuse l'!Wlnuf5cture ~f undervoltage ~1p attacnment£ nas 
1 n:::crpcrll tad the .xii fi tat1 orts Mde in 197%. 

A. ntv1 n of a va 11~b1 e t.Erls on Wesi:1 ~nause U\' tr1 p a tUc:hment 
r.alfunc'tions si nc:1 Ule 197% 11ad1f1cau:>n fnd'!~a~ that appr-QX11Htel1 
t-.o-thi rd5 of t:ie ra 1 functi ~ns 1;>pear ~o be qi nunanc:e re 1 ated. 

The overall ~A'tl for rr.alfuncticns pe1'" demand en Wes't1ngnouse 08-50 · 
cil"'Cuit breekers has been 1ppl1.ed in plant PAA s~ud1es and l\as not SIMM! 
4n undue- ~ontrltn~t1on to total p~11 ~ r1 st. 

In view of ~ abo~si the c:un"'?nt design of tM 08-SO ~actor- trip 
switchgear is 1 P"'?er tpplic~t1cn for nuclear power plant prcte~t1on 
syst.ess whl!n prcperl)' instal1e<1, tested. ll'ld N1nta1ned. 
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Not'lrt!hstancing the foregoing, IP\Y··let~er to you of March 1, 1983 
c~i't~d to a tho~u9h evaluation and testing progran1 of the UV trip 
attac~nt to be coaplete~ by June 2, 1983. Test objecti~s and prog~aa 
definition u~ a.;ic;pet:ted ·to be c:.pleted by Maren 25, 1983. F'urthtn:aol'"'lt • 
.e intend to do an in-depth ana 1ysi s of OB-50 react.er trip swi t::ttg&u• 
nY11unct1ons-'Which have occurred on operating nuclear plants to provide 
.!dd1tional .data to further ~nst.rate its reliabili t,)'. This revi'2-W 
wi1i btt basea on historical LE.R data ~nd any dafinit1v$ da'ta which we 
ean obu; n frora our operating p l.arrt custtimers re ht1 ve to tDti 1 n~,. 
of res~t.ol" trip do!Unds and r:a 1 funeti ons recordod. We ..,; 1 i advi sa you 
of the ~stf~&~d COSlpl•tion data of this r9Yiew. 

P1ease contac:~ ice if you 'WCu1 d 1 i ke to di g:uss this matter further'. 

°ffr:J tM.lly youl'"S. 

. \\ 
~~,~~-

t:. P. Rahe, ~Q~,. 
>tzclai~ S4fety Oepa~nt 

At:achment($} 
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ATTACHMENT ! 

An.:1yses of the Salern N-.sc1ear Plant for
Post::lat~d Feedwater ,.,.aJfunct~on without 

· Aut0i1Jati c Reactor Tr'l ~ 

WESTINGHJUSE ELECTRIC CORPOAATIOff 

M. P. Osborne 
Tr4ns1ent Ana7ysis 

~clear .!.afety C:epart.~nt 

Appr-1JYed:1\.,.:~;_..~~~;:::;_~~~------
~j 1t"t e, niger 
"rransient An~lysis 
l«Jcl~ar Safety Department 
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SCOPE 

In li gnt of tht recent fail Ur!S of th! rea·ctor tr-1p b~aker' 'to 
aut~-nat1cai1y fun:tion &t the Salem piant. th! pu:--;ose of th\s study is 
to ~eali5ti~ally predict the consequences of a faflu~~ to ~r1p for 
limiting plant transients whi1e the plant is at fu11 ~acta~ in:wer •. ~ 
transients analy:ed. specifically for·the Salem p1an~. 3re a pa1"'tiat 
loss of st~am generator ma1n feedwater f1ow·aue to ~ie tz-fp of a s1ngl• 
m~in feedwater. pump and also a ·complete loss af main 1eedwate~·flow due 
to the lass .of bath main feedwatar pumps. The 1a.tt1tr. 14HS prru>ab1e, 
event is that p~sented in the S~lem plant FSAR. As st~ted previously, 
th! yurpose of this study is ta reai1st1cally predict tht ~S'flonse of 
the pl .int to these events- and, as such, the pl,int ~y$tM~ are ass,umed to 
function nannall~ with the soie exception being the ~atmtan mode fai1u~ 
cf the reactor br~atcers to automatically function as .. as ll.itii'riencad an 
F'~b,..Jc!ry Z2 and 25, 1983. It should De noud that t.6\e ~?Uri ous steUt 
generator 1eve1 trip generated on 2/25/63 was as 1 r~$U1t ot normal 
ex;>ected fe~dwa~i- control sys'tam d1ff1cult1es exp,riencad 4t 1ow (11\) 
power 1eve1s. 1~ also should ~e noted th4t th~ loss cf a feedwattr pump 
on 2/22/83 was· due to a nanna1 manueverlng of an ele-ctricai bus whf1~ 
configuring the p1 ant 1 n p~parat.ion fo,. i pcMfr es\:~t~tian. Seth of 
these events are Met nonna1ly expected at fu11 pcwer and thus one sttautd 
consider me~ c~edib1e events such as a feedwater neat.er drapaut rather 
than the mo~ limiting and much 1ess f~q~~nt fe!d~at~r pi.r.rp 
malfunctions. 

The study c~nsidQr~ a thirty second operator r~spcnse ti~ for a manual 
~actor trip following the automatic: p-rotec~1on sys-:em demand sfgna>, a 
~1mulat1on of the actual respons~ t1me of tht Februat"'Y ZS, 1983 event. 
Th~ study 1lso considers a moM! ~onservative op.rater ~spDn.s• of f1v• 
minutes 1n order to detenni"ne the· sensitivity of the JJl1nt ~sponse t:J 
operator ac:ti on. 

0£SC~1PT10N OF TRANSlENi £FF!CiS 

G.!neric stud1es CW~P 8330 We:stinghouse Antic:ipated i:-ansien~ Wfthovt · 
ir~p ~al1sis) of fa11urt to trip eventi previously sW>rrit~~d to t.~e NQC 
have 1dent1f1ed the 11m1t1ng full powe'" ev~nts to bf malfuntt1ons 
4ffect1ng steam generator main f~edwatel'" flow. The reduc~1on fn ma1n 
fe•dwat•r f1aw 1ffects the overall heat removal cap•of1ft.)' of th• st1am 
9eneraton ind, &S a "sult. cf th• m1smat.en betwen th'f ;:ir,mary s1c1a 
heat generation ind the $econda'7f side h11t removit p.,.,,ducas • he,tup ot 
the primary system c:ool1nt. If th• re1c:t.0T" is tri~~ed Ft=Ptly. the 
4uxiliif')' feeGwater system pr.lvides suffi~ient he&t removal ea;>abf lit,v 
to remove decay heat. ~wevero if fee-dwater flow to t.'\e n . .eur ;ener"to" 
is reduced QI" tenn1nated wi tnout subsaqu•nt ,,.ctor trip tltc seccnd•ry 
system ~ n be unab1 e to remove al 1 of tht n.at that ~ s t•Mrat.ad in the 
core. Thie heat buildup 1n the primif')' system is 1 funct1on of the 
amount of th• feedwater ~duc~1on and 1s 1nd1cat.td by r'fs1r19 r.actor 
~oo 1 ~nt sys'tem t.emper1tll?"t 1nd pressu" t •nd by 1 C\Cr"'14S f nt prassurf 1er 
water 1ev•l d~I! to t."le insur-ge of the expand1ng reactor cool~.. W1~t' 
1evel in the steam generators dl"OPS u t~ :-t:maining inv•n~t:f in ttte 
steam generator~ 1s boiled off due tQ in«dequate spply ~f fe•riwater. 
When the $teem gern!,.ltor water level f11ls to the point wne~ tha stem 
generator tube bundl • is uncovered and prirN 1"J' to seconda·r;y 'heat 
transf•r is reducad, ~actor cool ant system pressure and te~era'tU" 
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>Increase at a greater rate. This 9r~at!r rats of te~~rature- i~~ 
pres~u~e ihc'l"'ease is maintained a~ the pr!~~urize~ fill~ comp1P.te1y and 
weter-is dischar9ed through the pressuriz~r relief and ~~fe~~ ~alYes. 
Rea,t;v1ty r~~dback. due to the high primary system temperat~~> reduces 
cor~ power. As a result the system presu~ begins to d~erease and a 
steam space is aga~n fo~d in the pressur'l'zer. 

Th~ 1i~iting criteria for the postulated transientl 1~ that reactor 
coolant pressuTc be maintained suff1c1cnt1y btlow the pr-e~~ui-e 
corresponding ta the ASt£ Cod~ Service Levei C (t:i'ner"'SEmC)'} $C~ss 
1imitG. For the ~actor- coolant system, the eorrespond1r.g ?res~ure 1s 
3200 psia. 

CONT1Hl. ~0Cft4 lNOlCATIO~ ANO M-!T!GATING ACTIOHS 

Althoygh ~ie r-eactor 1s pr~verited from tripping iUtomatic~11y ~Y the 
cowman rcode fa11ure cf the reactor trip brea~er~, th~ are many ~cntrGT 
room indications and.a1anns which are generate~ duri~~ the "Q"ansient 
which would serve t~ aler"t. the operato~ that the event h~s ta~~n place. 
The$e f ndications in addi~icn tn emergency procedu~s • .ntch ritqu1r~ tne 
ver1 f1cation of a successful r-eactor trip befo'M! al7 other- ~ct1ans, 
'#O~ld ~upport the mitigation of the consequences of t.~~ u-ansien~. 

For a less of na'l"'Cal feE-dwa~r event. f n addf t1on to ~Ol"'!'hi1 ?recess 
cantro1 alanDs (pump trfp, temperature, p~ssure, level and f1~w 
devia~1on alanns for both primary and secondary systems}. ~e fnl1owtrt~ 
audible alanns would be generated: 

T. Staam/feed'Water flow mismatch and low level (each steam generator} 
z. Overtemperature Oelta-T 't.Ur't>ine l""\fnba~~ 
3. Ov~rtempt!rature Oelta-T reac"tor trip demand 
4. Ov-ar))~r Del ta-T turbine n1nbac:.lc 
5. Ov!!rpowei- De1ta-T f"'l!ac:tor trip demand 
6. High pres$uri~er pressure "act.or trl p demand 
7. High pressurizer level reactor tr1p demand 
8. Steam generator 1 aw-low 1 eve l reactor trip demand . 
9. Low-s.team p~ssure safety injeetfon {in eo1nc1dance 'titith high flow} 
JO. Low T'!actor coolant loop flow ~actor trip demand 

Tibles l and 2 show the time sequenc!s for these alar:~. 

As part of the procedures the operator 1 s requi rt!d to ~J:~rt:i se following 
any reac"tor trip demand, the opera tor 1s required to fi ~i Ye-f'i fy the 
successful accomplistment of the reactor tt1p by observing rod position 
indicators. rod bottom 11g~~s> neutron flux, ar reac"t.Jlr trip breaker 
posi t1 on fod1cation5. The fol1owi ng actions are avail at> le to the 
operator in the main contro1. roOCD if an unsuccessful ~actor trip occurs: 

l. Manual re~ctor trip (with subsequent autcmotfc turbine trip) 
2. Manua1 turbine trip 
J. Manu~1 tuMJfne runback (200~/min.) 
4. Manual sAfety injection 
5.. Manual control rad fnsertion. 
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Outs1de the obvious benefit of- an 1~1a~ re~ctor trip. tne turbine 
trip or turtiine runbaclt ac:tion is the most 1mportant, H '~~ctor trip 
cannot be obtain2d manya!1y~ to terrnin:t~ the stamn f1aw d~~n4 f.rom ~he 
steam generators to p~serve steam generator inventory. Steam pre$$~l"'e 
!nd hen'e primary $~Stem temperature wi1l be c~ntn>11ed by means of th~ 
steam dump control system. steam generator r-elief and/o~ safety valve~. 
Other medns outside the main control roan ar~ aYai1ab1e: 

1. Local runua l trip of any r-eactor trip brealer 
2. Loc41 manual trip of ·tne rod control system motnr-g~ner~tor sets 
3. Local manual trip of the turbine 

TRANSl(NT SlMIJLAIION 

~na1yses 1ii1ere ~erformed to sirnu1~te both a pat'"'tial and c~1et! 1c$S ~f 
m~in fe~dwater. Tilese analyses are based upon ~~ious ::10aeti 
ccn$istent with prev1ou$ submittals to the HRC by Westinghouie ~n AT#S 
( NS-1'MJi-Z182., r. M • .Ande~on to Or. S .. Hanauer, 1Z/30/79} t>ut .1lso a~ 
modified to mo~ accu~ataly r.wdel th@ Sa1em P'!nt. 

ihe foiiowin9 cond1t;ons were ass~"?led for both anal~~es: 

1. Init.1i1 no~.ai fu 11 power operation at ceginning of c~~ Hf~. ih{s 
c~r~s~cnds to the ~u~:""ent cond1~1on of t~e Sa1em ?1ant an~ is a1sc 
the 1ira1t1n9 eontiition sinca the i;oderator ter:tperat.Ure c~fficient 
is a't it~ least li!9at'ive vaiue. A value of -a pem/"F'jl ~mien i~ 
valid for 95~ of core l1fe, wa~ assUtt.ed. 

z. Soth the pr-essuriier ~1 ief and safe-:.y valve$ u·~ as~~d t'C 
func:t-:cn. There are two ~1ief and th~e safaty va1'f~s .. 
Pressurizer heaters and spray also function autcmati~a11y. 

J. The automat'ic turbine Nnbac:k: on ~i'tht!r Over"temper!tu~ or Over,:7a..ero 
Oel ta-T $i gna1 s is o~erabl e. The runcack setpoi nt is 3~ be1 ow the 
t~ip ~etpoin~. The turtline runbacx c~erates on 1 30 second cycle. 
Tijrt>ine load 1s first reduc&d Si fn l.6 seconds.. !f 1t the end of 
the 30 seconds the runbacx signal ~t111 exist$. the load ~s furthe~ 
reduced anoth~r 5~ and so on. The Toad reduction nas .a m;t; gati n9 
eff~t on the transient and helps r-educa peak primar.r system 
pr'Qssure .. 

4. The red control system is ass1.1med to be 1n the m~nuat made: 
consistent with actual pract1ea. Autcmatir: ac:tion of the rod 
control sy~tem \t'OUld cause rod insertion when prima17 tamp~ratul"f 
f ncreases and would be less conservat1ve. 

S. The steam dump contn>l system is avat1able. The eapa~ity of the 
s~~am dump is 50:. of nominal steam f1ow at full power. 

~. Auxiliary feedwater f1ow (1760 gpm) be91ns at 10 secg.nds fo1low'fns 
r1!Caipt of trle 1cw-1ow sieam generato~ 1eve1 5igna1. 1his response 
time is based upon actual test data f'1"0m the Salem ?l~nt. 

7. Operator action is assumed to 1n1t1at~ a succe~sfu1 ~~.u.a.1 trip. 
Turbin~ ~rip is 1nit14ted via the ~aetor trip breaker opening. 
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8. For the ~omplete loss of feedwater transient, the mafn te9dwater 
pu:nps an as.sumed to coast.down to zero flow in fi v~ s~'Onds. For
the loss ~f 1 singie pump, one punp is assumed to co~stdawn to :ere 
flow ~n five seconds; however, the remaining pump has ra=ed f1o~ 
C!pacity of 7rr., of" nominal full power feedwater flow. Thertifore,. 
the se~ond pu~p {the Salem Plant has~ pumps} will 1nc~~se i~s 
flow to 7tr. f1ow. ihe response time for the second pump is 20 
seconds. 

9. Nominal ~ont~ 1 and protection system $etpoi nts were a$sumed. 

TAAHSit:HT RESUL rs 
1. Loss of a Main F~edwater Pull1p 

The sequence of events for both a 30 s~ond and 300 s~onc delay of 
manual ~aetor trip are sho~n 1 n Tab 1 e 1. The transient primary 
pressure calculations are shewn 1n F'1gur! L The low-low i'team 
generat~r 1evel setpoint is r!ached at 99 seconds; auxi1iary 
f~awatar 1s automatical1y initiated. Ten secondi la~~. auxiifary 
feedwat~r- begins to be delivered to the steam generatcrs. 

30 S~cond Del!>' 

For the e~se where :here is only a 30 $e<:Cnd delay, th~re ~re no 
subsequent reactor trlp signals generated. There is no large heatt.1p 
of the reactar calllant because the $taam generator t~be bund1e does 
not uncr:wer. Thus there is a1ways adequate secondary ~-id.a r.eat 
removal. The peak pr~ssure cf 2ZS6 psia which occurs 4t JO s~conds> 
is only slightly above the presiurtt at which the presurizer spr~s 
are actuc2ted. 

For this tran$1ent. the reactor c:aalant system int~grity is not 
challenged. 

S Mi nute De 1 g 

F'Or the c:ase wher-e operator ac:t1on 1 s delayed 300 seconds ( 5 
mi nut.es} :r the reactor ~aolant system 'temJ)erature 1nc~as.es .. raachin9 
the OY•rpower De lta-T setpoi nt for turti ne runbiCX at 190 seconds. 
Tb1 $ signal is maintained and thus turbine power c;cnti n11es to re<tuc:ra 
si every 30 seconds until the turbine load is at 75,. At th1s 
point. tl'le swn of the ufn f~<b11ater f1aw from one pump pl\IS the 
au~i1iary fee<twater flow is e~al to th~ turi)ine s~aa flO'lll. 
Therefore,, steam generator level does not continue dect"eas~ng and 
st.abi1i:es,. The operator 1n1t1atad reactor and turbine trip at 399 
seconds occurs ift.er the steam and feedwate,. f1 o~ have :natcMd. The 
peat primar.r system prtssu'l"e of Z330 ps1a at l67 seconci.s accurs 
before the steam and feed fl ow a,.e matched. This pres~cu"e 'f s below 
the relief valve setpaint {2350 ps1a). The pressurizer sprays. 
~~ined with the effe<:t of reduced turtlfne load pre..,ent a"J" 
s1 gn1 fie ant ove;pressuri zation.-· Again. reac;tor coo 1 ant pressure 
stays below serv1c~ Level C 1i~its of 3200 psia. 
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z. Loss ot A1l Main Feedwater 

The sequenca of events for this. tr~ns_i~nt are presented tn T•ble 2~ 
The transient pressure calculations ire depicted 1n F~gur~ 2. 

The 1ow-1ow steam generator level setpotnt. ts re.ached at 33 $econds; 
JO second~ ·1Ater. au.xiliury feedwate,. 'f s delivere<f ta the !;teem 
gener4t.ors. 

30 Seeorid Delay 

An automatic turbine runbael due to an Ove:,:ower Oe1ta-T is 
initiated at 43 seconds and t.urtJ1ne. load f s reduc:ed S?.. The 
pressurize~ ~e11ef valve~ open and maintain pressure at the set?Oint 
value !2350} until ~~e ope~ator tr1ps tne plant ~t 63 s.ec:~nds. 
Steam dump is initiated an¢ reduces the primar,' t~mperatv.re to the 
no load v1l~e of 547.F. Fo~ this transient the reactor ~0<>1ant 
sy$tem p~ssu~ is well below l200 psia. 

5 Minute ~1ay 

As in t.~e previous case, the heatw1> of the primar-1 c~olant cause~ ~ 
turbin~ MJnb.iict. fnit.1at.ed b~ ~n Ov~f'l)O'Wer Oe1t~T si'9na1. The 
turbine 1oad is reduced twice in s~ inc:~nt$ until the l~ad is 9€n 
et nominal ioad. Steam pressure starts to d~p ~ue tn th~ boi1 of! 
of. water in the ~tum· generators, gener~tin9 a 1ow ste= pn!SSure 
a Jam. A't tM s time primary pressu" $tarts to inc:rea~~ ~ad there 
is iln in$urge ainto the preS$Ur"i%e,., tiUSing both pre$$UM"Ze-~ higii 
leY~l and pres~ure trf p alarms to be actuated. The stsam· generator 
tut)e bundle begins ~D uncover, causing a larger l'"ate of i~rease in 
primary pl"!ssur"! and tempera t.ure. ihe. p1"'!~$Url ze r fills .anc t."le 
peat pressu~ ~~ched is 3491 ps1a.. Nuclear pcwer has d~N!asad lt 
tni s point to a.caut 30: of nomi na 1 du~ to t2ie ~gatiY~ mode~ator 
temperature reac~ivit:y feedback. A.$ the ~lief ~ate of ••te~ 
~roug~ the relief and safety valves fn~~ases, the pr-imaroy $YStee 
p~ssu~ starts to decr~asi and th'e saf~ty and ~li~f va1~s cloi~ 
a.oout3& s~onds aftei- the time of p~ait p~tsur""e. The ope,.ato~ 
trl pis the reactor manua.l l y at 333 seconds. · 

CONC!..USIOHS 

Los~ of a Main r~edwater PUmp 

The ~su1ts p:-t!senud he" deinons'tr~'te t."la't for ~ loss of one =ain 
fem.at.er pump, the~ ar9 at least si~ major alan1s _1n ad4ft'ion to 
otners· ganerated to alert tfte o~erator to the fact that • •~1function 
has occurad. Furthermore. even for tJ\~ •went "1tJ\ a five mf nu~~ delay 
1n re.actor trip automatit: tul"'bine runbac:k .-educes .staanr f"low to mtcn 
the capabflft)' of t.ne auxiliary fttdwater. For tnis t'ttnt ~~ fs no 
throe.at of O'Yerpressurizat1on in tJ\4t the pressuri:er rtli~f Y6h• 
setpoi nt ts not t't'en reac:.'ied. 

39990 
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~Comoiete Lois of Main Fe~dwater 

For th~ complet~ 1oss of teed~ater, operato~ action ccnsi~ten~ ~ith the 
~c~1on t1me taken at the plant on the February 25, 1983 !Ven\ t$ 
~ufficient to prevent overpre!$Urization of the reactor ~ooJ~nt !ystem. 
Peak primary ~ystem pressure result: only tn pres!urizer re1ief Yilve 
actuation without the actuation of prusuri .zer safjty valves. 
Furthermore, there are 3 mljor a-1 ar=$ wnic:h ir.e ictuated f n -id<fft1on tt>· 
t.i! steam generated 1ow-1ow level alann t~ ~lert the operatDr tD take 
ac:ti on. 

As discussed earlier, 1t ts a major r!duction 1n priina~ t~ secondary 
heat t.ransfer capabf Hty wn1 ch cau,es the prima.-ry system he-.atup and 
pr-assure increase~ A ~urbine trip ~duces the amount of ~U!.eim f1ow and 
the rate at whi'h the leve-1· in the steam generator drops. 11 1:aa 
turb~ne is tripped before the~ is a significant loss of stea. 9@nera~~ 
invento~. the tubes w1 ll not. uncover and Ute primary system wi 11 not 
overpressuri:!. Based upon the r~sults discus~ed in the preYiOU$ 
s~ct.1on. operator ac'tion to trip tht turbine at or befare one to one and 
! half minutas following the 1ow.low level tr1p and a1ar= .ou1d preYent 
overpn:.s.surlzation of the ~actor ccolant syst!S bey~nd 3200 psi a. 

lt shou1d be noted that the ~ore nucle~r charac~er"f stic$ (a ~oderator 
~.activity coefficient of -a pcmt•r) u&ed ire not repri?sent.a.ti'f4! of tl?e 
actual c~ design fo~ the Salem Plant. Pr!vious AniS 4naly$~~ nave 
shown the peak p"ssure ta be ~ strcng fu~tion of the (:Deft'iei-e1't and 
tnerf! f s a 100 psi redlict~on fo~ ever, 1 pc~ de~ea~e in the 
i:t>eff1e~ent. The Sa 1 em core is designed tX> operate such th~t by the 
time the plant ~ached fu11 po.er it would have a coefficient of -10.s 
pcmt•F' or 2 .. S pc:• les.s thun the c;ceff1c1ent 1n the swey.. This 
coefficient would be reduced even further by appraxiMate1y Z ~·F per 
!l'!Onth of operation {$ee F1gur~ 3). The 10.S ~cm ci:w:ffici-ent ~sulti in 
a peat. p"ssur'! for- ttie 1·rm1'ting eas~ of ff ve m1nut8 ~l)f!t6ator action of 
3241 ?Si a (a 250 p$i a ~ucti on ·from 3491 psi ii} \lri11 <;h 1 S 'ff't thi ti the 
caleul4t1onal band of the AS1'£ Stress LeY@i C 11m1t. T?:erefo~~ tbe 
case ~p"sent2d in Fi 9ure 2 would not uc:aed the aci:eptam::a en teri a. 

Sumtary 

!n eonc:1us1ont this $tudy has d&s!lanstrated the ability of the Silem 
Jiiclear p1ant to wi thstan6 th.a: effe<:ts of postu1•ted ~si fe~~~ter 
malfunctions without reactor tr1p at full f)Ower \lt1tJl an art1'f''ic:f~l1y 
long. delay for operator action. The res11lts show ace~~t»le response 
which is withi·n calc;:ulationa1 uncertainties oft.he AS1'£ Stress Level C 
Hrait$. These r!sults are furt»er affect~d by the law probabflity of 
these e:venu oc:cur1ng at full power in addition 'to the exp~ted 
incn1.si.ngly beneficial nuclear characterfst1es cf tt.a plant o~er eoN! 
Hfe. 
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TABLE 1 

Loss of CRle Feedwater ?ump 

Event 

Loss of one pump (Alarm) 
Remaining p1.m1p 

de l f vers maxi mum f1 cw · 

Low-1ow SG 1eve1 setpoint {alarm); 
au~iliary fetdwater signal (a7ar:n) 

Auxiliar:' feedwater begins 
Oper~tQr- tr1 ps reactor and turbine 
OP ~ T r-.mbaci; $etpoi nt {al ~nn} 

turb1 ne load reduced 5: 
Turb1 ne Joad ~uced S: 

OP~ T" trip setpoi nt {a lam) 

Turl:Jine 1oad rieduced 5i 
Pe.al; ?~ssure Ol:curs 

Turbine 1oad reduced 5% 
Turbine 1oad l"educed SS 

!iigh pressurizer level setpoint (alarm} 

Operator trips reactor and turbine 

(l} 

(2) 
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30 s~and ds1ay befare Manual trip 

300 second de 1 ay before ma nu a J trip 

C=14 

0 

99 

109 
i29 

--------
---· 

.... 

3 alarms 
prior to 
t.7'1 p 

0 

20 

99 

109 

190 

233 
2.ZO 
zso 
267 {2~SO ps112) 
zso 
310 
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399 

6 a1arm~ 
prior tg 
trip 
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TABLE 2 

~quence of Events 

~p1ete Loss of Main Feedwater 

Event 

Loss of main feed'Water pumps; (alarm) 
Lo~·1ow SG level setpofnt (a1an1}; 

auxiliary fee'dwater $ignal generation 
CfJ A T runbact setpoi nt (al arm) 

turbine load reduced si 
OP~ T trip set?oint (alarm) 
Auxiliary fe~ater begins 
PM!ssuri:er reHef valves. open 
~er-atlr trips ~ac"ter/tut1)ine 
Turbine load reduced ~ 

Hfgh pr!!ssurizer 1eve1 trip set~aint {a1arnz) 
l.cw steam prsssun! SI {alarm) 

High pres:ur1zer pr@ssure setpaint {alar;n) 

SG tubes ~gin to uncover; 
~team f1 ow ciraps 

pn!SSUri zer S4Tl!t)' Y.! 1 ves open 
Pressuri;er fi11s 

Peak pre--isure 
Pressur;zer safety valves close 
Pressuri4er relief valves close 
Law RC f1o~ setpo1 nt (al ann) 

Operator tr1 ps ~Ktor/turt>; ne 

{1) 30 second delay bef~re manual trip 
(2) JOO second delay before lilanual tr'f;s 
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Time 1 -
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33 

34 
43 
43 

55 
SJ 

-· 

---

--
.... 
-----
4 ~lanns 

prior to 
tr1p 

T1~2 -
0 

33 

34 

4.3 
43 
~5 

i34 

as 
.as 
8S 

sz 
95 

ll4 ( 3491 ps'Ja) 

14-Z 
155-

JHg 

333 

7 alams 
prior to 
trip 
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